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in September 1927, when line perforation of the interspace was introduced.
Summarizing, one can say that the important work done by Mr Glanzmann in the PTT
Archives ( together with Mr Peter Meier, Curator) confirms that the listing made
many years ago by Moller and Zumstein for the pairs with 11 and 9 mm punched holes.
is correct. Further that he has found probably all the sheets with the mysterious
10.5 mm hole, in that all sheets, and only those, used to make up the booklets
Nos. 19 and 20 during 1921 have this hole (see Table 1).
Arthur Glanzmann has put these interspace pairs into another order, by subject:
Helvetia, Tell Boy, Tell father, by Z number of the basic stamp, not by the date
of issue of the booklets., then according to value, to make it easy to find a
specific pair. Each type has either an A for 11 mm hole, B for 10.5 and C for 9 mm
holes, or combinations. That is better than the present Zumstein grouping into
two lists of 11 and 9 mm holes, as there is a confusing overlap. The Zumstein
order is not in any apparent sequence. Therefore I think if a new order is considered necessary, then it should be in chronological order of manufacture of the
booklets, for which the special sheets were made. This would affect the order of
the téte-beche pairs as well.
He has priced the 10.5 mm pairs in the nine sheets he has found, which were not
priced before, now he has set prices which are too high, but perhaps auctions will
give an indication in the future. Rarity is not enough, does somebody want it?
From the booklet manufacturing point of view it seems that one can state:
1. all 13 booklets made between 1909 and 1918 (Nos 7 to 18, and PJ) have their
sheets punched only with the 11 mm hole.
2. only those two booklets made in 1921 (Nos 19 & 20) show the 10.5 mm hole,
whereby all sheets used are also to be found with 11 mm holes and, for those used
for booklet No. 20 sheets with the 9 mm hole are also to be found.
3. all three booklets (Nos 21 to 23) made between 1924 and 1927 have sheets with
the 9 mm hole, and the last booklet (No. 28) has the se-tenant pair S19 & S21 also
with the 11 mm hole. In his book Moller says that the 9 mm hole was first used
in 1924. This seems unlikely. They would not have waited until 1924 to punch and
sell sheets made for the 1921 booklets. However, Zumstein does not list any new
booklets for 1922 & 1923, so the PTT were printing sheets and making the "1921"
booklets until the 1924 booklets were issued. Therefore the introduction of the
new, smaller 9 mm punch could have been done in any of the years: 1921 (less
likely), 1922 or 1923.
The discussion with the holes is because the largest, 11 mm nominal diameter,
is defined with holes having diameters from 11 to 11.5 mm. In the same way the
smallest, 9 mm nominal diameter, is clear with holes of 9 to 9.5 mm. The problem
is with the very odd-shaped hole of about 10.5 mm diameter, having been damaged
at some time. This can have a diameter of 11 mm, and so makes it difficult to
say which size it really is, and therefore up to now not catalogued as a
recognized type.
TYPE OF HOLE (see Table 1) The three
types, or sizes, are shown, with
details as to which booklet issues,
ie, the sheets, were punched out by
which punch. The easiest way to
check a hole in an interspace pair
is to cut along the line x - x,
and lay the half circles against
the hole to be tested, in turn.
The dates shown refer to the date
of issue of the booklet for which
the interspace pair was printed.
It cannot be the exact year when
the punching was actually done,
before the sheet was sold.
Figure 2 (right) is taken from the
Mailer book and shows how a full
sheet of 90 stamps is bound and
then cut up into 15 booklets. The
sheet shown is the rarest with 5
S18 and 5 S20 interspace pairs,
and all defaced with the deformed
10.5 mm punch.
(Continued on page 7, bottom.)
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Table 1
Colours

Stamp
Z.No.

S 1 25:25
S 2
2:2
S 3 5:5
S 4 10:10
S7II 5:5
S 51 2:2
S7III 5:5
S 6
3:3
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153:152
153
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lilac
5:5
S31
green:lilac
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204 4 = 28 pairs with different
stamps/values from
-24 sheets.

S21 = adjacent pairs in same sheet.
X No. for reference only.
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Holes
i<

1
2
3
4
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9
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13

Double
Booklet No./Year of issue pairs
( 9 m1l):7/1909 (A' never used)
8/1909
9/1909
10/1909
11/1910
12/1911
13/1911,17/17
14/1915
15/1915,17/17,18/18,19/21*
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16/1917
18/1918
18/1918,19/21*
18/1918
19/1921
19/1921
never used for booklets
never used:for booklets
20/1921
20/1921
20/192121/24,22/25,23/27
20/1921
21/1924,22/25
21/1924,22/25
21/1924
22/1925,23/27
23/1927
23/1927

S24
S25
S26
S29

S32

528

2411 10 = 45 pairs with different holes.
= A' holes probably punched in 1921 only.
Note:B holes probably punched in 1922-23.
Type of hole

a = same stamps

A =

11.0 mm 1909-21,27
(11-11.5)

b = overprinted

A' =

10.5 mm 1921
(10.5-11)

c =

B
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(9-9.5)
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M Rutherfoord
YOU KNOW?
DID
- that in the December DYK I stated that the inland Express rate had
gone up by 50c to CHF 8.50, but I had fallen into a trap with my eyes
open. Since 1997 there has been no PTA weekly, in which such a changewould have been announced, clearly, and for all interested parties,
of which philatelists form a part. Becoming suspicious I asked at six
different PO information stands in November, far too late as only two
answers were the same - 1st May 1998. I could reject 'a few months
ago', 'July 1st', 'sometime in May' and 'can't remember, but it was
in the newspaper'. I had taken my information from the new rates table
issued on 1st September, stupidly. The rise is caused by VAT, now
being applied to PO services. Postal historians 'its back to the 18th
century' - you have been warned.
- that on 1.1.99 the inland Express rate will rise to CHF 10-, but
also includes A post rate for lkg. I have not seen this in writing.
Rates for parcels also change.
- that the Express label will also be the receipt, ie, no stamps
needed (as before in some places). Stamps are allowed if requested,
but for how long?
- that the auction house in Biel, Giorgino, started a trend last year
by having all illustrations in full colour, right next to the bid
details. Now this year we have the same from Rapp and Chiani in nearly
the same way. Before they were in three parts: colour, b&w pictures
and bid text each separate and on different paper. Now the two latter
have them all together on the same paper, many more in colour and the
b&w being on better paper are of much higher quality than is usually
found. Beautiful books to keep for reference.
- that the new CEO of SP, Reto Braun, has been on TV and gave a generally positive report. There will be no closing of 1000 of the 3600
Swiss POs, as had been feared. The yellow buses will not be sold off
to the SBB, but ways have to be found to increase the sales at the
counters, including travel tickets and life insurance! A new savings
account is also being launched.
- that the sales of the two 'Chinese' stamps have reflected their
acceptance by collectors. I hope you have bought your three small
sheets, for the two blocks of four, horizontal and vertical pairs,
the strips of three, and a pair of singles at the end.
- that the self-adhesive 90c stamp booklets have been a great success,
and are now sold out. In March a new booklet will come out, produced
by Courvoisier, who made the 70c booklets, as they were apparently
much cheaper than the first firm, Heusser in Bern. As the SP make
little publicity for such things it is left to philatelists to spread
the news, a strange situation for a 'sales-orientated management'.
- that a new R-label (type 10) has appeared, see below, according to
international -rules, note RR and CH. Another new SP service is a
special packing for bottles of wine in which has printed on it the
label below. Not yet seen as a separate label.
9430 St. Margrethen SG

R
292

I I lUl u i i

RR 292 053492 CH

INTERSPACE PAIRS, continued from page 2.
Offer to members in Great Britain. Table 2 can be supplied in full colour for
CHF 6.— in valid Swiss postage stamps. Delivery by airmail from M Rutherfoord
40 Hurdaekerstrasse, CH-8049 ZURICH, Switzerland.
REFERENCES consulted for the article.
Ernst Moller "Die Markenheftchen, KehrdrUck— and Zwischenstegmarken der Schweiz"
Basel 1 995.
Zumstein Spezialkatalog Schweiz, Bern 1992.
SBZ 11/98 p.551. Article by Arthur Glanzmann, Luzern, 5 plus pages.
Michel, Schweiz/FL—Spezial 1994 and 1998, Munich, Germany.
Amateur Collector Catalogue, London.
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By Geoff Hubbard

When one buys a large holding, it is on occasion difficult to know where to start when sorting one's purchase.
Needless to say there is no quick way - but I have developed what I believe to be an easy way, some may
already do this: but for those who are completely at a loss, I will set our my system for the benefit of those that
are in the dark, so to speak.
Part One. With the aid of an alphabetical filing dividers, sort your holding into towns and places. Do not at
this stage separate Bern from Basel or any others that begin with the same letter of the alphabet. All the Lakes
can go into a separate section as indeed can the Mountains plus any themes such as Railways, Animals,
Flowers etc.
Part Two. Perhaps another set of alphabetical dividers to sort those cards that are in the same areas as sorted in
Part One. Now all the Bern and Basel etc cards are separate. Dividers can of course be home made to cut down
on expense - but do I really need to tell you that ?.
Part Three. Turn your cards over and sort each group into sections published by the same Company - this
exercise can also show some interesting postmarks - perhaps enough to pay for the entire purchase - it has
happened to me on more than one occasion ! One publisher that occurs very frequently is Photoglob, but there
are many. Edition Photoglob, Zurich. (Some have a PZ in a circle and some do not).Edition Photoglob Co.,
Zurich. Photoglob-Wehrli AG., Zurich. (These normally have a PZ and a W both in circles as well as G above
SA within a letter V). Photoglob - Wehrli & Vouga AG., Zurich. Perhaps it should be noted that there were
Companies called Werhli as well as Vouga at one time.
Part Four. From the sorting done above, one will then have smiler sections to look through to see what
duplicates have been bought - these of course can be disposed of in any way you see fit - perhaps in the Sales
Packet to refund some of your expenses.
Now of course what do you do with all these cards ? Since I have found it very difficult to acquire new stamps
for my collection and some covers are very hard to find (or too expensive) I started some time ago forming
various collections of these (inexpensive) collectable. I currently have sections covering Towns as well as
Publishers. Some Publishers are kind enough to number their cards and so a complete listing can be made - but
like many things it all takes time. I only have about 250 of one such Publisher from an estimated printing of
10,000 ! However I will not give up since one member I know has about 2000 !
On the subject of numbers on the cards - here one should beware, since some have numbers and some do not not the one's that I collect however. My problem lies in the fact that some views are in France ! Another aspect
to scratch one's head over is that some cards have numbers but the printer is not on the card; however after a
while cards begin to look familiar in style and IF just one turns up with the name of the publisher, then all can
go into that particular section. Generally speaking I find about one or two cards from every 300 or so that I am
unable to positively identify - I do not find this figure to be too bad - only about 0.66%.
Finally, being a bit of a magpie, I tend to keep all my duplicate cards - just in case. What do you do with yours
? That is to say those of you that collect, I may be in the market to buy ! Anyway I hope these notes have been
of some help and if any of you require additional help, I shall be pleased to come to your aid.

SALES PACKET
COVERS WITH NICE CLEAR CANCELLATIONS ARE ALWAYS WANTED FOR THE
PACKET - COVERS UP TO ABOUT 1930. ALSO COVERS WITH SPECIAL
CANCELLATIONS - "K's", TEMPORARY OFFICE, MACHINE CANCELS, T.P.O.'s,
M.P.O.'s - NEED I CONTINUE ?
I AM SURE SOME OF YOU HAVE DUPLICATES THAT ARE NOT NEEDED OR
ITEMS THAT YOU WILL NEVER INCLUDE IN YOUR COLLECTION BECAUSE THE
SUBJECT IS TOO VAST - SOME MEMBERS HAVE BEEN COLLECTING THESE FOR
YEARS, AND STILL WANT SOME, SO PLEASE GET BUSY AND LOOK THEM OUT.
Send it, with the 3%, to Geoff Hubbard, our Hon. Packet Secretary, at
Flat 13, 41/43 Belsize Avenue, LONDON NW3 4BN.
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OBITUARY — Geoff Hubbard

It is with particular sadness that I have to inform you of the
death of our Vice-Chairman and Packet Secretary, Geoff Hubbard,
on the morning of Thursday, 7th January 1999. A Society member
since 1966, Geoff has always provided positive support.
He was
appointed to the Committee at the 1970 AGM and then, in June 1981
he took on the daunting task of succeeding Mrs Rawnsley as
Honorary Secretary, a post which he tackled with great competence
vigour and enthusiasm for the next eight years.
Geoff's main collecting interest was Swiss postage dues and, in
addition to an outstanding collection, he amassed considerable
expert knowledge on this subject which was reflected in the
articles he wrote for the "Newsletter" between 1984 and 1990.
He gave several major presentations, one of the most recent being
at the 1995 Chippenham seminar.
After twice having been made redundant, Geoff decided to become
a full-time stamp dealer in 1989. The demands of setting up
this business meant he had to resign as the Society's Secretary.
He quickly established an excellent reputation in the stamp trade.
On my becoming Chairman in 1991, I was delighted that Geoff agreed
to be Vice-Chairman and he provided me with invaluable help and
support over the past eight years right up to the final meeting
he attended in December when he chaired the first part of the
meeting as I was unavoidably delayed.
Geoff gallantly fought what unfortunately was to be a losing
battle against ill-health during three difficult years.
He had
to give up his stamp business in 1997 but he then insisted on
filling the vacancy of the Society's Packet Secretary as he
wanted "to keep busy".
He also developed a further interest in
Swiss post cards and wrote a further series of articles in the
"Newsletter" on this subject, the last of these appearing last
month.
The Society has lost an enthusiastic and knowledgeable philatelist.
We, the members, have lost a good friend who will be greatly missed.
Claude Mistely
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TRAVELLING POST OFFICES
WITH CANCELLATIONS OF THE SECOND PERIOD INSCRIBED AMBULANT AND A ROUTE NUMBER

D. HOUTRIS

In the mid 1970s when collecting and plating the 1900 UPU issue I came
across cancellations inscribed 'AMBULANT' at the top and a route number at the
bottom (see figure 1). I enquired of several other collectors what routes these
cancellations were used on, and was told that what I needed was train timetables for
1900. This seemed an impossible task, so I let the matter drop.
At the International Exhibition held at Alexandra Palace in 1990, the Mobile
Post Office Society held a meeting with Dr. A. M. Goodbody giving a display of
Swiss TPOs. I attended this meeting and among his display Dr. Goodbody

figure 1

hadsevralcoversandcrswith esamtypeofcaneltion, dicatngherout raveldfor
several TPO numbers. After the display I asked Dr. Goodbody how he had found the routes
travelled by the various TPOs; he told me that they came from schedules he had, and that he would
send me duplicate copies he had for 1900, which he did. With the aid of these schedules I was able
to determine the routes for my UPU covers and cards.
In 1993 I purchased two TPO collections which contained many of these Ambulant
cancellations on covers and cards ranging between 1870 and 1910. I decided that what was needed
were schedules to cover this period to be able to make any sense to which routes these cancels
related. Someone suggested that I contact the PTT library; I phoned and was told that if I sent
SF.40.- they would send them! This I did and some weeks later a parcel arrived with a note stating
that they only had the schedules from August 1889.
What I'd received was Summer
and Winter schedules (Bahnpost
Turnus) (see figure 2) for all the
'nausea taste
' wwe: -+.§ raMaUalel
years
between August 1889 and
BahIILQge.
Bahnstreete.
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Aww.." ''
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Geneve
Genéve
553 SS6
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collection I was able to determine
1. a. Coles-Gendve•Culoa
Geneve'
. Genéve .
584. 587
GNAT*
b. Geneve-Culos-Geneve
which routes most of them had
Basel S.B. B. Basel S.B.B. Basel
. 167. 18°_
2. a.ILastanne-Basel-Delémont
.
.
Lausanne
159. 172 . . .
b. Delémont•Basel•Lansanne
travelled. Nearly all my questions
Basel S.B.B.
16;3. 180 .
Basel S. B.B.
e.{Lfuwnn8cspl•Neuchatel
nprlwM care
had been answered with such ease, I
d. NenehAW-Basel-Lausanne . 161. 176 . . . . . .
Lausanne
Lausanne
e. NottchareI-LtnoaHne-Neuchatel 160. 179. . . • • . • Lausanne
wondered why it had taken so long.
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Basel
The method of determining the route
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g. Basel-Olten-Biel-Genius-Bielof a cancel is to take a note of the
Basel
Goner.,
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`Messer Sesser;• Ae/drt. WNYakAe.
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•
1. tsrig•Lansanne-Baeel B. B.. . 146/171/1615
schedule find the Train number and
then
refer back to the route the train
figure 2
travelled. As can be seen from
figure 2 there are several different routes for the same Ambulant number. Not so straight forward
as imagined. Then a snag emerged, I had a Train number for Route number 1 and could not find it
on the schedule (see figures 2 & 3). It took some time for me to realise that on some cancels there
was not enough room for three-figure Train numbers and that only the last two digits were on the
cancellation.
Trains.
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On further examination of these schedules I found that prior to August 1889, the first period,
there were 69 numbered routes indicated and from August 1889 until the end of April 1910 several
changes were made as follows:1st August 1889, 32 routes; 1st June 1891, 33 routes; 1st June 1892, 35 routes; 1st June
1893, 38 routes; 1st June 1894, 39 routes; 1st May 1903, 40 routes until 30th April 1910. This
brings us to the end of the second period of TPO cancels.
From the 1st May 1910, at the beginning of the third period, when the so-called anonymous
cancels started to be used, there are 351 numbered routes indicated, and the number varied over the
years. Another extremely complex group.
During the period from August 1889 until the end of April 1910 there were two routes that
remained the same, the first was Route number 1 which ran from Geneva to Culoz and various
combinations ie, Culoz-Genève, Culoz-Genève-Culoz, Genève-Culoz-Genève. The second was Route
number 31 Ebnat-Wil-Ebnat which remained the same throughout the entire period. All other routes
varied during the period, (see figure 2, Route Number 2).
Another interesting thing about collecting TPOs of this period is that in some cases straightline cancels (see figure 4) are added to a cover or card at the station of posting when posted at the
station, and not directly onto the train. In some cases manuscript station names can be found
applied in blue crayon. These straight-line cancels can also help prove the route.
On page 6 of the Muller book on Swiss TPOs, published by Zumstein & Co. in 1977, there is
an illustration of a hand-written schedule for June 1882. If the early schedules are all hand written
this may be the reason why I cannot locate schedules prior to August 1889. If any reader has any
schedules prior to 1889 I would be pleased to purchase photocopies of them. Also if any reader has
anything to add to the above please let me know via the Editor.

ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION
This is being held this year on Wednesday the 10th March (not April) at 6.45 p.m.
in the Victory Services Club. The competition, in two sections, is open to all
members, one entry in each section. If you are unable to take your entry yourself
send it by post to the Chairman, to arrive by Monday 8th March. As usual, judging
will be by popular vote of all those present.
HELVETIA SILVER CUP - Entries of twelve sheets can be of anything except postal
history. The cup is awarded annually, to be returned by competition night. If won
three times in succession by the same member it shall become his or her property
and the Committee shall provide a new cup for the next year.
MOORE TROPHY - Entries of twelve sheets on any aspect of Postal History. The Trophy
is awarded annually, to be returned by competition night.
Let us see a good number of entries. Even if you are not competing then turn up
and help judge - you are sure to learn something to help your hobby.

SALES PACKET
Members will very pleased to hear that Don Symonds has volunteered to take over the
running of the Packet. Derrick Slate has offered to help provide as smooth a transition as
possible and it is anticipated that 'all systems will be up and running' by the time members
read this. All communication concerning the packet should be addressed to:
Don Symonds, Whitecot, Furzehill, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 4HD

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE MORE PACKETS then why not contribute something yourself?
Only by making up some booklets for the packet can you expect to see booklets from
other members. This does not.mean putting the rubbish that should be in the bin in
the packet. The things that will sell are the ones that you would buy so make up
your good duplicates in booklets. Get proper booklets from your local dealer. The
'shopfront' is what gets you to look inside: Double check that the items you are
trying to sell have all their perfs, a clean cancel, not a splodge and mounted
mint is not ten old hinges on the back. Be honest about things - would you buy it?
You know what does not sell as you have had to pay postage to send it on to the
next on the list. Then don't forget the 3% to cover the insurance of your stamps:
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LETTER RATES, SWITZERLAND TO GREAT BRITAIN, 1850-1875

February 1999

M Rutherfoord

Prompted by a question from David Whitworth I have stepped into deep water. As I,
to my shame, know very little about the subject, I have tried to put together an
article based almost entirely on the finest book on the subject 'Der Briefpostverkehr
Schweiz-Ausland (Letter rates to foreign countries) 1459-1907' published by the wellknown postal historian Richard Schafer in 1994. The table is a simplified version
of Mr Schäfer's tables, with the addition of information received from him on Rayons.
He has also checked my text and table for errors.
The original Swiss system of four rayons (48, 120, 192 & 192+ km) was kept until
14.12.1854 for mail going through France, ie, further than in Switzerland itself
where the number of rayons had been reduced from four to three on 1.1.1852. On the
15.12.1854 only two Swiss rayons were recognized by France when Switzerland still
had three, until 14.8.1859 when the rayon system was dropped for French mail. The
differences in the number of rayons used in Switzerland compared with the number
used in determining foreign rates is indicated in the far right-hand column. One
could hardly imagine a greatert state of confusion, and all Swiss POs had to be
informed of the two parallel rayon systems, one for inland, one for foreign mail,
ie, through France.
Germany also did not accept the complicated Swiss system. Until August 1868 they
asked for 10 rp more if the sender's PO was more than 10 geographical miles from
the frontier. This is not very clear and, in my way of calculating is 27.8 km. The
only way to be sure is to find a lot of covers, or to have a list of Swiss towns
used by the POs in Germany, and in other countries whose mail went via Germany.
The distances used to determine the rayon limits were, at first, taken along
the shortest post coach road, as the 'straight line' measurement was adopted only
on 1.7.1862.
Neither the Ortspost (city post) nor the 10 km local rate ever applied in the
frontier towns when calculating foreign postage.
The introduction of the 'Direct' system in January 1869 was a precursor of the
UPU systems, which greatly assisted foreign correspondence, being simpler and cheaper.
One of the main achievements of the Universal Postal Union in 1874 was to straighten
out the maze of bilateral contracts made between countries over the years, and
unify them into a single system applicable to all. This came into effect on the 1st
July 1875. France only joined on 1.1.1876, as they were against the UPU.
Figure 1 shows a cover from Viége to London dated 25.8.1858, which I assumed went
via Vallorbe and Pontarlier. The distance from Viége I calculated to be about 160 km
which, at that time, would put it in the third Swiss rayon, but was not shown as
such on Mr Schäfer's table. He then explained the above to me and said that anywhere further than 48 km would be in the second rayon for France, ie, the 55 rp rate,
which corresponds with the 3 x 15 + 10 rp stamps used.
Figure 2 is taken from Mr Schafer's book where he says "to meet the 30c rate the
clerk in Geneva used up all his stock of 3c stamps, ie, ten, because the 5c printed
on the postcard could not be used as GB had not yet accepted postcards.
As there are probably more such interesting letters in the UK than there are in
Switzerland, please keep your eyes open and let the Editor know about them, also
any problems, and he will pass them on the Mr Schafer for his comments.

Figure 2
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Did you know?
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M Rutherfoord

- that in the new SP organization there seems to be no person, or office, which
is responsible for keeping archives, in particular keeping records of rate changes
for future generations of postal historians. "No profit in it" being the motto.
- that inland telegrams will be abolished at the end of March 1999. Foreign telegrams will then no longer be accepted by phone, one must go to a PO. This is
understandable, even I have a fax with telephone now, ie, the same number: 0044 1
341 6357. But the fax is already being overtaken by e-mail.
- that the attractive new aerogramme, with the pair of China-Swiss stamps printed
on, is not available at normal POs, only at Philatelic counters, but it can be used
normally. The special overprinted version for the flights to China (four of them)
can only be bought at CHF 2.5 each, cancelled and with the Chinese arrival marks
at the back, from the Philatelic Bureau in Bern. Is this a souvenir only, or a
Ganzsache? I hope these two points will be noted in the new Ganzachen-Katalog.
- that the six or seven special postcards which came out last year were also only
obtainable from Philatelic counters. Ordinary POs didn't even know if the stamps
impressed on them were valid! This tendency of souvenirs, instead of postal items,
is to me dangerous, or am I out of step? The profit of the Philatelic Bureau is,
in the short term, certainly higher with the sale of souvenirs of no postal intent.
- that Karl Gebert of_Ebna_t-_Kaappel has finished his monumental "Chronic of Swiss
POs", more later when I have seen it. Certainly a must for the serious collector.
- that FL has declared that all stamps printed before 1996 will be de-monetised
at the end on 1999, except for the excellent set of 11 Framas, and the three stamps
depicting the noble ruling family. In the latest issue of the FL Philatelic News
of January 1999 a hint is given that the period may be extended.
- that this will make all those collectors think about the effect of the Euro
stamps in 2002 on their mint sets.
- that the Swiss Philatelic Bureau has advertised the sale of mint booklets of
the SPI for Italian tourist postcards, at nominal prices, unexpectedly. See the
Newsletter of November 1998, page 83 for details.
- that Gottfried Honegger has published another of his beautiful sales catalogues
for Swiss classic stamps, all in colour, covers too. And his philatelic and
commercial comments are well worth reading. Write to: Kfirzestr. 1, 8716 Schmerikon.
- that I must apologize to Messrs Shipley and Stiles for the tricky questions they
asked in 1997 on peculiar perforations of the Tell boy stamps they had. I cannot
yet answer, but the search has led me into all sorts of places. PTT Archives and
even to the National Postal Museum in London (got 'in' just before the doors closed,
for ever?). An article is in preparation, certainly one of the most illuminating
projects I have ever followed. The interspace holes were just a part of it, thanks.
- that there are a number of surprises in the January 1999 issue of 'Focus on
Stamps', but we will come to them later.
- that the three cancels shown below are interesting for the following reasons:
figure 1 is the last day of the 'Self-service' PO in the Lilie department store
in_ c_hlieren.on the western boundary of Ztirich. The lily has been in the arms of
Schlieren since 1340. Time to write my articles on these POs before they all
vanish; figure 2 is used from 7th to the 30th of January in a PO in one of the
window spaces of the Loeb department store in Bern, perhaps to bring in some customers in an otherwise 'dead' month; figure 3 shows a machine cancel rarity, Bern,
Lausanne and Zurich advertising for an event in the Tessin, slogan No. 4.1.1240,
used in most Tessin machines as well.
Figure 2
Figure 3
Figure 1
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No. 3 March 1999
I Gilchrist
REGISTERED LONDON OC 4 1870 FROM SWITZERLAND
About 3 years ago I bought a cover with a mark on that I had not
seen before. At last I have managed to do some research on a fascinating mark that, while not strictly Swiss, might be of interest
to other members. Unfortunately the envelope is somewhat 'tatty'
and a stamp has been removed, possibly a 20c Sitting Helvetia, but
The envelope is a 30c PTT postal stationery
the Mark is OK.
envelope and was 'registered'. Posted from Frauenfeld on 1X70 VIII
to Scarboro' England (nice abbrevation so sender could be English).
Transit on reverse of Zurich 1X70-11 and TPO Romanshorn-Bern of
1X70.20. Arrived in Scarborough 4th October 5(?) 70. As this was
the period of the Franco-Prussian war I am not sure of the routing.
However, on arrival in London an oval cancel 'Registered London
OC 4 1870 from Switzerland' was applied. I had not seen this before
and I showed it to people who know and was told only one such had
been recorded. Then another turned up in the Rolli auction in 1995,
this time from Lausanne on 19IX70 (and fetched CHF 680).
Has any other member such a cancel or information on its use?

The colour copy sent by Ian has five wax
seals on the reverse, a fine red and all
impressed with a 'coronet' and three
initials. If you know about seals can you
identify this 'Lord'? 'Tatty' it may be
but it seems to have 'class'!
Ed.
HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL

53rd year ! No.3 , pp 17-24 I London Mar 1999 1 ISSN 0951-0001
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M Rutherfoord

INTERSPACE PAIRS, THOSE HOLES, CONTINUED

After writing the article which appeared in the January Newsletter I realized that
a clear and easy method of measuring these holes had to be found. The main trouble
is parallax, ie, measuring at an angle, often not realized. First I checked all my
various rulers and found that several draughtsman's instruments were all identical;
they became my standard, the rest being discarded.
Then with a strong magnifier on a fixed-focus stand, I inscribed on a strip of 1 mm
clear plastic, two circles of 9 and 11 mm diameter. This, when turned over, excluded
any parallax error, being in contact with the stamp paper. Using a white or grey
background I could measure very accurately, with the magnifier, the hole diameters.
I measured the three and one half sheets I have, three with the deformed hole (A'),
and the half with the 11 mm hole (A).
To my surprise all showed 11 mm diameter holes, the 10.5 mm hole is an optical
illusion: I could see that hardly any two holes of the deformed type (A') were of
the same shape. At the inside edges of the 'bulges' the torn paper fibres could be
seen, not clean cut at all. This also confirmed what Max Hertsch had warned me
about; washed stamps could not be measured.
My conclusion is that the deformed hole (A') was made using a tool which had been
dropped twice, causing the cutting edge to be bent in and therefore blunt. Being
hand-held the application angle was always different, giving the variety of shapes.
A sheet can be recognized immediately, but individual pairs not so easily. The
bigger bulge is about 0.5 mm thick and the smaller only 0.3 mm; the angle between
them being just over 90 degrees.
To illustrate the accuracy of measurement needed I drew the sketch, five times
original size. Note that between the 11 mm circle and the 10.5 mm hole there is at
the rim only a hundredth of an inch, not easy to judge by eye alone.
CORRECTION TO THE ARTICLE IN JANUARY - The 'Zumstein order' mentioned in the 2nd
paragraph on page 2 is actually in the numerical order of the basic stamp number,
which (to me) is not suitable for these pairs, which were issued in the order of
booklet manufacture. As expected Zumstein cannot change the numbering now; it would
also affect the se-tenant and téte-béche pairs. The type A' will now be mentioned,
but not priced.
References BBZ January 1999 (Note that the Muller book was published in 1955, not 95).
CONTINUED AGAIN: - Looking at PTT archive material I found several bunches of sheets
which had clearly been punched at the same time, I found several times that ten
sheets had been punched together, without any significant change to the diameter.
This is understandable if the punch used was sharp, and the total thickness is in
fact only about 1 mm. Other, smaller, bunches had been punched with blunt punches,
which resulted in severe damage and differences in diameter, so that no real
measurement could be made at all. All the above were with the 11 mm punch. In this
non-representative collection I found none of the 'deformed' holes.
THE THREE HOLES
The table given on page 3
of the January issue of
the Newsletter should be
revised as follows:
Nominal diameter of the
holes, in millimetres is
A= 11

A' = 11 with two bulges
(or partial)
B=9

The diameter is increased
by about 0.3 mm when
numerous sheets are
punched together.

J.-
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Don't forget the ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION is being held this year
on Wednesday March 10th at 6.45 pm in the Victory Services Club.
ELSEWHERE in the Newsletter is the notice of the Wimborne meeting.
The AGM of the Northern Group is on April the 10th, and short displays.
WHAT DO MEMBERS THINK OF COMPETITIONS?
asks Ken Reeves
He says: "Quite recently I had the opportunity to view several sheets of New
Zealand postal stationery. All very nicely mounted up with elaborate notes - done
by word processor. I thought - no typewriter can compare with this - so are we
more concerned with presentation and appearance than with what we actually collect
which is covers and stamps? To put it another way 'Is the frame more important
than the picture?' Well, what do others think?
ANSWERS - page 28 April 1998. Acid adhesives on covers - MR reports that there is
another problem with many Swiss covers which have a grey printed inside. This
interacts with the softener of some types of clear plastic used in philately and
the paper goes pink on the front where the stamp or cancel is. The PTT investigated
as some FDC used such covers. Their solution is to dip the item in pure benzine,
not petrol. The stamps do not fall off but the pink is gone. Proper ventilation is
the answer, and do not put too much pressure on the sheets in the album.
THE 1910 POSTAGE DUE AND RELATED ISSUES

Keith Shipley

I have recently acquired an accumulation of the 1910 issue of postage dues and
have been going through this looking for any of the numerous flaws listed in
Zumstein. In this respect I have so far been unsuccessful, but in the course of
my search I have come across what appears to be a constant variety which is not
listed.
In the bottom left-hand corner of each stamp is the initials of the designer,
Charles L'Eplattenier. This takes two forms; the first is C L• with a dot in the
angle of the L, the second is C L without a dot. I refer to these as CL dot and
CL no dot
My first thoughts were that the CL no dot variety was simply the result of a
worn plate, particularly since there was no mention of it in the Zumstein
Specialized Catalogue. However, on further examination I now feel otherwise. This
is because I have found clear sharp prints of the CL no dot and worn prints of
the CL dot, with the dot barely visible but still there. The varieties exist on
both mint and used, and on all values. Could there have been two distinct and
separate plates? I now have reason to doubt this as I have been able to look
through a dealer's stock. Among the stock were several large multiples. On each
of these multiples there were both CL no dot and CL dot varieties. The varieties
also exist on the two related issues, the 1911-27 Frank Stamps and the 1916-24
Provisionals but I have insufficient of these to be able to say if they exist on
all the values.
This still leaves the question of what gave rise to the varieties. I continue
to find it difficult to subscribe to the worn plate theory. On the multiples I
have seen the great majority are CL no dot, and on the mint multiples in particular
both the CL no dot and the CL dot are clear and sharp. I remain hopeful, therefore,
that members can help me in resolving this problem.

FRANCO labels or vignettes

A number of queries have come
up over the years about these
items. The latest question is
about the first day of use.
This copy was cancelled -7.I.11.XII
Have you seen an earlier date?
The printing date of the labels
is on the tab at the bottom
of the strip of seven - VI. 10.
They were not printed in strips
but must have been done in sheets
and cut up after perforating, but
what size sheets?
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THE LATE GEOFF HUBBARD
Those closest to Geoff would like to thank members for their
kindness both during his illness and since his death. The presence
of so many at the funeral was much appreciated, especially as the
Society played a large part in his life, bringing him great pleasure
and happiness.
Shirley Coventry
HELVETIA 30 was the title of the exhibition staged 14-15 November by our Dutch
counterpart - Studiegroep Zwitserland - with whom we exchange magazines. This was
to, celebrate the 30th anniversary of their founding. They have 150 members and
meet quarterly in Utrecht. The Dutch PTT Museum in Den Haag housed the exhibition
comprising 60 frames mainly provided by their members, including me, but also by
their German sister society ARGE Schweiz and the local society devoted to Liechtenstein philately. At their request I provided Ovals of Tessin and the Postmarks
of Lugano, while the themes of the other frames ranged from Classics - Standing
and Sitting Helvetia - UPU 1900, Receiver to Pay (postage dues), Special Flights
1920-1950, Pro Juventute, Soldier Stamps, Use of Airmail labels and others, plus
an exhibit by the Dutch PTT Museum of the cancellations of Geneva. I passed on
the congratulations from UPS on their anniversary.
The exhibition was opened by the Swiss Ambassador to the Netherlands who I
believe did not attempt one word of Dutch. Five dealers were present who benefited
from my custom. A member of the Groep had constructed a propaganda 'stand'
portraying stamps and other items. This could be folded and packed away in boxes
and so was available for future presentations. On the Saturdaiy evening we had a
dinner at Mövenpick with Swiss foö.d at which 66 were present. Altogether a grand
show which I was glad to have attended.
R S Johnson
ALL ROADS LEAD TO WIMBORNE on Saturday 10th April when there will be a
meeting for all those interested in getting together with fellow collectors of
Switzerland. Our venue is to be the Fielding Room at the Methodist Church, King
Street,Wimborne, opposite the Minster. We will commence at 2.30 pm and close at
4.30 pm. There is limited parking on the forecourt, but an early arrival is recommended otherwise you will have to use a public car-park. Come along and join
those who met on a very wet day last October and share a few "Pages from my
Don Symonds
Collection" and bring some of yours.
WANTED - fine used 1942 'Officiel' overprints Nos 46, 49, 51, 53, 55, 57.
1950 'Officiel' overprints Nos 67, 68, 69, 71, 73, 74, 75. Also required are
horizontal pairs from the 1973/4 definitives Nos 536, 537, 539 and 540.
Recently outdated Zumstein catalogue too, please. A Young, Tel: 01 732 35 45 60.
THE EXCHANGE PACKET - A new round of the packet will be issued at the end of
February using books which have previously been circulated but which still contain
a reasonable amount of material. Members should prepare and forward to me booklets
for inclusion in the circuits, plus the 3% of the total value to cover insurance.
No booklets, no circuits, or very much reduced! Purchasers are looking for good
quality or unusual material. Stamps, covers, postcards and other items in good
condition always sell provided the price is right. All communications concerning
the packet to: Don Symonds, Whitecot, Furzehill, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 4HD.
"Chronicle of all Swiss Post Offices, 1849-1999" Karl Gebert, 1999, A5, 287 pps.

This comprehensive book lists all places in Switzerland which used a postmark for
handling mail during these 150 years. In addition to all POs, depots & parcel
acceptance agencies, postal acceptance & passenger offices are included, never
listed officially.Date of opening, or start of financial accountability, name
changes, closures and present status. Dates of first SL cancel and cds make this
a treasure trove: As the Swiss Fund for Furthering Philately (capital CHF 5.9m)
would not assist with printing costs Herr Gebert has paid these himself: Except
for the cost of postage he offers this book free as his way of celebrating the
150 years of Federal Posts. Order from: Karl Gebert, Kapplestrasse 27, CH-9642
Ebnat-Kappel, Switzerland and enclose either a £5- note or $10- or DM 15-.
ANSWERS - page 42 June 1998. The cover with a large 'T' dated 30th August 1875
has been confirmed by Dr Jann Etter as a very early date. Has no other member got
one that is earlier? Look again in your collections, you never know what is there.
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The Northern Group attendance may not be large in numbers but members certainly did
produce a wide variety of entries when the annual "Competition Time" came round once
again on Saturday, 6th February. Over recent decades attitudes towards what constitutes
an acceptable philatelic competition entry have changed quite radically and this is
certainly reflected in what is produced at the meetings in Leeds. But as it has often been
said, philately is a personal thing and if an individual is happy with what he or she collects
and displays, so be it! However, we continued with the usual five classes of entries of
sixteen sheets, the results being as follows:D. Hope.
Pro-Patria issues.
(i)
Philatelic.
Mail from Switzerland to France; early 19th Century.
(ii) Postal History.
D. Whitworth.
D. Hope.
PTT Postcards, 1949-1984.
(iii) Postal Stationery.
International Red Cross Tracing Service, World War I.
(iv) Thematic.
I Gilchrist.
D. Hope.
Airmail to the U.S.A., 1939-1945.
Aerophilatelic.
(v)
The "Highsted Cup" for best entry went to D. Whitworth for the Postal History entry,
whilst D. Hope's Aerophilatelic entry was awarded the "Moore" bowl.
Competitions aside, the article in February's Newsletter relating to TPO's was
discussed at some length, most members taking issue with the statement that straight line
cancels were applied at the station and not on the train. The concensus of opinion was
the opposite to that expressed by Doug Houtris. That's philately for you! D.C.

'Committee Entertains II' the twelve members who attended the LONDON meeting on February 10th
at the Victory Services Club had little idea of what to expect of the evening. Even though this was a continuation of
an evening in last year's programme the material displayed was so very different in both content and presentation.
Those members who have seen some of our Chairman's collection know how very different it is but even they
would have had their eyes opened by the amount displayed under a broad brush heading of 'the Swiss Army up to
the 1920s'. More intriguing still was the account we had of the establishment of the Swiss armed forces from early
celtic times until the aftermath of World War 1. For the first time to the writer it became dear of what was the
significance of the 1871 Gratis labels, the 1915 Morgarten commemorative cards, the special commemorative sheet
of 1949 for the Escalade, and the illustrations on the 1989 Pro Patria stamps. But there was much , much more.
Our Secretary then displayed a collection of 'K' or Kurorte cancellations dating from the first used in Bex in May
1942 but concentrating on those in use in the 1950s. Enlarged reproductions made it easy for members to see the
development in design of the cancellations and this produced some discussion on the use of computer scanners!
Our Press Officer then concluded the evening with an imaginative presentation of surcharges - overprints that
altered or confirmed a value. Starting with the four stamps overprinted in 1915 the display covered postage dues,
postcards and wrappers. It was thought that the 1938 10/65 Icarus overprint had been produced on specially
printed copies of the stamp rather than 'left overs' as was probably the case of the other 1935-38 surcharged airmail
stamps. In contrast the 1987 Flood relief overprint was a 'normal' printing with an additional cylinder introduced
into the process. The variety of surcharged material on show had to include the Lucerne 'Kapellbrucke' fire issue of
1993 when 10m were produced, 2m sold and 8m burnt.
Bob Johnson in giving the vote of thanks was amazed how our Chairman could do his presentation without any
notes. He hoped that both the displays of army materials and the 'K' cancellations would provide scope for articles
in the Newsletter, and was grateful to have had a definition of what was included under the heading of 'surcharge'.
He thought that we had been very lucky to have such a varied collection of topics. JAC
With a title of

LABEL CATALOGUE given to SOCIETY

POSTMARK CORNER

Representing

The December 1998 edition of
the 'Swiss Express', the
magazine of the Swiss Railways
Society has an interesting
paragraph on the Riffelalp

the

Consilium

Philateliiae

Helveticae, Paolo Vollmeier has written to the
Secretary telling him that by separate post he
would be receiving a copy of 'Les Etiquettes
Postales Suisses 1876-1997'.
This new
publication lists and illustrates in colour most of
the additional labels found on Swiss mail. Labels
such as Express, Urgent, Inconnu, Refusé, and

many others too numerous to list here. The book
is a mine of information and already the
Secretary has identified a couple of labels that he

had been bothering over for some time. The book
is a very generous gift to the Society and in due
course will be added to the library that Derrick
Slate is organising for members. Individual
copies can be obtained from Paolo Vollmeier for
£20, postage included. As arrangements are a
little unusual will any member interested please

On behalf of the
Society a letter of thanks and appreciation has
been sent to the Consilium. JAC
ring the Secretary for details.

Tramway. The Riffelalp Hotel
which was burnt out on 6th
May 1961 is being rebuilt and
could be fully open for business
in a matter of months. A group
has been formed with the aim of restoring the tramway
which served the hotel and which closed as a result of
the fire. But it wasn't only the tramway which closed.
Postal facilities had been available from the Hotel and a
nice K cancellation (K 259) had been in use since 1st
September 1960. With such a short period of use and
not a great deal of mail being processed in the Hotel,
this cancellation is far from common. Perhaps with the

reopening of the Hotel postal services will be restored at
the same time and a new cancellation will appear - but
now with a post code!
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M Rutherfoord
DID
YOU
KNOW?
- that in Vaduz they have had another thought and the validity
of their stamps will be extended by 2 years, that is to 3, to the
end of 2001. From then onwards it seems that all issued stamps,
except ATMs, will be valid for 3 years only, to be confirmed.
- that the long-awaited Swiss Perfin catalogue has appeared, written
by Martin Baer, as No.4 of the studies published by the GanzsachenVerein, in German, 240 pages, AS with a 24 page introduction in
English. Send CHF 40.- in notes to Martin Baer, Hohmoos 10, CH-8051
Zurich, Switzerland, and mention the Newsletter.
- that the 10c Chillon stamp was first printed in 1936 as Z No. 203
purple, in various forms about 665 million times. Then in 1939 the
brown version appeared, Z No.242, 350m, then the reddish-brown,
Z No. 257 in 1942, no less than 994m times, and then in 1948 the
green Z No. 286 with 292m sold. The grand total is 2251 million
stamps. Now in 1994 another colour turned up, in red! According to
the PTT it seems that when one of the Postage Due Large Numerals
was to be printed, the wrong printing cylinder was put in the
machine. How many were printed, and how one sheet escaped destruction
is not known. See figure 1,- below, taken from a 1994 catalogue of
Paul Bach AG of Basel.
- that there are more than 12 000 places or name changes listed in
the new Handbook written and published by Karl Gebert. Well worth
the price for this limited edition; details on page 21.
- that Felix Winterstein has issued an A4 brochure 'Faszination
Philatelie' containing reprints of 25 of his articles previously
published in SBZ, BBZ, Zack and others covering the period 1973 to
1998. 98 very useful pages obtainable from Zumstein at CHF 24.50+p&p.
- that a very important document was shown to postal historians by
Marc Imobersteg of the PTT Archives, which now forms one half of a
120-page brochure, A4, issued by Rudolf F Buschhaus, 'Quellen zum
grenzUberschreitenden Postverkehr 1652-1798, Schaffhausen'. This
key document is an instruction from the 1775 postmaster Franz von
Meyenburg to his son on how the international posts going through
Schaffhausen at that time were organized. As this town had a central
position in Europe many fascinating details are revealed, especially
as this was a private document CHF 91.- from Zumstein.
- that I have been looking through old auction catalogues going back
30 years, looking for items to study and write about. Two things
stand out; the high quality of these Swiss books, full of information,
you can not just throw them away, and then it is most noticeable how
many of the items keep popping up on their travels from one auction
house to another, probably forever.
- that Heiner Durst has published the 2 -nd volume of the 5th edition
of his Handbook on the franking machine impressions of Switzerland,
right up to date and listing many special items not to be found
anywhere else, in German, 230 pages, CHF 30.- order from me.
- that I have two puzzles; figure 2 shows a cancelled PJ forerunner,
what is peculiar? and figure 3 shows two 60c Lake Tannay stamps, why
are they cut so badly?

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3a

Figure 3b

ANSWERS - page 45 June 1998. The Basel station cancel which was shown and some
explanations given in later Newsletters. The book mentioned in July 'Schienennetz
Schweiz' published by the SBB/CFF has been produced in a new edition for CHF 128-.
INTERNET - If you are on the Internet then do you want to publish your'address'
mcmhc•ra ran contact you?
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MILAN to DUNDEE via GENEVA, PARIS & LONDON

E Quinton

This letter is dated Milan Febry 12th 1737 and arrived London Feb 22. En route it
it was handled by a Forwarding Agent in Geneva, Astruc & fils on the 16th and they
added their charge '9' and 'franc pr Paris'. Other charges are difficult to calculate
but 'In 1N4' and '2' along with 18 pence are in manuscript. Do any members know
about these Forwarding Agents and can explain this letter? The letter is interesting:
"With reason you may be apt to conclude from this, which serves to inform you that
of yesterday's date I have drawn for fifty pounds, that this life of mine, if mery,
cany last long. It is realy nothing less, yesterday senight I was robbed in my own
lodgings of all my money, watch, and a gold snuff box, belonging to a Lady here,
which by misfortune I had in my pocket, and which I am obliged to pay. besides I had
an account to pay my Taillour so may judge I am not at this moment overburdened with
money. After all the search I can possible make, I have found nothing but my watch
& that by the means of a Villanous Confessor, to whom I am obliged to give about
five pounds and can't have the satisfaction to know the person who has pleased to
play me this trick. As it was very natural I began to accuse the house, and the
justice of this rascaly country is so very notorious, that had it not been for very
good friends here, I run the risque of a good prison perhaps for some months for
doing what any where else the Judge would have done for me. As the Villains see I
have protection here amongst some of the best people, they dare not attacque me
openly, but I am in no less danger on that account, so that I can't be upon the
Streets at night without having people armed with me for fear of being assasinated,
a thing in this country so common, that there seldom passes a night without an
instance. By this last bill I have drawn for two & twenty Pounds 6sh. more than
your credit, however I hope Mr Udney will make no difficulties and when it comes to
you I am persuaded you will make none either. I have wrote to James by this post to
furnish me with more credit, and have promised in case a particular affair does not
happen to be at home sometime in Agust, I wish in the mean time everything possible
may be done towards the sale of my whole Estate, which I am determined to do, chusing
as I have but very little to have it rather in ready money than in land. for that
end I am of opinion it ought to be tut in the news papers, to be sold either all
together or in part, and the sooner the better. I offer my compliments to all my
friends and ever am Dear Sir Your most obedient humble Servant T Ffothringham".
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THE SWISS ARMY UP TO THE 1920s
Background Information to Presentations given by Claude Msteiy
at the Sussex Group Meeting on 22nd November 1998
and at the London Meeting on 10 February 1999
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There is evidence of habitation in Switzerland from very early times but it was not until the coming of
the Helvetii, a Celtic tribe from North West Germany in around 105 BC, that there was any form of
Swiss military organisation. The Helvetii were nomads and settled in present day Western Switzerland
only for about 50 years before deciding to move on to Southern France which was to become part of
the Roman province of Gaul. Julius Caesar, the commander of the Roman troops greatly objected to
the people of a war-like tribe pillaging the land, engaged them and defeated them in battle in 58 BC
and forced them to return to Switzerland, which became the Roman province of Helvetia (hence the
neutral name chosen for Swiss stamps). The Romans established a military organisation for Helvetia
which incorporated the first messenger service to provide communication to Roman military camps.
All this evaporated with the invasion of the Huns in the 5th century AD and there was chaos for the
next few hundred years until the gradual emergence of the German-based Western Empire.
The development of the Swiss states which evolved into cantons, started under the Emperor
Charlemagne in the 9th century and was continued under the House of Zahringen which founded Bern
and Fribourg. This coincided with the evolution of other states within the Empire throughout Central
Europe. The advent of the Hapsburgs and the tyranny of their bailiffs were the background to the
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The Swiss Army up to the 1920 s (continued)

revolt by the three Swiss cantons of Schwyz, Uri and Unterwalden, resulting in the solemn oath of
1291 which was reaffirmed in 1307. This show of independence by three small states was seen as an
affront to the Empire and it was decided to teach them a sharp lesson. In 1315, a large force of
knights, mainly on horseback, was gathered under the Imperial leadership of Duke Leopold of Austria
and advanced into Schwyz. However the Swiss were prepared and, having kept watch on the Imperial
army, waited until it went into the narrow valley of Morgarten in canton Uri. Then a small number of
men on the heights on each side of the valley hurled rocks, boulders and tree trunks onto the troops
that were hemmed in the valley owing to the mass of horses. In the confusion that followed, the main
force of the Confederates attacked from each end of the valley and inflicted a terrible defeat on Duke
Leopold's army. He was lucky to escape with his life. This Confederate force was effectively the start
of the Swiss army.
The bravery and guile shown by the Confederates in that conflict prompted other states, including some
cities, to join them: Lucerne in 1332, Zurich in 1351, Glarus and Zug in 1352 and Bern in 1353. Other
battles followed, some of which involved other emerging states such as Burgundy. Conflicts such as
these throughout the Empire saw the setting up of messenger services for delivery of declarations of
war and other battle-related messages.
The principal battles fought by the Confederation to uphold the fledgling union were: Sempach (1386)
where the great patriot, Arnold von Winkelried enabled a Confederate victory by pulling a large
number of enemy lances onto his breast to give the Confederate forces an opening in the enemy ranks:
Naefels (1388), another defeat for the Empire; St Jakob on the Birs (1444) where the Swiss were
defeated by overwhelming odds; Grandson and Murten (both in 1476 against Burgundy); and Giornico
(1478). One effect of these conflicts had been the establishment of the cantonal messenger services in
parallel with those of the Empire, originally mainly used by combatants for the carriage of declarations
of war and other messages to rulers and nobles. In the 15th century, they were given their own
distinctive uniforms in the colours of their cantons, partly to ensure safe passage. They began
additionally to carry legal and commercial messages on a feepaying basis.
In the early 16th century, the Swiss had become vain and greedy. They embarked on a period of
aggression and foreign conquest. However at Marignano in Italy in 1515, they were defeated by a
French force in alliance with the Milanese. The French allowed the Swiss to withdraw honourably.
That was the last Swiss military aggression abroad. Thereafter, the Swiss soldiers, with their reputation
for bravery and good military tactics, hired themselves out as mercenaries to the various European
powers but sometimes Confederates found themselves on opposing sides. The bond they felt was
typified by the act of friendship before the Battle of Kappel in 1529 when the Swiss, hired out to
opposing sides, shared their food. More states had joined the Confederation: Fribourg and Solothurn in
1481, Basel and Schaffhausen in 1501 and Appenzell in 1513. The Confederation of 13 cantons
remained as such until the Napoleonic era in the late 18th century although many of the other cantons
which form present day Switzerland were allied to them.
There were also civil wars between Confederates most of which were caused by religious differences
between cantons following the Reformation. Additionally, there were defensive battles against
incursions by some of the growing number of emerging states. One such was the attack on Geneva, a
Confederate ally, by the forces of the Duke of Savoy with assistance from Spain and Milan It took
place by stealth on the night of 21st December 1602. The city's outside walls were scaled but the
attackers were spotted and the alarm was raised. A furious onslaught was mounted by both the citizens
and the soldiers defending the city. The women poured boiling oil and water over the attackers on the
walls and those of the enemy that had reached the city were given a sound thrashing The Savoyards
and their allies were forced to withdraw and to sign a treaty which guaranteed the independence of
Protestant Geneva for the next 200 years. This incident became known as the Escalade and is still
celebrated today. Philatelically, it has been commemorated with a special postmark each year since
1949 and the incident has been depicted on the 40c value of the 1977 folk custom definitives.
Thirty years of war in Europe, which only touched Switzerland on its fringes, was concluded by the tz>
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The Swiss Army up to the 1920's (continued)

Treaty of Westphalia in 1648 which established and guaranteed the principle of Swiss neutrality. The
French Revolution of 1792 which resulted in the dissolution of the French monarchy, Switzerland's
strongest ally, and the massacre of the Swiss Guard in Paris, had repercussions in many of the Swiss
cantons and their allied territories. Steps were taken to undermine Swiss neutrality. In 1798, the
French republican army under Napoleon Bonaparte invaded Switzerland. The Swiss army had not
operated as a unified body for many years and, despite heroic resistance in the cantons of Bern and
Nidwalden, it was easily defeated and the whole of Switzerland came under French rule. However
Napoleon did enlarge the Confederation in 1803 with the addition of cantons Aargau, Graubunden, St
Gallen, Thurgau, Ticino and Valais, but Geneva and Valais were annexed as French departments. The
Swiss army was also reformed to serve French interests and Swiss troops were forced to fight in
Napoleonic campaigns between 1806 and 1814.
The defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo led to the Treaty of Vienna in 1815 which forged the current
frontiers of the Swiss Confederation with the addition of cantons Valais, Neuchâtel and Geneva, the
latter prompting great celebrations on 1st June in that town. The treaty re-established the principle of
The Swiss army
Swiss neutrality and allowed for the formation of a Swiss Federal Council.
organisation set up by Napoleon, was disbanded and it was reformed as a purely defensive unit. The
cantons resumed responsibility for military training although there was provision for a central
command with an officer corps responsible to the Confederation. There was also a requirement for
unified Swiss army manoeuvres each year. The larger cantons had to allocate a set number of troops
for Federal service and, as it was obviously uneconomic to have a large number of full-time soldiers in
a peace-time force, the militia concept was born.
The Swiss cantons also regained much of their internal autonomies and religious disputes again came to
the fore. This eventually resulted in a revolt against the Confederation by some cantons and the
Sonderbund civil war of 1847 which fortunately only lasted a few months. This was the last Swiss
major military conflict which ended in a victory for the Confederate troops under General Dufour, the
appointment of an army general only being made by the Federal Council in times of national crisis. The
consequence was a major revision of the Swiss Federal Constitution in 1848 which put many hitherto
cantonal functions, including the post and the army, under Federal control and the principle of a
defensive militia was enshrined in the Constitution. Every Swiss man between the ages of 20 and 45
became liable to have an initial period of military training, for at least two weeks of service annually and
to be conscripted in times of crisis. A War Commissariat was set up and this arranged for serving
troops to be able to send mail post free. This applied to both private and military mail.
The crisis with Prussia over canton Neuchâtel in 1856 prompted the first general mobilisation of the
Swiss Army again under General Dufour. It worked efficiently, mobilising nine divisions, each split
into dragoons, infantry brigades and artillery and sapper batteries. The Prussian threat swiftly receded
and the army was quickly disbanded but not before the world could see that Switzerland had ample
capacity to defend itself. When the Franco-Prussian War broke out, the Swiss Federal Council ordered
the mobilisation of five military divisions on 19th July 1870 under General Herzog, to be posted on the
northern and western frontiers. It was realised that such a large concentration of troops would require
their own postal facilities so the Swiss Post Office quickly organised a Field Post. As the war conflict
was initially some distance from Switzerland, the bulk of the army was stood down in August but when
the defeated French Eastern Army fled towards the Swiss frontier, the Swiss army was rapidly remobilised in early January 1871. On 1st February, 87,000 French troops under General Bourbaki
crossed the Jura mountains into Switzerland under the supervision of the Swiss Army and were
immediately interned. This internment only lasted two months but its postal requirements coupled with
those of the Swiss Army placed a great strain on Swiss Post Office resources. A special label was
issued for the internees' mail The French defeat was humiliating and total. France was forced to give
up the territories of Alsace and Lorraine and to pay the Prussians a huge sum in reparations. —
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The Swiss Army up to the 1920 s (continued)

The operations of 1871 had revealed weaknesses in the Swiss military organisation and General Herzog
submitted recommendations for changes which were enshrined in a revised Federal Constitution in
1874. This resulted in longer and more regular training for the militia, more full-time serving officers,
the establishment of a reserve of older men for home defence and the provision of adequate equipment
and armaments for the army as a whole. The communication side took a little longer. A full army field
post service was only set up in 1889 with the help of the Swiss Post Office and the army use of the
electric telegraph started during the same period. By the beginning of the 20th century, the Swiss army
had become a modern militia that was well organised with the latest equipment including artillery
cannon and motor vehicles.
In 1910, a Swiss Army cavalry instructor, Lieutenant-Colonel Theodor Real, had been seconded to
Germany and had there witnessed the flight trials of a biplane developed by August Euler. He saw a
great military potential for such aircraft and obtained the permission of the Swiss authorities to learn to
fly but he had to do so at his own expense! He obtained his pilot's licence on 1st February 1911 and
later that year flew a Voisin designed biplane built by Euler, from Germany to Basel in stages. This was
the first flight into Switzerland from abroad. An attempt to fly on to Bern failed but LieutenantColonel Real's enthusiasm was not diminished He was instrumental in setting up the Swiss Fund for
Military Aviation in 1912 which promoted the pioneer air post flights of 1913 by Oskar Bider and
others.
With the start of hostilities in the First World War, the Swiss Army was mobilised on 3rd August 1914
under the command of General Ulrich Wile and\the Army Field Post was expanded accordingly. All
Swiss-registered aeroplanes, including Oskar Bider's Bleriot, were requisitioned for military use and
their pilots seconded to military duty under the command of newly-promoted Colonel Real. The Swiss
Army mobilisation prompted the issue of patriotic labels and (unofficial) postal stationery. Many
charitable institutions to help the military and their families were set up as Swiss soldiers only received
token payments from the state during their period of military service. With the mobilisation, Swiss
soldiers were posted along the lengths of the western, northern and eastern frontiers. There was a
partial stand-down at the end of 1915 but another perceived threat in 1917 prompted further
re-mobilisation and the formation of the first squadron of Swiss fighter planes led by Oskar Bider. It
was at around this period that Swiss military stamps began to be generally issued, many of them
designed by a serving army lieutenant, Frederik Bieri who had also designed the first soldier stamp for
the 38th infantry regiment of the 3rd division which was issued in 1915.
After the end of hostilities in November 1918, elements of the Swiss Army were involved in
humanitarian activities in many parts of Europe. Swiss troop trains were despatched to provide
assistance in Poland and Rumania Mail carried on these trains is very scarce. Swiss soldiers were also
enlisted to man domestic trains during Switzerland's only rail strike in 1918 which only lasted a
fortnight. A military stamp depicting this activity was issued. Aircraft of the Swiss Air Force, a division
of the army, were used to carry the first Swiss official air mail in 1919.
The Swiss army militia was gradually stood down after the end of the war, being reduced to its pre-war
level by 1921. However the annual period of training for the militia was increased from two to three
weeks creating a need for more Field Post stations to be left operational than before the war. The
1920 s saw a further consolidation of the Swiss Army and the completion of the change from the blue
uniform to khaki which had started at the end of the war. The army air corps was involved in flying
displays to promote air-mindedness, mostly at the principal military airfield at Dubendorf. There were
postmarks for special flights at many of these displays. Further re-organisation of the Swiss Army was
to take place in the 1930 s but that is outside the scope of this review.
DON'T FORGET the Wimborne meeting on the 10th April at the Methodist Church in
King Street - details in last month - subject 'a few sheets from my album'.
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from Allan Young

James Mackay mentions in 'Postmarks of England and Wales', p 172, "The facility
for registering letters and packets to and from overseas countries was offered
long before it applied to inland mail...... it may well have dated from the reestablishment of the Post Office in 1661." and again on•p 176 "In connection with
registered mail from the European countries with whom Britain had negotiated various
postal treaties in the period before the establishment of the UPU in 1874, various
handstamps
were brought into use in the 1850s. There were also large oval datestamps, with a horizontal line across the middle. The stamps were applied to incoming mail at London prior to onward transmission and they indicated in the lower
half the country whence they had come. These stamps gradually died out after
Britain joined the UPU in 1874."
LONDON SHOWS - some notes

JAC

• 3rd - 7th March two major shows in London Stampex
at the Business Design Centre and Philatex at the Royal
Horticultural Halls
• postal agencies, auction houses, postal museums
publishers, and bigger dealers like Stanley Gibbons and
Harmers at Stampex
• several dealers split their stock to have stands at
both shows
• many of the British dealers had material that I had
seen before, sometimes several times.
• many of the covers were dirty and dog-eared and one
had to wonder why some dealers had bothered to
bring the material
•
good items to be found from some of the foreign
dealers - German dealers had good material at exorbitant
prices - a French dealer was even more expensive for
poor material - the one Swiss dealer had nothing of
interest for me
• best buys at Philatex seemed to be from a Dutch
dealer (B.Brinkman) whose material was unusual with
interesting range of covers with odd stamp
combinations, uncommon destinations all in collectable
condition and all at very reasonable prices - bought a
1937 flight cover that had eluded me for two years
• lot of jet flight covers being offered at between £1 and
£2, a significant number of items with Estonian arrival
markings at both venues, MPO covers in multiples - 4 or
5 copies of some quite scarce postmarks
• Leo Baresch Ltd at Philatex - Werner Gattiker knows
his material - always find some item of interest
• Amateur Collector at-Stampex: always a must and
again almost inevitably found a couple of odd items.
• Goran Fredrikson from Sweden had some interesting
covers and always find something in £3 box
• National Philatelic Society had display at Stampex superb free catalogue and really excellent displays.
Conclusion - both shows worth visiting.
POSTMARK CORNER

STAMPEX - notes on the displays

JAC

There were two very interesting displays of Swiss
material at Stampex.
Eric Lyall provided 'Swiss Booklets from 1907 to 1948'
which included the CHF1.50 booklet of 1910. It was
the first time I had seen so many of the early booklets
and was particularly pleased to see the fronts and
backs of the covers with their vignettes. The material
was mainly mint and included a wealth of téte-b&che,
se-tenant and gutter pairs. Together with some
complete booklet sheets which included a spectacular
sheet of the 5c orange Tellboy/10c green Tell
(Zu152/3), this was a detailed and well presented
display.
Christine Earle displayed her vermeil winning
'Switzerland - the Tellboy Issues from 1907 to 1934'.
Starting with proofs of the 1907 issue 2c in un-issued
colours of purple and green, the 4-frame display
included not just the range of stamps and their
booklet combinations but wrappers, official and
private postcards, Bundesfeir cards, receipt forms,
and freight arrival forms.
There were some
particularly eye-catching items - Kocher stamps with
all 4 frame colours, and examples of offsets and
misplaced surcharges. This was a particularly well
presented display with computer designed pages
individually reflecting the contents from the title
inserted within the page frame to framed items with
sensitively placed descriptions. The width of the
pages themselves varied to reflect the postal items
displayed, all within the basic constraints of 4 x 4
pages per display frame. I was also lucky enough to
be able to talk to Christine about her collection.
These two displays made my visit to Stampex well
worthwhile. National Philatelic Society members
should be congratulated on their efforts, and indeed
the interest being generated was far in excess of any
competitive display I have seen at Stampex.
JOHN CORDINGLEY

A number of post offices still use hand cancellations to publicise the local area.
Burgdorf a busy little textile town at the entrance to the Emmental has such an
office designated Burgdorf 2. Introduced on September 1956 the cancellation (K
163) has had changes made to it since then but the main part of the design, the
Schloss, still remains. This massive brick building which has been restored
several times was erected by the Dukes of Zahringen in 1175 and passed to the
Bemese in 1384. In 1798 Pestalozzi founded his school there, the school more
usually associated with Yverdon. The local museum is housed in the Knights'
Hall and has fine furniture, local costumes, porcelain and musical instruments
(Michelin).
The Schloss has featured on the 1978 40c Pro Patria stamp, other postmarks used in the main post
office, and also postcards in various PTT series.
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It was a great pleasure for those of us who attended the Northern Group meeting on
the 6th March to welcome Mrs. Rachel E. A. McHugh and a friend. Mrs. McHugh is currently
the President of the Yorkshire Philatelic Association to which our Group is affiliated. It was
an appropriate occasion for her visit, for Michael Proctor was presenting his Chairman's
Display and he is also our representative to the Y.P.A.!
Michael is a collector of all things Swiss and this was reflected in what was on
display. The very first item, an entire from Lugano to Milan dated 13th May, 1791, with a
boxed Lugano strike, plus more pre-stamp covers of the early 19th Century set the tone for
what was to follow, whether it happened to be a single item or a mini-collection on a
particular theme. The latter was well illustrated with covers and sheets of the 1943
Centenary of Swiss Stamps; the 1974 miniature sheet of "Cantonal Messengers" and the
cards associated with this item; covers with a range of postage due stamps or markings
and a fine selection of "Ruth" cancellations for the 1st August. But it was some of the
individual pieces that gave greatest pleasure to those present. A sheet of three Red Cross
covers with trial meter mark strikes; tucked in amongst two or three souvenir hotel post
covers was the dark blue "Kurort Stoos", Brunnen hotel stamp of 1888 also on cover; the
1938 Aarau Exhibition was represented by a large presentation booklet containing the
miniature sheet, examples of all the cancellations used on the occasion alongwith the
signatures of the major participants responsible for the exhibition. For those whose interest
lies in mobile post offices was the reply half of a double card from Great Britain with the
MPO.2 cancellation in Romansch "Uffizi Posta Svizzer Sun Automobil" used on one day
only, II.VI1.1939, whilst a 1924 airmail card of "Les Rangiers" flight took my eye, with its
two vignettes, one of which was the variety with the missing plane! Not quite philatelic
but none the less interesting, were the menu folders produced for the official dinner on the
opening of the Airmail Exhibition "LUPO 69", numerous booklets and brochures of pre-1939
vintage extolling the delights of holidays in Switzerland and, of the same period, a small
collection of trade cards with beautifully coloured pastoral scenes.
Philip Vaughan, in his vote of thanks, summed up the views of all present with his
remark that whenever Michael attends a meeting, he invariably brings along something to
surprise us. On this occasion it was a veritable feast of surprises. The same sentiment
was also expressed by Mrs. McHugh in her words of thanks for being invited to a most
friendly and enjoyable afternoon. D.C.

The ten members who attended the LONDON MEETING on 10 March for the Society's Annual Competition evening
had a shock. There were no entries for either trophy! This was deplored by the Chairman. It was the first time this had
happened and he hoped it would be the last. The evening was saved by Eric Lienhard who had brought an excellent
display of material relating to the stamp issues of the 1950 s covering such subjects as the 1951 and 1955 philatelic
exhibitions, the Wine Growers' Festival in Vevey, and the opening of the Simplon and Gotthard rail tunnels. A good
selection of illustrated cards was shown featuring the Swiss sports subjects and scenes depicted on the National Festival
stamps of the period. There were also an actual ammonite fossil relating to that shown on the 20c+lOc stamp of the 1958
issue and a knife with a Swiss mark on the blade relating to the illustration on the 20c value of the 1958 Publicity issue.
This was a well presented and original display that richly deserved the enthusiastic applause it received. The evening
concluded with a discussion on the following season's programme. The subjects agreed indicate that it will be to the
usual high standards thanks to Bob Johnson's good work. CPM

AEROPLANE POSTCARD on page 49 of the Newsletter, July 1998. Dennis Cairns writes to
say that as a result of material he received from Michael Rutherfoord he has been
able to trace variations of the card in the 'Luftpost Handbuch'. He has also traced
a photograph of the type of plane on the card. Allowing for artistic licence he is
95% certain it is based on the 'Voisin' biplane.
Secondly he has some information which might help Keith Shipley's query on the
'Round the World' cover shown on page 19 last month. "At the time the cover in question
was sent (January 1938) Imperial Airways operated a service via Brindisi to Singapore,
calling at Athens, Alexandria, Baghdad, Basra, Karachi, Delhi, Calcutta, Rangoon,
Bangkok, Singapore, Batavia, Darwin and Brisbane. In June 1938 the service was extended to Sydney. Part of this route could have been in co-operation with Quantas
Airways. Mail from Switzerland, however, went to Brindisi first by rail. Roland Kohl
in 'Schweiz. Flugpost-Zuschlagstaxen ab 1919' quotes the airmail surcharge to both
Australia and New Zealand as 8Orp per 5 g, so there must have been some flights to
New Zealand, possibly from Australia. Again at the same period there was a service
(by whom?) between Bangkok, Hong Kong and Manilla which operated throughout the year.
Then, as Keith points out, there was at that period a Pan American Airways service
between San Francisco, Honolulu, Guam, Manilla, Macao and Hong Kong.
The Hon. Packet Secretary, Don Symonds, reports that he has sent out ten packets but
needs more booklets - say one from each member? - to start the next season. Look out
that forgotten material NOW and send it in for the Packet, even just one booklet.
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M Rutherfoord
Did you know?
- that under the sponsorship of VW Motors the Swiss Post celebrated its 150 Years
anniversary with a gathering of about 100 invited guests in the Museum of Communication, in which a special exhibition opened at the same time. Less than a handful
of philatelists were there; were the philatelic luminaries not invited we wondered.
- that apart from this exhibition and a single uninspiring 90c stamp, not much has
been done on this notable occasion, no special cancels, no machine slogans, not
even a set of stamps, compare that to 1949. The whole SP organisation is, of course,
still in a state of shock following the break-up of the old PTT and the new cashorientated thinking needed in the liberalized situation of today.
- that there is no longer a weekly PTA, I suddenly realized that I had not heard
about when to order a copy of the annual OV (List of Places). At 'Stempel News'
I was told that such information did not fall under Philately, but they would find
out for me. It seems that the OV is being revised and might come out in the autumn,
but more likely next year, when the lines of transport are definite.
- that one of the big reorganizations taking place now is that of the transport of
parcels from the three new centres, and the two existing ones, to the distribution
centres, and back. From the code-sorting floor the parcels will fall into containers,
which will be put on to the train wagons automatically, and no longer man-handled
into the train. Unloading also being automatic. Trains will, however, be used less
than before, but the total will not fall below 67% long distance, and the remaining
third for the shorter distances by road. When the summer timetable commences on
31st of May the new system will start up. All parcels will by then have a coded
label, but which I do not understand as yet.
- 'that at the moment all POs are returning to Bern the stamps they no longer need,
either because they no longer match the rates, e.g., 2.75, 3.75 and others, and
because so many POs now have computer terminals at the counter which print out the
labels for parcels and other items and for which no stamps are used. These values
will still be obtainable at the Philatelic Bureaux, but will be found even less used.
- that Corinphila have decided to charge for their excellent auction catalogues.
For the next auction, 15-18th May 1999, for each of the four areas being handled
CHF 50.- will be charged for each catalogue, or CHF 180.- for all four, with $15
extra for overseas, each, in all four for $180.- that answering the two questions from last month: The Littau cancel shown was
issued on 18.VII.36, so quite clearly has been backdated. Only in July 1914 was
the change authorized to a Cross in the upper segment and the Postal District
number in the lower segment. The trouble is that this label is not a postage stamp
so it was not illegal for a PO clerk to misuse his canceller. It is only the
crazy philatelists who push the price of such items up and up. Just be careful.
This is a typical example (figure 1). Question No. 2 concerns what are known as
'Industrial Coils'. Firms use special machines to automatically stick on the
stamps, cancel them, seal the covers and everything else. For this they buy rolls
of 10 000 stamps, the 60c was first so issued on 3.1.96. The first stamp shown is
from a roll badly separated from the rest in the PTT Printing Works, and is being
_
offered by Bach at CHF 375.- each, mint. A strip of eleven (to prove it does now
come from a sheet) costs CHF 3495.- The second is badly cut in the machine that
sticks them on the covers. Who will pay me a million for both errors on the same
stamp? (60c issues reproduced from last month's Newsletter.)

Figure 1

Figure 2

* * * STOP PRESS * * * Swiss Post announced on Sunday 21st March
that a 90c stamp would be issued on March 24th to mark the successful Round-the-World flight of the Swiss Breitling Orbiter III balloon.
The two-man crew, which included a Wiltshire man, landed in Egypt
after 28 000 miles non-stop. The balloon was built in Bristol, England.
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M Rutherfoord

All belligerents during WW II carried out extensive campaigns to prevent enemy
agents getting information on military matters, and also to prevent too many rumours
circulating - 'Loose talk costs lives' and 'Even walls have ears'.
In Switzerland such a campaign was run in 1943/44 in which an excellently designed
(grim and menacing) slogan was extensively used in cancelling machines. See the
Newsletter in 1998, page 3 in January and page 13 in February .
All in all this interesting slogan was used over a period of 18 months in 24
places, or periods, during a total of 70 months. That is a lot of slogans, but they
are not that easy to find today. For further details see the SVPS 'Machine Cancellation Handbook' pages G 21, 22.
If all the catalogued usages over the 18 months are tabulated then a total of
eight slogan plates are found, but Giovanni Balimann has found in the PTT archives
a record that only five plates were ordered, and paid for at CHF 86.- each, with
no modifications to the design. This means that the 'months' of use mentioned above
are in effect part months, as it was common then for more than one slogan to be
used during the month given. Without hundreds of examples it is virtually impossible
today to reconstruct the actual periods of use.

FIGURE 1 shows the usual picture with a serving soldier in the typical Swiss WW I
'tin hat', warning a soldier on leave (?) talking to a pair of civilians, with
'correct shadows'. Slogan No. 2.2.31, used from 1.5.43 to 10.11.44. Used 17 times
in German-speaking places, eight in French, and two in Italian, with A, B & C
crowns, those of Bellinzona and Lugano being the rarest. There were four slogan
plates issued, used for 57 months. This example shows no stamp, so was probably
on an Official letter; it was cancelled with a single-circle B crown to the right
of the slogan (only three places had the crown on the left, and these are definitely
rarer). Note that the I, for the day, is actually a 'dot I' (ie, a Roman digit
preceded by a dot indicates a month) inserted upside down. The bar to the left is
the edge of the insert, and confusing. The dot before the IX is correct. The letter
was posted and machine cancelled late on Wednesday 1st September 1943, but it must
have arrived in Andeer, not that far away, on the Thursday, as the hand-cancel on
the 3rd could not have been the arrival mark, as this would have been on the back.
So perhaps the letter was diverted for some reason, say change of address.

FIGURE 2 shows the same basic picture, but with the so-called 'incorrect shadows'
(arrowed). Slogan No. 2.2.31z, used from May 1943 to October 1944, but only with
B and C crowns. This slogan plate was used only in seven German-speaking places,
for a total of 13 months. This is on a normal letter, machine-cancelled in Zurich
1 Sihipost during the first month (1943) with a double-circle C crown on the right.
There are a number of differences with the shadows, so that I think this was the
first one to be engraved, and the following four were all 'improved' types. Perhaps
each can be identified, if one had a complete set, clear of the stamp.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd Chic-hector ( R
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CORRECTION TEETH AGAIN

M Rutherfoord

That on the 30th February 1999 the main evening news on TV showed the printing of
the new Pingu stamps (issue date 9.3.99) in quite some detail. I could recognize
the perforator in action, rapidly punching a single-line comb across each row of
ten stamps, in step with the moving band of the printed stamps, just before the
final drying and cutting into the counter sheets of 50 stamps each. When the stamps
came on sale on the 4th March I bought a half sheet, for the four offset colour
marks up the left-hand selvage. Then I noticed that this sheet must have been one
of the very first to be printed, dated 4.12.98, because the exact stepping, by
electronic eye, had not yet been finally adjusted to the new size of stamp. Each
comb step is for 33 mm, nominally, the width of the stamp, and is automatically
varied to match any shrinkage or other movement of the paper. See figure 1 for
the five correction teeth which go across the whole row of ten stamps.
When the new Goebel rotary printing machine was put in operation in 1985 in
Bern the first to be printed were the phosphor stamps of the new Postal Transport
set, issued on 9.9.86, but the trials started more than a full year before. Figures
2 to 4 show the correction teeth produced at that time. As the stamps were small a
two-line comb could be used, and this is proved with the correction teeth appearing
at every second row of stamps, the printing and perforating being across
from left to right.
It was Gene Kelly who first drew my attention to this phenomena in 1988, but only
recently has the full importance become clear to me, and I admit I have not
checked every new issue for this, until now with the lovable Pingu.
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St. Luc, Saturday
23 Sept 1876

My dear Polly,
We reached Sion yesterday arriving at 6 o'clock, but it being the fete day of St. Maurice all the folks
about the valley were doing the ??? and making holiday ( a fair number getting drunk) and the post office also being
closed, I did not get your letter until this morning.
If you had seen me when I landed at Dieppe I don't fancy, unless you are harder hearted than I take
you to be, you would have felt at all angry. However on Sunday evening, I was all right and able to take a.French dinner
with more than my usual appetite.
I note what you say re Wilson's pamphlet, which was noticed in ?? last Saturday, but I had heard of it
and him before. There is no doubt he is mad on that subject at least, and the wonder is that anybody would permit his
name to appear as publisher
And now for my travels. We left Paris by the 6.30 train, passing Mr & Mrs Paget coming from the
station as we went to it and reached Pontarlier at 8 pm, very glad we had not three hours further to go either to
Neuchatel or Geneva altho' I did not find the journey so tiresome as I expected. The day was fine, and we had good
quarters at the post at night.
On Monday we left by the 7.50 train for Lausanne and had a delightful run thro' part of the Jura. Left
Lausanne immediately for Montreux at some distance higher up the lake; the day beautiful, but we were unable to-see
the Mont Blanc range, as had hoped. Dined and then took a porter to carry our trunks over the Dent de Jaman 6165
feet above the sea. The fellow I thought was not sober when we engaged him, and he stopped behind on various
pretexts, until at last just as the steep ascent begins, what with the drink and the labour, he was fairly done and when the
Colonel spoke to him about resting so often, wanted us to go on, and he would follow!!! This brought things to.a climax,
and the upshot was we paid him 1 franc instead of 8, and left him. He had had about 3 hours (which ought not to-have
been more than 11/2) for 10d. We were now rather in a fix, we had left an hotel some little distance down the valley, a fine
place and beautifully situated looking right down the gorge to the lake and the Savoy mountains, but to return would
have lost us a day, so thinking we might meet somebody to carry, or if necessary,carry our bags ourselves ; on Wilson's
suggestion we pushed on. He wanted to carry my bag as well as his own, but of course I would not consent, so-withsome misgivings on my part, I shouldered my knapsack which is heavier than I ever have taken away before, and went
ahead, he carrying my overcoats. It was tough work, but we reached Montbovon at 7,and I have felt no ill effects.
Wednesday we partly drove and partly walked to Ormont Dessus, a beautifully situated place, right under the Diablerets,
having a fine view of the Dent de Midi, by the way.
Thursday we went over three passes, none of them over 6000 feet I think, to Lenk, which is close to the Wilatmbel
group.
Friday, a long day from 6.30 to 6, 3/4 of an hour riding over the Rawylpass, 7923 feet, to Sion. In ascending you get into
an ampitheatre of bare perpendicular mountains of rock out of the face of which the bridle path is cut, the same..isdone
on the other side for a considerable distance. We passed over snow in a number of places, and there was a good- deal
about the mountain, but the sky was cloudless, there was no wind, and on top it was quite warm. The descent was long
and tedious, and we were glad to reach Sion.
We intended going to Evolina today, but changed our minds, and came here instead, which saves a long day of -11 or 12
hours tomorrow. The day was very fine, but the afternoon has clouded in, and I fear the delightful weather which we
have had so far, cloudless or nearly cloudless skies, is going to break. However it may be all right tomorrow, when I
hope we will reach Gruben. We have altered the route I gave you somewhat, which W. says was only approximate, but
Zermatt and Milan are still safe places to write to, if the weather does not throw us out altogether. We get on as well as,
if not better than ever together, and baring some soreness about my feet, am in better walking trim than in my -previous
trip, thanks partly, I think to the sea sickness. Thanks for your good wishes as to my trip. I had not noticed the mission.
I hope you are keeping well, better than when I left, and that you are not worrying yourself with all sorts of fears on my
a/c.I eat well, walk well, sleep tolerably, drink well,(my consumption of water is something awful), am getting very
sunburnt, and unless the weather gets bad hope to return immensely better for the ?.
With kind regards to all,and best love to yourself,
Believe me to remain
Ever yours affectionately
W? Goffey
P.S. We got in here at 2 o'clock today, which has enabled me to pen this long letter, if we don't arrive till 6 o'clock, as we
go to bed early, getting up the same, I have usually little time for correspondence.
Sunday morning Weather better, off to Gruben via the Bella Tolla
David Whitworth sent this interesting item of
postal and social history of 1876. Posted in
St Luc on Sunday 24th September 1876, the
stamp was cancelled the same day in Vissoye
(now Vissoie) in the valley just below St Luc.
The letter inside was written on two sheets
of thin lined paper, in purple ink. David
has transcribed it, having difficulty with a
few words, but you may find it interesting,
particularly the walk over the Dent de Jaman
and the subsequent itinerary late in
September 1876.
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John Cordingley

You can go for quite a long time before you are able to add that extra piece to your postal history collection.
Sometimes its a case of getting a better copy of something you already have: better in the sense of clarity of
postmark, or more interesting stamp combination, or just more appealing to the eye. Until now I have adopted a
policy of collecting complete items for my collection of wrappers but I begin to wonder if this right and that I have
ignored some good items as a result. This came to my mind when the item illustrated was offered to me. On first
viewing the wrapper was discarded because it was only a 'front'. Indeed I had got to the stage of sending it back to
the dealer before the address caught my attention. Then at the price being asked it seemed silly not to break my
usual rule and have it.
The address of Altenbourg,
pres Hasenpoth, Courland,
Russee was the main
attraction. Just to show my
ignorance, I had never heard of
Courland.
Out came the good old 1919
atlas of the world. Courland
was on the Baltic coast and in
southern Latvia. I could even
find Hasenpoth! Out came a
1997 atlas, Courland is still
southern Latvia but Hasenpoth
itself had disappeared.
I know this whole area has
been the subject of
considerable social disruption
during the last 100 years but I
have no references to clarify
the situation. So I needed
help. Twenty four hours later
having got no joy from the
Latvian Embassy - my fault
because I don't speak Lettish
(!) - it dawned on me that there
must be if not a Baltic Countries Philatelic Society, then a Russian one. A hunt through society lists provided a
name, N.J.M. Ames, Hon. Secretary of The British Society of Russian Philately. A quick phone call and an
assurance that his Society would be able to help if I sent a photocopy. The written reply was produced as a result
of 'both phone calls to Latvia as well as research into archival material' and involved several members of his Society.
Many thanks for this superb response and help.
The area of Southern Latvia, known as Courland, was originally occupied by the race of people known as the
Curonians. This region was conquered during a crusade by the Teutonic knights in the 13th century.
Although it passed into the control of both Poland and Sweden in various conflicts over the years, it eventually became
incorporated into the Russian Empire inl795. Although the Latvian serfs were freed by the Russians in I817 they
received no land and the influence of the German nobility remained strong until the beginning of this century. One
manifestation of this influence was the abundance of towns and villages with German names. After World War I,
Courland became part of the newly founded independent state of Latvia.
One of the commitments of the new government was to make the country truly Latvian again and as part of this
process, it resolved to substitute Lettish manes for the old German ones. However owing to other priorities it did not
get round to producing the appropriate legislation until 1934. Hasenpoth became Aizpute and Altenbourg, a small
village 15kms to the east became Vecpils. There was a good deal of local resistance to the name changes where
concentrations of German speakers were high. It was not until the Germans were finally ejected from the region
altogether towards trend of World-War 2 that many- of the place names were finally changed.- Unfortunately for the
Latvians Russian names then began to appear in some places.
In order to research the provenance of Mlle Croisier, I think a visit to the region itself would be required. I suspect that
she was a governess, a position held by young Western European women at that time in the households of both
German and Russian nobility.
The mark at the top of the wrapper is a marking applied by the Russian administrative authorities and means
'Examined by the Censor'. The name of the inspection point, in this case Riga, is underneath the mark. The Russians
had always been paranoiac about security and all mail from foreign destinations was inspected 'to prevent the
circulation of seditious material.'
I also received some very helpful maps pinpointing the location of the two places within Latvia, and excerpts from
some extensive documentation listing prohibited and official Latvian place names; documentation that would clearly
be of use to members interested in this postal area. Perhaps I should go to Morges to try to find the Croisier family
rather than Latvia, but for me this is an aspect a little too far from the philatelic interest of the item.

ANOTHER REMINDER - that the sales packet needs YOU to provide the
books to keep it circulating. You know the type of material that
you see and if it has sold well. Don't be too specialized and fill
a book with variations of one stamp, or with modern issues that are
badly cancelled - they do not sell. Damaged stamps should go in the
waste basket, don't even think of giving them to children. With the
rain outside at the moment now is the time to make up just one book
and send it to the Packet Secretary. Don Symonds, & 3% insurance.
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Michael Rutherfoord

In January 1999 new colourful labels appeared to identify the Express letters
which have to be delivered the same day, from those which can be delivered the next
day, because of the distances involved: used in Switzerland only (see previous
articles). If not delivered on time there is a money-back guarantee.
Figure 1 is the 'Swiss Express' label, in pink, self-adhesive, as are the other
labels. Figures 2 & 3 are the small labels for letters; these are placed next to
the date cancel. Figures 4 & 5 are the larger labels for parcels on which is
applied the date cancel. Same day delivery is on the sun, and overnight delivery
the cancel is on the moon.
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Figure 5 - parcels, night

Figure 4 - parcels, day

MOBILE POST OFFICE No.1 - follow-up to the article in 1998, p74 M Rutherfoord.
An Englishman in Zurich sent this card - no text at back - to London, by posting
it at the MPO on the 18th May 1937, but what quirk of organization sent it to
Lugano? There it got a 'Poste Restante' cancel about 8 hours later, as an arrival
mark. I have seen other cards landing in Chiasso on their way to GB, but this card
beats them all. (My suggestion is that they were put on, or into, a TPO going the
wrong way, what do you think?)
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HELVETIA MEETING IN WIMBORNE - As announced in recent Newsletters, a Swiss meeting was held successfully at the Methodist Church, King Street, Wimborne, Dorset
in the afternoon. Ten members and two guests were welcomed by Don Symonds. On the
theme 'Pages from my Collection' various presentations were given, ranging from
Federal issues, Sitting Helvetias, Bundesfeier cards, Pre-stamp transit marks,
Mobile Post Office cancellations and Registration labels, Revenues and Postage
Dues, to Artwork for Thematics. There was also a display of Pro Juventute Charity
issues, and of Swiss Oddities including various forgeries.
It was agreed that future meetings should be arranged at approximately 6 monthly
intervals, and that Wimborne would probably be a mutually convenient location for
interested members living in the area: thus the gathering would henceforth be
known as the 'Wessex Group' of the Society.
An afternoon meeting will be held at 'Hampex 99' in Chandler's Ford near Southhampton on Saturday, October 23rd 1999. We propose to represent the Society by
holding a meeting at a convenient venue in Salisbury, at 'Salisbury 2000' in
May 2000. Thus, the next Wimborne meeting is scheduled for autumn of that year.
For an update on arrangements, please contact Don Symonds on te1:01 202 88 36 09
W A S
or Bill Straw on te1:01 425 27 65 49.
HAMPEX 99 is being held at Thornden Secondary School, Winchester Road, Chandler's
Ford. The school is located next to the Wessex Nuffield Hospital and is 2 minutes
from junction 12 of the M3. The school is on the Winchester-Southampton bus route,
No. 47 and there is ample parking adjacent to the halls.
SALISBURY 2000 - a provisional booking has been made for the 6th or 13th of May
at the Clovelly Hotel, just 150 m from the main railway station.
The speaker at HAMPEX 99 on October 23rd will be FRED PICKARD.
FLOREX 99 - The American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS) cordially invites
you to attend its 18th national convention, to be held at FLOREX 99 in Orlando,
Florida, on November 5-7. You can join us as an exhibitor, speaker or just as a
vacationer. AHPS will hold its third postal history seminar on November 4th,
similar to its successful seminars at ARIPEX 96 (Phoenix) and MILCOPEX 98 (Milwaukee). We need up to 12 collectors of Switzerland to show and explain up to 16
pages of stamps and/or covers.
AHPS is introducing three new awards for exhibits of Swiss, Liechtenstein or
related material. In addition to providing the usual grand award and gold, silver
and bronze medals, we are seeking to encourage new exhibitors with a best oneframe award, a youth award, and a novice award for a member exhibiting for the
first time at an AHPS national convention. Further details from: Harlan F Stone
P 0 Box 770334, Woodside, NY 11377-0334 USA.
KEN REEVES bought
this cover and asks
if anyone knows
when these--cycl— -were made and if
any exist today?
An interesting
'theme' for a
display.

amore 'Suisse d® Cy
COur aiv

John Cordingley

POSTMARK CORNER

Things tend to pass you by: thi s was just one.
Perhaps we tend to undervalue issues of the 1960s
forgetting that many of these are over 30 years old! I
recently acquired a quantity of Pro Patria FDC.

Among them were two particularly attractive items
dating from 1967 and the first day cancellation took
my eye, or rather the small illustration it contained.
It took me a few moments to realise that not only had
I seen this picture before, or one like it, but that it
was a representation of one of the panels on the ceiling of St Martins
Church in Zillis - a panel shown on the 50c Pro Patna stamp. Now looking
at the first day postmarks of the issues from 1958 to 1975 and beyond I can
41-.,
----INo++
R„+ u7hat ahnut issues for 1976/77/79?
A,-
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David Whitworth from the Northern Group of the Society visited the LONDON group at the meeting on April 14th
held in the Victory Services Club. His title of 'Sitting Helvetia' provided the 15 members present with an excellent
evening's entertainment and provoked many wide ranging discussions. Having started collecting only 30 years
ago (!) David explained that he had added covers to a mainly stamp collection that his father had made originally
for his mother. And with some considerable result. Not only did we have a superb collection of Sitting Helvetia
stamps showing the varieties of shades but an even more comprehensive collection of covers. Covers illustrated
the many different postal rates, covers illustrated changes in postal rates, and covers showed a variety of
cancellations and destinations.
On the 10c red of 1867 a circular date stamp of 1868 from Schaffhausen had the federal cross missing from the
bottom circular section - a most unusual strike. A boxed Ermensee straight line cancellation appeared with a
Luzern cds of 1863 and with the 10c blue printed in 1862 - another delightful item. On several Nachnahme covers
there were other boxed cancellations applied in offices dealing extensively in that service - cancellations from
Baden, Neuchatel and Zurich were particularly notable. (A&E Grps 98&99) But an item most of us would like to
have in our own collection was a cover of 1882 sent to Yokohama via Naples and Brindisi with 4 xlOc stamps. And
how about a mourning cover of 1867 sent from Thun to Dalhousie in India via Marseilles and Bombay, especially
when it has a TPO cds Suisse Pontarlier A Besancon, a TPO cds Bern N Pontarlier, a TPO cds Paris A Marseilles,
and a boxed PD. The postal rate of CHF2.00 was made up of 3x60c plus a 20c stamp! A present from his father,
David explained.
Claude Mistely, our Chairman, in giving the vote of thanks thought we had seen one of the best displays of Sitting
Helvetia with many covers having exceptionally clear cancellations for this period and type of material.
JAC
With yet another season of meetings drawing to its close the Northern Group held
its AGM on Saturday, 10th April with Mr. Michael Proctor in the Chair. . Reports were
presented by the Chairman and the Secretary. As has been mentioned in previous years
concern was expressed that there has been no increase in the attendance at meetings but
we do seem to be holding our own. Surveying the programme for the past season, we
were well pleased with the way it had gone, in view of the fact that with our small
numbers it is difficult to expect individual members to come up with something new on
each occasion. Therefore great reliance is often placed on all participating in a particular
display. The Chairman thanked all for their support on such occasions.
The election of officers for 1999/2000 took place but, as will be appreciated, the
range of choice is rather restricted and where the position of chairman (chairperson?) is
concerned it is usually a case of "Who is next on the rota?" In this case it happened to be
David Hope. On a previous occasion it had been suggested that the chairman should have
a two years stint but with only one Chairman's Display! Such is our enthusiasm for
getting full value from the person in the chair that this suggestion was flatly rejected since
we insist on such a display each and every year. This then led to next season's
programme which was compiled without too much difficulty and which will eventually be
revealed on the programme card for Millenium season.
Michael Proctor of course was not only chairman during the past season but is also
our ongoing Catering Manager and whilst refreshments were in the course of preparation,
five members set up their mini-displays. Without going into the names of the presenters, a
wide range of material went up on the boards. An attractive display of items under the
title "Around Zermatt"; brochures and pamphlets which had philatelic connections; a lovely
block of twelve of the 20c. Standing Helvetia (86Ac) six of which displayed retouches and,
coming right up to date, a FDC commemorating the recent successful circumnavigation of
the world by balloon. A modern selection of U.N. issues was introduced with a delightful
propaganda card of 1920 urging the Swiss to vote "Ja" in the referendum as to whether
the country should join the fledgling League of Nations. In the event, they did! A small
display of airmail covers to the USA between 1949 and 1961 graphically illustrated the
complexity of postage rates during this period with regard to weight, airmail surcharges,
registration fees, etc. Finally, came a few sheets of the recent joint Swiss-Chinese issues
which, it was agreed, were beautifully designed in comparison to some issues which shall
not be mentioned.
We hope to see each other again in September and, perhaps, just perhaps, welcome
D.C.
newcomers to the group.
A QUERY from Edward Quinton - why are the printings of the RAYON

issues referred to as STONES and not PLATES?
There must be a member out there who can write some short articles on printing.
The different processes used for Swiss stamps. How to distinguish between them.
The different papers used - chalk surface? Do not rely on someone else supplying
the articles we need for the Newsletter. You must have something to say!
I edit, type and paste up the Newsletter, but TIME is against me writing the
P H
articles as well. IT IS YOUR NEWSLETTER - let me have something for it!
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Did you know?
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M Rutherfoord

- that when Orbiter III crossed the 9 degree west meridian at
10.45 CET on Saturday 20th March it had completed the circumnavigation of the earth, and the 3m (some say 5m) special stamps
had already been printed by the SP in Bern. Printed in four-colour
offset, they had to be checked manually and distributed to 3600 POs,
ready for sale on Wednesday the 24th. This astonishing effort was
fully acknowledged by the public and collectors, as they were sold
out in many places in the morning, especially in the western part
of Switzerland. Full TV, radio and Sunday papers coverage had
worked well. (See figure 2.)
- that on Wednesday a reprint was promised, and these stamps came
on sale at philatelic counters on Tuesday the 6th of April to meet
demand. It will be interesting to see the figure for numbers sold
in due course. A special cover and a FDC cancel were also available.
- that the St. Gallen NABA is being organized, publicized and run
by the ex-Postal District Director of St. Gallen, who had been made
redundant. At the Stage II exhibition in Buchs, the 'Philabu 99'
over the weekend of 9-11th April, he gave the Swiss Postal History
Club a- resumé of all the things planned, which should put this show
in a class of its own. With 2800 frames there are plans for a more
concentrated coverage, and many ideas will break up the overall
classic layout of previous shows. The catalogue will be in two
parts, the smaller with information to take along, the larger to
enjoy at home, with its coverage of the wealth of aspects and
features of philately; 280 A4 pages in all, mostly in colour, on
sale at all POs from December 1999, CHF 7.-.
- that the first of two blocks will be issued on the 9.9.99 at the
Winterthur 'Open', with three stamps, 20, 70 & 90c. The second will
be issued at the exhibition. Don't miss a visit.
- that the postal history club mentioned above (SVP) is the heir
of the old Swiss Spezialised Club (SSV) and some others; it has
been rejuvenated recently, with the new name, but is celebrating
it's 75th anniversary with a non-competitive exhibition of about
100 frames, in Kilchberg, on 5-7th November 1999, to cover all
aspects of postal history. Kilchberg is on the convenient Zurich
tram line No. 7 from the main station.
- that I had not fully realized the differences between the old
stamps printed on the earlier recess machines, SSR I to III, and
those printed on the new 'Helvetia' (SSR IV), in the SP Printing
Works in Bern. Figures 1 & 2 show a comparison of stamps of about
the same size, but finer perforations. On the left is the old 114
perf, and on the right the new 13k, about. This is to compensate
for a thicker paper. The 'old' lefthand stamps are RBZ, ie, Rotation-Harrow perforated, per sheet, and the righthand are RKZ,
ie, Rotation-Comb perforated, figure 1 in a two-line comb and
figure 2 in a single-line comb. The former could have a correction
tooth for the third from the right, and the latter the second tooth
from the right. Is any other member making a study of these 'new'
stamps? Have you any questions on them?
- that it seems the problem of the 'pink 10c Chillon' has been
studied for more than 10 years, and that the pink hue is not the
same as that of the Postage Due stamps (as suggested on p 23 last
month) and that chemical tests have not been able to change the
printed violet to this tone of salmon. The mystery remains.

Figure 1
Figure 2
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M Rutherfoord

Not many years ago the Swiss Army Postal Service tried to prevent members of the
SVPS from collecting military postmarks, but failed as there was no law which could
be enforced. Now things have changed and the Army will assist collectors, hence the
list below published in Stempel News, 3/99, of 8th February 1999. These 34 barracks
listed confirm newspaper reports that another six barracks have been closed.
At the beginning of the 1970s steel cancellers with date began to appear on mail,
mainly from recruits doing their basic training in various parts of the country. No
information was available on these new cancellers, which were not entirely replacing
the older, smaller rubber cancellers without date, but with the postcode of the
nearest town. Gradually it became known that these new cancellers were part of an
upgrading of the postal facilities in barracks generally, especially for inpayments,
registered and express letters, for which dated cancellations were needed. In the
1980s hour reels were added, and some postcodes were changed, some barracks were
closed, others opened.
The ones shown in the table were the first recipients, but the first day of use
is not recorded. Here 1950 Sion has the earliest date, 15.12.70, with Wangen an der
Aare dated 27.11.72. The new list of cancels are all steel with date, hour reels
and postcode, but they are not illustrated. Some of the rarer ones I will now order,
and see what happens. This is the first time that collectors are being given this
opportunity. Try it, the address is: Sous-officier P Camp de place d'armes, Caserne,
CH- (Postcode and place), Switzerland. The self-addressed covers must be franked
with at least 90c in valid Swiss Stamps, for foreign B post; A post 110c. Registration
should also be possible, but I have not tried it.
These cancellations show the
progression of types over the
years from straight line to
undated and eventually the
ones with postcodes, date
and hour reels.

5001 Aarau
67S0 AirOi0
3000 Bern 22
1145 Bière
5620 Bremgarten AG
5200 Brugg AG 1
8180 Bulach
2900 Porrentruy 1 Bure
1400 Yverdon i Chambl on
7000 Chur 1
_
2013 Cobmbier NE
Drognens
1680 Rornont FR
8600 Dubendorf 1
6032 Emmen
8500 Frauenfeld 1
1700 Fribourg 1
1211 Genève 24

MILITQRGIENST

KA&ERNE-ZÜRI CH

6810 Isone
8302 Kioten
4410 Liestal
6616 Losone
6000 Luzern 2
3250 Lyss
8887 Mels
6802 Rivera Monte Ceneri
1510 Moudon
1530 Payerne
1890 St-Maurice Savatan
.1950 Sion 1
9000 St. Gallen 1
3602 Thun
4705 Wangen an der Aare
6370 Stans Wi 1
8903 Birmensdocf ZH
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CARTE POSTALE TOMBOLA ,/Y

These two cards from Colin Griffiths raise
a few queries. The attractive soldier card
was for a "Don National" but was this a
local affair or a nationwide collection?
Where is, or was, Secheron? The other
card has the caption 'Chateau Banquet,
Secheron' and was sent from Formby,
Liverpool and signed by 'S C R' who
claimed it was his 'ancestral home'.
Sécneron is not given in the list of
post offices, past or present. There is
no mention of it in the Baedeker's
Guides for 1891 or 1911, nor is it in
the gazetteer of the Swiss Touring Club
so it must have been a very small place.
But it was big enough to run a tombola
for a "Don National" on Saturday and
Sunday the 22nd and 23rd of June 1918.
Answers to the Editor, please.
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Although marked as
Carte Postale it
has not been through
the post. There is
no indication of
price for the
tombola so what did
happen?
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M Rutherfoord

NEW QOS CODING SYSTEM FOR SWITZERLAND

Unannounced, the PTT, as it then was, introduced a new system of letter coding
in July 1998 to provide exact 'Quality Of Service' (QOS) data. This trial is
being made with the eight code-sort machines (ILV) in the following places:
New Machine No.

Place

First date seen

Old place/machine No.

03

1200 Genève 2

13.8.98

1/20

04

1200 Geneve 2

17.8.98

1/21

28

8000 Zurich 1 *

29.8.98

22/9

29

8000 Zfirich 1 *

17.8.98

22/10

30

8400 Winterthur 1

25.7.98

26/20

31

8400 Winterthur 1

4.8.98

26/21

32

9000 St. Gallen 1

6.7.98

28/20

33

9000 St. Gallen 1

11.7.98

28/21

* for bulk mailings; they replace the pair in
Zfirich-Mfilligen. Note that the main installation
with eight coding machines has not yet been converted.

(14)

(12)
(12)

( ) previous
number of
video desks,
now probably
reduced.

The new coding has the same appearance as the old, size, colour and spacing of
the red-orange bars, however, the two larger spaces which characterized the old
code are missing and the total length is now greater. This enables the electronic
reader of the sorters in the other places to recognize which code has to be read
and interpreted for that letter. See figure 1 for an example of the new code, and
figure 2 for the old, both addressed to the same place, 8049, and to the same
postman's round, No. 26.
The PTT gave me a print of their standard clear plastic 'key', and explained
most of it, see figure 3. Starting from the right and reading to the left, we
have the postcode of the place to which the letter is addressed (PLZ), then EVI
(also called ZSC) which is the delivery code, ie, 4926 as shown in figures 1 & 2,
(or it could be for a PO Box, which would be indicated by the number 4999) or the
personal number of the operator of the Video desk to which the letter has been,
electronically, sent, when it cannot be read by the Optical Character Reader (OCR).
These two groups of four digits each are in the 1-7 negative code (see table),
but the machine number which follows is in the dual code. Then follows the day
of the month 'Tag', then under 'M' if odd or even month. N1 and N2 are the
special codes by which each letter is given an individual number, under this
number is then registered the time of arrival at the destination sorter, so
that the time taken in transit can be printed out if excessive. If there is a
complaint then this evidence can be called up, ie, the QOS checked.
This system has been developed by AEG-Constance, now Siemens-Electrocom, and
when the Swiss tests are satisfactorily completed, will be fitted to all the
other 25 machines. I have been told that Austria will also use this new system
when the installation in Vienna is up-dated. The full list of the machine
numbers is shown upper left on figure 3.
In the Newsletter for May 1992 the old system was fully explained, and with
care those codes could be read quite easily. The new code is more difficult as
there are no guiding spaces, and what confused me at first, until explained by
by my PTT contact, was that now there are some missing start bars to the seven
digits of the main code, excluding the first, which is always present. These
'missing' start bars are themselves a code to give the check digit, to confirm
that all has been transmitted correctly.
Over the years more and more handwritten addresses have been read by the OCR
'eyes', at first just the four-digit postcode, now very often the street name
and house number to determine the number of the postman's walk. This means that
fewer Video desks, and operators, are needed.
On the upper right of the key is the information needed to decode the black
bars used on the sorter for the larger envelopes, the 'flats', made either by
the French firm Cegelec, or the Swiss Maker Miller-Martini. This will be explained
in a future article. Any questions to the Editor and I will try and answer them.
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TABLE - Codes for the PLZ & ZSC (for space reasons the table is on its side)
The new code is the top line, 1-7, neg; old code below, 2 of 5, neg
V = Video and operator number. S = Start bar
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Herrn
Michael Rutherfoord
Hurdäckerstr. 40
8049 Zurich
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Figure 1 - The new coding system
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Figure 2 - The old coding system
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01-IA 1
02-LA 2
03-BE 1
04-6E 2
05-6E 3
06.SI 1
07-81 1
08-BE 1
09-BE 2
10-BE 3
11-BS 1
12-BS 2
13-BS 3

ID

14-AA 1
15-AA 2
16-LU 1
17-LU 2
18-BZ 1
19-CH 1
20-ZHSAI
21=ZHSA2
22-ZHSA3
23=ZHSA4
24-ZHSI 1
25-ZHSI 2
26-ZHSI 3
27-ZHSI 4

28-ZHI 1
29-ZHI 2
30-WI 1
31 0NI 2
32.S6 1
33-S6 2

S-Start
A-Amt
01-AA
C-0-Manuellcodiert
C.1-Video
024U
03-6E
C.3-PLZ ohne ZSC
04'I.S
C=5.PLZ reject ZSC
C-7-PLZ und ZSC
05-BE
06-ZH 1 E-Eingabeplatz
07=ZH 2
08-ZH 3

Ito

Iii 112 113 1 14
lib
1 1 5 116 117 11 8
PIZ

AECS

1111111111111 11 1111 1 1111111

PLZ
Masoh EVI oder Pers. Nr.
14
Tag
Ni
N2
28 74217421S7421S7421S7421S7421S7421S7421S7421S
1 113 1 1117 119 112 1 1 1181 1 1 1 1 1 115 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4111111111111111111111111)11111) 11
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Figure 3 - The standard clear plastic 'key'
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QUESTIONS - and answers needed please by Derrick Slate. He had not seen this
cancel of the Jungfraujoch before, is it postal? The smaller Rigi-Kulm one has
an empty centre, does it also exist with a date? The other one from the Rigi-Bahr
is larger but is it 'private'? Finally who sold these packs of 25 different
'prints' of Swiss stamps?
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On May 12th the LONDON group held its last meeting of the 1998-99 season with the usual end of the year title of
'Odds and Ends'. A visitor and 13 members had a most enjoyable and informative evening with 8 of those present
providing material. As often happens on these occasions the queries raised provided animated discussion but often
no clear answers. Members recent acquisitions displayed included an exceptionally clean and clear collection of
covers with railway cancellations on the 20c San Salvatore definitive. These had been in a lot that had included 263
emergency cancellations all on cover, a representative selection showing unusual clarity for these elusive items.
Another member had obtained a small number of printed display sheets dating from the 1970s all containing blocks
of 4 commemoratives with first day cancellations, and surrounded with quite garish and primitive illustrations.
Who produced these? A rather battered sheet displayed four blocks of 4 of the 5+5c 1966 Pro Patria stamp
produced for the 100 anniversary of the birth of Heinrich Federer. As the sheet had the Federer special cancellation,
2 K cancellations and the municipal cancellations for Brienz and Berneck this was an odd item especially as it
included a photograph of Federer's tombstone! What is the origin of this item?
Two 1932 flight covers had also been found recently on a local dealer's stall - the 21st August flight Tour Aer,
D 'Europe Geneve-Bellinzona and the corresponding 28th August Giro Aereo Bellinzona-Ginevra return flight. These
were most attractive with their variety of stamps and rather unusual red departure and blue arrival cancellations,
although other flights of the same period have this combination of coloured strikes. A mini display of design
submissions for various stamp issues added further to the evening's variety as did several sheets of the modern self
adhesives: as stickers sold to tourists in Italy and as stamp booklets.
Two members then provided an extensive collection of pictorial postcards with associated stamp designs, and a
fascinating group of cards showing stages in the construction and commissioning of the Simplon tunnel. As an
illustration of lake steamers the latest Pro Patria stamp booklet was produced. Discussion of the boats depicted
resulted with informed opinion being that not only were they not the same but one belonged to Lake Geneva what do other members think?
As Claude Mistely said in giving his vote of thanks - a great evening with an interesting collection of odds and ends
and some significant items on display; members had turned up trumps yet again. JAC
THE CURIOUS BULK RATES

Michael Rutherfoord

When I got the card with the machine cancel shown below I realized that something
had gone wrong. The weight of the A5 card was only 6g, and 53c was surely too high
for a bulk rate, the normal B rate would be 70c. However, on the 1.1.96 the whole
bulk rate system had been simplified, and now consisted of a basic rate (size, weight
and 3000 minimum) plus a weight factor depending on quantity, up to a million. There
we have-basic rate 46c, plus given O.12c per gram = 0.72c, minus zero as only 3000
were sent (the discount for quantity is O.lc per 10 000 items sent). Total = 46.72c
per item. But the nearest higher value on a franking machine is 47c and this would
normally be used on the items, but the charge would be only 46.72c. However, the
clerk at Rölli added 7.2 and arrived at 53c. The SP recognized the error and then
charged only the correct amount for the weight.
This explains the many frank impressions for odd values from say 41 to 59c.
Stamps can also be used, mechanically applied, and the additional amount will be
refunded by the SP. in previous years there were also such uneven rates for bulk
sendings, but the method of calculation was different.

Fakes Forgeries Experts

POSTMARK CORNER

by John Cordingley
Paolo Vollmeier in Castagnola has sent
the Secretary details of a new Journal
that he is publishing. Concerning the
combating of forgeries, the second issue
aims to provide articles of interest to
the collector, the expert and the trade.
All fields of philately are to be covered
with many bilingual articles. Within
the 192 pages containing 31 articles at
least 3 are of possible interest to
members. A R Butler writes on
Restoration, Emil Rellstab on Faked
frankings with Zurich Cantonal and
Transitional issues, and Pierre Guinand
on The Stamp is genuine; the
obliteration is not.

A large number of the smaller railways
in Switzerland have operated mail
services. Some have run travelling
railway post offices but many more have
offered a supplement to the normal post
office services. It has often been possible
to post letters at the local railway station
when other services have been closed.
So not only have packages and parcels been cancelled with
railway postmarks but letters as well. Enthusiasts have been
aware of this for some time and some fine collections built up.
My own modest accumulation contains a variety of sizes and
types. Many are rectangular but the one illustrated for the
MThB, Mittel-Thurgau-Bahn is a more unusual circular design
and issued at Kreuzlingen Oberdorf station. However I have a
query. Where is this station? It does not appear in any of my
lists. Can members help?
-
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Did you know?

M Rutherfoord
- that I was not the only one to miss out the connection between the
new 70c self-adhesive booklet with sketches from various books by
Rodolphe Töpffer and the 5c PJ stamp issued in 1946 at the centenary
of his death. He was born and died in Geneva, and illustrated his
own books. Only "Zack", the young collectors magazine, noted this
connection.
- that one of the statistics still issued by the SP is on the number
of postmen bitten by unfriendly dogs: 130 in 1998, but steadily dropping from 179 in 1990. Luckily Switzerland is now officially rabiesfree, including a 2-300 km-wide zone right around the country.
- that in Stempel News No.7/99, published on 6.4.99, there is a list
of alternative cancellations, for the first time, to the official FD
canelsforthwamps.Becuofhintmaekowldgfthe
K cancels, Giovanni Balimann was asked to make up this list, with
subjects matched to the stamps, as far as possible. In previous
years similar lists were available at the Philatelic counters.
- that Otto Wicki has published another book on the old posts, this
time 'Postboten Alter Zeiten, die Bergpoststellen im Entlebuch',
over 400 pages, Dui.±h-many_ illustrations, in German. He is a wellknown surgeon and has been collecting letters and documents for a
long time. A true 'Heimat' collector.
- that the Consilium Philateliae Helveticae is publishing the complete Gtiller record books in July, in five linen-bound volumes at
CHF 390.- in Switzerland, and CHF 440.- foreign. From 1867 until
1977 (some a little longer). A must for researchers.
- that recently the last packet of bilateral regulations with the EU
has been satisfactorily settled, from trains to aircraft landing
rights. Toward the end of years of haggling the French had suddenly
put a major spanner, sorry, item, on the table. The Swiss had to
prevent the wine being sold in the tiny village of Champagne (near
Yverdon) from having the place name on the label: just ordinary
white wine. The matter was settled without compensation, but the
French Army remains on alert. The other day I found one of the old
cancels, and have now obtained a new one, for the record.
- that I owe an apology to many members who replied to my article in
the Newsletter of March 1994 on the Elzevir Trial Cancellations. How
time flies. An update was planned for last year, but some new items
have turned up. I have just realized that the only one illustrated
in the Gfifler registration books, that for Zurich, is in fact not
the same one as shown in the AW book. Of the former I have found ten,
and for the latter, 20 impressions, which overlap in usage. See
figures 3 & 4 (the '71 is fictive). Please have another look, especially on the back-of covers. A fully illustrated up-date is on
the way, mentioning last dates, so any date you have is of use.
- that an up-date of the series of 'Razor Blade' articles is also
being prepared, many new finds have been reported, and I have been
able to examine a number of these cancellers in the Museum for Communication in Bern. All are type II, only 6.05 is type III:
erratum - Page 36, May Newsletter. Figure 5 is red and blue.
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Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

The plea by the Editor last month for items for the Newsletter has gone largely
unanswered so this issue is made up of things which arrived day by day: Now he is
going to try and find some good weather in the Jura for a week or so. When he returns
he expects to find a pile of letters from members with 'News' for the July issue.
•^^+ =moo ynn nninn to do to help?
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS by Derrick Slate (continued from p 72 September 1998)

CENTENARY OF COURVOISIER S.A.

COURVOISIER 100 ANS
Inscription:
Designer:
Photogravure
Printing:
Printing Machine:
Chalky Granite (brown & green fibres)
Paper:
50 (10 horizontal rows X 5 rows vertical )
Sheet Size:
None
Pane Numbers:
None
Printing Dates on Sheets:
Sheets seen have numbers and no numbers
Sheet Control Numbers:
Colour Bars (on sheet edge): 1030 Blue, Gold, Yellow and Green
1031 Blue, Gold, Yellow and Brown
CENTENAIRE
IMPRIMERIE COURVOISIER JOURNAL L'IMPARTIAL S.A.
Sheet Inscription:
1880 - 1980 on the top and bottom of the sheet

1980 PHOTOGRAVURE - CHALKY GRANITE PAPER (BROWN AND GREEN FIBRES) CREAMISH GUM
1030 Gold and Green on a Blue Background
1031 Gold and Brown on a Blue Background

60 ANNIVERSARY (MINIATURE SHEET)

Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Printing Machine:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Sheet Inscription:

See Below
Photogravure
Chalky Ordinary
4
None

••

•

•••.••••••••••••••••••e••••••••••••••
••
••
•
•
••
•
••
e
••

1991 PHOTOGRAVURE — CHALKY ORDINARY PAPER — WHITISH GLOSS GUM
1040 Red — Imagination — Paint brush and palette
1041
Purple — Precision
— Watch
1042 Green — Technologie — Computers etc
1043 Black — Cancel: 60 Annees D'Excellence 1931 — 1991
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AWAY WITH THE COMMUNIST INITIATIVE a query from John Pearson

Postkarte •

KATHOL. SCHWEIZERVOLK.!
AM 3. DEZEMBER: NEIN !
FORT MIT DEM KIRCHEN -U.KIOSTERVOGT!
5

John found this card recently in a
dealer's selection. It is in full
- co our - and_was_ p isheä - by nenziger A G of Einsiedeln. It appears to be
exhorting Swiss catholics to vote 'No'
in a referendum initiated by communists
with a view to nationalizing the
church. Is he correct in this
assumption?
Do you have any idea when this
referendum was called and what
the result of it was?
Now for one that the Editor is unable to trace - LAVAPESSON - and
the only clue is that the chalet shown in the picture could be in
the Jura, has a waterwheel on the side and deciduous trees around.
The artist is no help, he is called T Schmidt, 1946 is the date.
Have you got any views or places you can't trace? Send a good copy
and see if other members can help. You never know what turns up.
HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL

53rd year I No.7

I pp 49-56 I London Jul 1999
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BELL'S LIFE IN LONDON AND SPORTING CHRONICLE dated Sunday, July 8, 1849 (Price 6d)
John Millener has sent this delightful item, or the top left corner with the cancels.
He would appreciate any help possible with the cancels. The paper was sent from
Fleetwood v Preston (dates not legible) via London to 'Poste Restante, a Geneve En
Suisse'. It was then redirected to Martigny. It bears the following marks: I) Fleetwood
cds, 2) Preston cds, 3) London 'Tombstone' in red 'PAID' dated 17.JY.49, 4) Manuscript '4' in red ink, 5) Manuscript '2' in red crayon, 6) Handstamp 'ld' in red (crossed out in red ink), 7) Transit mark of BOULOGNE in black, 8) Receiving mark of
GENEVE in red dated 20.JUIL 49. 81M.
Where were the rate marks written on the paper? The 'ld' mark is presumably a London
mark, possibly the rate to London, then altered to '2' and then '4'? Or is one or more
of the marks a rate to be collected in Switzerland? Suggestions to the Editor, please.

A: 'FASCINATING "READ" Ed.

fA
/ /re),- as

9.—P ayment tdgnired pre[Price Sixpaytcz -9UNDAY, JULY 8,
yiout to the insertion of Adv ei t°eT'iee
']

AND SPOr

BELL'S LIFE IN LONDON may be had, by post, on San lay, 400 miles from London.—Published early arcry Saturday Afternoon, at :
IVERPOOL JULY RACES, 1849.—TRAINERS and

./ JOCKEYS are requested to make appileatioti for TICK ETS or ADHIseI ON
the BRAND STAND and AREA on Monday. the day of entry for the plate. or
On the morning of tbé first race day, to the clerk or the course, at the Talbot Hotel;
and ire ease of their irsing them no second ticket. will hennaed, but payment must
be made In the meal way. Gentlemen are also requested • - . - e th at the g ate ad+
psaeing rind
Waling the neighing room I. to be used solely for trot - s and n
evented
aepauing to ant from the stables; and parries attemp g to do so waI
by the pollee stationed at that place.
Liverpool, Sth July, 1819. ,
E. W. TOPHAM, - sleeted CO o - ea Coulee.
1741. PS011 AUTUMN MEETING wi tate a OA Tgesd :^•,
ism September (the week after Doncaster.) Tl1e,pd btt t^sonef ldeletrto t • is
a1', movort amount, to 46500. There will be fire ra et, Me
mot
e tred Ire, Ith
The Eraom AUTDMN HANDICAP of 20 moos toe h it, and-. if de
Mtn added, New.Derhy Course.
The-BENTINCR STARES of 19 toys each, with 50 ' • ed, for two yAr olds ; t, tee.
/
fluarters of a mite.
The N0itrsAToit.( B
O p ona1 Sel l int) STAKES of 10 cove - • h re, with 75 added ;
two miles and .t quarter.•
gentlemen
The AarsresonAmc SPARES of 10 soya each, h ft, with 25 adde• ,
riders ; Derby Conte.:
And a FIP7' Soy P Ld 11I ; betty, onemite.
....Fnrtber particulars next week,
•

ANCHESTE R . -AUTUMN MEETING, 1849.—The
•^j--^^^j
does
M

R
following Stakes
amuse Monday after the Liverpool Rua, July116.
CnAMraoree STAKES HANDICAP, for two year olds.
The Cnzarsava to .HANDICAP, 100 sows added.
The Avivstte WsLTka HANDICAP.
The CORI1TAIAN HANDICAP.
Tee Two.rzom-OLp uaa.ao,o PLATE.
•
For farther parttcala•arefer to Messrs Weatherby .; Sheet Calendar No I6t; or bs
applying to the Clerk of the Course, Post Meet Hotel, Manchester, who will for.
t.
ware list. immediately.

LACKLEY R ç •, are led for,.Monday,. Tuesday, and
• r, .e
Wedoeehv.
a-,d8th. August, i8t9.

_ 1RST D.... —Tsa MANCn 7 on .'•,^i .asO,AP'of .r.

rove each, 9 hove ft, If de.

Blared oasr before August let to Mr J. Hearer,t Mr Joseph Shepherd', New
White Lion, 15:Ackley, rear)t
anchoster, with Meer* added. Si lowers to ate entered, four to accept, and throe to starts°, the pd`e1;c money will not be given. To
close and actor to Hr Heasley, the clerk of the course, on or before Monday, the 231
W./Illy, 0849, and the weights to appear to $eh'e Life on the 29th of July. Heats.
three times r send and a distance, about two mile.. The winner to pay 2 .ova to the
clerkofth course. Forfeits must be paid at the nine of entry. For bills and further
particulars co
fees

T HE CIRENCESTER RACES will take place on •Friday,

the 10th of August, 1819.
FIRST RACE (at one o'clock).—The 611011OCOTE STAKES. a Sweenetskee of
4 soy. coca, with so added ; three year olds let en. tour 8 .t 7Mb, rive 8st 111o, six and
aged est Sib ; mares and geldings allowed Sth, half bred horses 7 h ; toe winner to be
sold for So sow, if demanded in the usual way, cod to pay 2 soy. to the fund ; heats.
about a rode and a quarter ; to close and name on or before Monday, the 6:h o; August. to the reeretary or clerk of the comm.
SECOND RACE.—The CreexcesTita STAKES, a Sweepstakes of 5 .eve each,
with 50 added ; three year olds Ise 7.b, four Bet 81b, eve 9st, six and aged Oat 41h ;
mares and geldinga, allowed Sib, half bred hones 71h • the wiener to be sold foe
100 area if emended in the usual wee. and to pat S soy, to the fund ; two miles ; to
close and name as for the 8horneote Stakes.
THIRD RACE.—The Horerzas' STAKES. a hurdle race of 3 S ava each, with 25
added, for bursts that have teen regularly hunted with the Duke. of B taufort's, Earl
Fltther ilaaety, the V. W. H„ the Heythron, or the Berkshire Hounds ; four year
olds lOst Oib, five list 41b. six and aged Wet ; mares and geldings allowed Sib • winnets once in 1819 to catty 71b, twice loin extra; horses entered to be sold for 60 soon
allowed alb„ if tot 50 loth, if for 40 Nib ; the winner to pay 2 sews t, the fund ;
Neste, about* mile and a half, ore: four nights of hurdles four feet hitch ; to close
and name as for the .Sir rrncote Stakes.
FOURTH RAZE•—The HACK STAKES, a Sweepstakes of 1 soy each, with 10
added, for berme the property of persons residing within seven miles of Cirencester ; to be ridden by. farmers or tredeemen ; lost each ; the winoer to be sell for
90 cove if demanded in the usual way ; heats, about a mile and a half ; to clone and
neme at the nest..

WEEK'S EXCURSION from LONDON to PARIS
for 48, under the direction of the çroprtetors of the Office Generale de. Chemin. de Fee, Place de la Bourse. No. 12, F:sell. Saloon in steamht.ar, fiat class by
railway, and apartment, at the Hotel des P.15cc.. the best in Europe ; dejeaner I
lafourchette, solendld table d'hoee, with firs.`-rate edam ; visits to all the monuments and exhibitloos of Paris. ander the guidance of conductors speaking English ;
the Opera and theatres four times, the bublie ,irdens twice la the week; journeys
to Versatile., St Germain, Ire. The success of teas company's repeated excursions
from Paris to London dating this summer, he a guarantee for the English traveller
that his comforts In all respects wilt be caretWty studied' but references of the highest rcapeetabillty in London will be given at the deer, 38, Regent's-ctreos. PleCadtliy. where detailed prospectuses may be had. The exeursion ntav be pr•;loaged by
a very moderate addition to the above price which include. all exbetnes necessary to
the voyage and mom The excursions w•lt take place on Saturday. the 14th Mat,
and on the eacceeding Saturdays. As the number is limited, an early application
is dsalrab.'e. . .

rtiRIP tO BRIGHTON,—The Licensed Victuallers' Pron. tection Soelely.—The ANNUAL EXCURSION on Wednesday next, at halfpast eight, a.m., precisely from Loedon Bridge 'taken. Tickets there and back only
ea, with entraacete the ballroom at the Ship Hotel free. Mr Neighbour's splendid
band engaged; no third clan carriages used. Tickets can be had of. the committee,
and at the offices, 99. Farrangdoa•euett, City.—T. SMITH, secretary.

ROUSE ";SHOOTING,—STEAM to. ABERDEEN, INVERNESg, and the NORTH of SCOTLAND.—The •ABERDEEN

S AM NAVIGATION COMPANY'S splendid and powerful ships will start as
tinder,
permitting:—
• eÂBERD68N' The EARL of ABERDEEN, on Saturday, 14th July, at four
afternoon; CITY of LONDON, Saturday, 2let July, at six evening; EARL of
ABERDEEN, Saturday. 28th Jule, at four afternoon,
For IN P EIUeBL,—Toe DUKE or SUTHER1.AND, on Monday
len
Monday;- 16th Tally, at
ghead, Invermorning, and Monday 30th July, at tea morning, catalog oft
gordon, Crç atere. an st Chanoory Point,
uIrms t Spread Eisele, Reatat Clrtrte o 7. WapçeL•
....Tien LE WILLIA WILLtOtUGHBY, Agent.
(

)RIK:Nit SCOTJ4 1Ij HOTEL, MArket-street, AEA-

deen.—THOMAS DOUGLAS (many years bèad waiter at the Royal Homo
Degs to announce to the oobtllty end genre visiting the salt that he has taken a
lease of the above splendid hotel, which he intends opening on the 11th instant ; and
be trusts, by assiduous attention to their comfort that he will be honoured w.th a
Mime of their patronage. The arrangements made for the convenience of the commercial gentlemen visiting this hotel will be found keequal any other es .abllsbmcnt
in Scotland : and T.D. resew'sl y solicits the anpptrt of those whom he has had
the bones, of serving In the Royal Hotel and other.hotels, and whose past klodneas
he bears in gmtefub,remembrance.—T. D. ventures to hope, by a strict peru,nal at.
tenton to all who mar honour him with their commands, together with mr'ertte
charges, excellent wines, spirits, and a complete arrangement of the cuisine department, that he may obtain a share of their favours, which it will be his anxious endeavenr to deserve.-Post horses end canines always ready.—Omnibners to and
from the steamers dolly.—Coaches to all parts of Scotland atart within a fee yards of

this eetablisbment. Aberdeen.4th June, 1849.

^](iWHITE HART INN, Corn Market-street, Oxford.—

. ° SPORTING COMMERCIAL, and OTHER VISITORS to Oxfrri will
find the best ACCOMMODATION at the above old-established Inn.—W.
MANNING tenders his acknowledgments to the public for the patronage he bas
received, and begs to apprise gentlemen, sportsmen, dealers, and others, that he has
goad stall stabling and several. loose boxes ; and that he hopes to meet with an extension of that patronage which moderate charges and attention to the comfort and
convenience of his patrons will be found to deserve. Especial attic Lien is paid to
the bedding department. The sltuatton I. central ; omnibuses to the railway Station
for every Into.

T

Flys. chaise% and horses to let.

HE BLACK DOG, Bedfont, only one mile from the railway station, to be LET, and in the direct road to Windsor. The premises
have every convenience for comfort, and for the carrying on of a good trade. Laree
garden..tnblee, out-houses, Ere, Be. Lease about efteen sears. Rent only 435;
goods, Ike, about .€800. The LEASE will be DISFOSED OF upon reasonable Urine.
The proprlet r leaving solely to consequence of ill health.—For further particulars
inquire on the premises; and of Messes M'Laren, auctioneers, tic, 119, Cheat Ruesel- street, Bloomsbury.
r PHE PLAY GROUNDS at the WHITE BEAR TAVERN,

PTO be 8
d and SON t
tarrying HORSE
I. BRI rON
S. TERRIE;
S. VENISO

T O be r
O be SO .
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SO

had SON,
the property of a
sister t s King of ,

SON
of purely-bred PC

I. BEPPO....

2. BOUNCE.. 2

4. BANG

S.BEN

5. DOLL

6. DUCHESS
7. BRINDO:.
8. JASPER

15

11 S
9. BRAG
10. FLASH
These dogs, with
on the moors,

TO be SO

and SON c
theracea^ the folio
d en -e l

ep

MaracYevéred b y P
1. QUEBEC t
colt foal
2. C+IMELIA,
3, MER MAIL
4. CONCEIT.
5. DIPHTHO
6. DONNA H
7. LUCY ASI

8, BROWN F

9. BROWN F
10. MOROCCO
11. BLACKIS,
12. DE WITT.
1S. WAR ROB
lighter, Jr
I. ORIMSTOI
S. JEST, (nue
3. FITZPATR
For further parti
London.
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and SON,
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A BROWN CC
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A BAY COLT,
A BAY COLT,
A.BAT COLT,
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SECHERON and the card on the first page last month
It is gratifying to see so much information about this place which
is now a district of Geneva.
Ernest Jones sent a copy of an old entire of 30th August 1816 but
the postal markings are, in part, indistinct. (They include 'Suisse
par/Belfort' a boxed 'Addl/i', two circular cancels of 12 Sep 1816,
and another of 15 Sep 1816. A rate of 2/10 in manuscript and the
address seems to be 'Edin.' The contents need further deciphering.)
The message is headed "S6cheron Near Geneva" and, according to a
recent Hallwag map of Switzerland, present day Sécheron comprises an
area lying between the Palais des Nation/UNO and the Palais Wilson on
the west shore of Lake Geneva. It apparently operated a branch office
more recently under the designation Geneve 21 Sécheron.
Alan Slade sent a map taken from the 1898 edition of 'How to visit
Switzerland' by Henry Lunn and from Cook's Traveller's Handbook for
1925, in the section 'Environs of Geneva' it says "of interest also
in Sécheron, with the building occupied by the International Labour
Organisation, and the villa of Sir Robert Peel. Another reference to
it in a book 'Southwards to Geneva' by Mavis Coulson gives a large
link with this country. "In 1824 Frederick Gye, a very unpoetical but
prosperous Englishman taking his family on the Grand Tour, arrived at
the Hotel d'Angleterre at S4cheron and noted peevishly in his diary Tues.Sept. 27th. Before 9 am we reached the Hotel d'Angleterre at
Geneva, or rather at a place called Sécheron." Later it says "Monsieur
Dejean, proprietor of the Hotel d'Angleterre at Sécheron, was, however,
a remarkable business man. Any landlord capable of organising a fleet
of thirty-five caléches to be ready at Calais to transport those
Englishmen embarking on the Grand Tour to Lake Geneva and his own hotel
deserves admiration." The picture of the "Auberge of Sécheron" in this
book does not match the Chateau on the front of the June Newsletter.
George Kunzle reports that there is a large company there manufacturing engineering products. S A Kemura remembers it from 1959 when
he lived for a while in Geneva. D Hope reports that it is between the
railway and the lake. The Editor has a postcard addressed to Sir Robert
Peel's gardener asking for his subscription to the Horticultural Soc.
Now you all know! But what was the Don National and Festival?
Ernest Jones

MORE FROM MOBILE POST OFFICE No.1 - another airmail query

This card was posted at Scuol on -8.VIII.37-10. with airmail label & MPO cancel.
Two arrival marks, Zurich 1 Luftpost -9.V1I137.'l6 and back cancel Zurich Fraumtinster Briefannahme lO.VIII.39-9. No air despatch cancel. Did it fly or not?
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MOUNTAIN CANCELLATIONS from page 45 last month
Our Hotel Post collectors, Derek and Ruth Dawson have come up with marks of the Rigi
Kulm Hotels, Doctor Frederick Schreiber cancel, and also the same design for the
Rigi Staffel also owned by Dr Schreiber. They have both the Kulm and Staffel dated
1898 and 1904 & 1906. There is the well-known straight-line cancel which they do not
know if it is private or federal, and there are other Hotel cancels obviously just
advertising the Hotel. They say that they have never before seen Derrick's Rigi Kulm
cancel with the empty centre, but it is quite a late one - 1937. If anyone has more
of these cancels they would be pleased to see them, together with more detail.

1911

-Kuirn

JUNGFRAU REGION CANCELS - D Hope writes in answer to Derrick Slate's question
last month to say that the Jungfraujoch cancel does seem to be a postal cancel and
not a private one. Shown below is the cancel on a 25c small landscape stamp of 1949.
Next to it is the private cancel of the stall which sold the postcard.
Eric Lienhard thinks it is maybe not a railway cancel as it is not quite like others
he has. He includes the cancels from the 1930s which show the height of the Jungfraujoch to be 3457 metres above sea level. Is global warming responsible for the loss of
3 metres by 1949? Has the height been measured more recently than this? The undated
'marks'are used in the shops which sell postcards, the larger one being from the
'Bazare der Jungfraubahn'. Also shown is one from the nearby Hotel Faulhorn.

L

P

-1949 (?)

On unused postcard
1930s
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POSTMARK CORNER !

rage
by John Cordingley

Swiss lakes and their steamers have featured on many of the country's stamps, postcards and postmarks. These
have always been attractive to collectors. What do not come to mind so easily are the rivers and bridges that have
also featured quite extensively. Sorting through some postmark pieces quite recently I came across one that
showed a wooden bridge and wondered what other examples I had hidden away. Without spending too long
looking I found fifteen more examples on a variety of Swiss postal material. This is clearly the basis for quite an
interesting display so a few examples are shown below. What can other members find?

POSTKARTE CARTE POSTALE CARTOLiNA POSTALE

On September 10th 1991 four special stamps were issued on the theme of bridges. The 70c showed the wooden
'Neubriigg' over the river Aare near Bremgarten just to the north of Berne. 'Built in 1553 on the old road from
Berne to Aarberg it crosses the river in four spans with a total length of 299ft. The structure is one of the oldest and
largest of Switzerland's two hundred or so surviving wooden bridges.'
Turgi on the river Limmat is a small town to the north west of Baden. In 1962 a 10c green postal stationery card
was issued showing the wooden bridge. The photograph used seems to be the inspiration for the pictorial
cancellation (K932) issued for the town on March 1st 1984.
The idea of producing just a few album sheets on a particular theme, a mini-display, is certainly not a new one.
However-with a-theme-in-mind it might be just be the-stimulus -to-look again al fauuliar rualex ial. -Certainly there is
scope for a small collection on bridges. What about Swiss mountains or cancellations of the twelve postal districts
all on the same stamp design or
?

ti

THE SOCIETY PACKET - is on its last round for this season. All the
members participating should have received four packets. I have
received a lot of encouragement from members, for which I am grateful. There is a lengthy learning process - do not expect everyone
who receives the packet to follow the rules'
I increased the number of members on each circuit and put at least
eight books in each packet. I intend future packets to include new
books, but must circulate old books with reasonable material still
for sale so that vendors can expect a fair return from their efforts.
To do this I need to receive at least 120/130 new books each year for
the members to get four packets in a season, August to May. More
books equals more packets. Good quality and unusual material, fairly
priced and in good condition will always attract the purchaser.
Make those books up now to go in the packets in mid-August and
send with your cheque for 3% of the value (to cover insurance) ASAP!
If you do not already get the packet then contact me, Don Simmons.
Please do not pay for purchases with 'foreign' banknotes. Last
+;,,,a T naid in four Scottish £1- notes Lloyds charged £3- commision!
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SIMPLON RAILWAY HISTORY

J my 1999

by D_ Houtris

From notes made by the late Roy Christian

A company was formed in Paris in 1856 with the title Chemin de fer de la ligne
d'Italie par la vallée du RhOne et le Simplon, to make a railway connection between France and
Italy through the Rhöne valley and a tunnel under the Simplon. The first part of the line,
from Bouveret to Martigny, was opened on the 14th July 1859, and on to Sion on the 10th
May 1860. Bad equipment and disagreement in the management led the cantonal government of
Valais to interfere and in April 1865 the line was placed in the hands of a receiver.
In 1867 the properties were transferred to a second Ligne d'Italie Company. The
section already begun by the first company, from Sion to Sierre was completed and opened on
the 15th of October 1868. By a decision of the Federal authorities the line was again placed in
the hands of a receiver, and on the 16th of May 1874 was transferred to a consortium
composed of the Suisse Occidentale Railway and the Vaudois Finance Company for a nominal
sum. This body was under obligation to bring the whole line and its equipment into good
working order and to extend it to Brigue by the 1st July 1878. It took the name Simplon
Railway Company and an agreement of the 15th February 1874 required the Suisse Occidentale
itself to work the line. The Simplon Company was formally constituted on the 18th June
1875. Internal diversions in 1881 resulted in a Federal resolution dated 21st June 1881,
requiring the fusion of the two systems. The resulting company took the name of the Suisse
Occidentale and Simplon Railways. In 1886 a short connection was opened from Bouveret to
St. Gingolph (French frontier).
In 1889 German banking circles
pressed for the amalgamation of the Suisse
Occidentale and the Jura systems, and both
boards agreed to this on 12th of October
1889, to take effect from 1st January
1890. The main idea was to further the
construction of the Simplon tunnel route to
Italy, which had long been in abeyance. On
December 27th 1889 the Jura-Simplon
Railway Company was incorporated as an
amalgamation of the Suisse Occidentale and
Simplon and the Jura-Berne-Lucerne. By
purchase agreement dated October 23rd
1903, the system passed to the Federal
Government (Railways) on May 1st of that
year, leaving the Confederation the task of completing the Simplon Tunnel upon which
construction work had been begun by a German contractor in 1898. Work began at Brigue on
the 1st of August 1898 and at. Iselle on the 16th August. The two headings met on 24th
February 1905 with a negligible margin of error. The Simplon Tunnel was opened on the 30th
May 1906 with three-phase electric traction, this was changed in 1930 to the standard Swiss
single-phase alternating current of 15,000 volts at 16 2 /3 cycles.
TUNNEL. C.) 51/1(...0t.

LAST MONTH'S QUERIES - D Hope, writes to say that further to Mr Cordingley's article
Ponto Valentino may not get a mention in Baedeker's Switzerland but it does get a
mention in 'Switzerland - a Phaidon Cultural Guide' for its Catholic parish church.
Ponto Valentino is listed in the 'Poststellenchronik Schweiz 1849-1999' by Karl
Gebert where it shows that the name was originally spelt 'Ponte'. It changed to
'Ponto' on receiving its first cds in 1892. Since 1992 it has had a publicity
cancellation, at first using its old postal code 6711 and since
1996 its new one 6724, shown on the right.
Colin Griffiths wrote to say that Ponto Valentino is listed in
Muirheads Blue Guide and the Phaidon Cultural Guide even has a
picture of its baroque church of San Martino - originally
medieval, rebuilt 1733/40.
Ernest Jones writes to say that the card of MPO No.1 on page 36 of the May issue
has puzzled him as he has a similar card with the same postal markings but unaddressed and he cannot see any sign of an address having been removed. (The copy of
the card sent by Mr Jones is cancelled in exactly the same way as the one shown in
the May Newsletter. What was going on at MPO No. 1 in May 1937? Ed.)
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Did you know?

M Rutherfoord
- that the UPU in Bern is getting worried about a new type of stamp
forgery being carried out by philatelic agencies in various parts of
the world. They print stamps without the permission or the knowledge
of the country whose name appears on the stamps, and for whom they
have never printed stamps. The BBZ for May/June mentions a name, the
"Brussel's Stamp Center", which has only a Tel/Fax Box No. address.
Rumour has it that many of these illegal stamps are printed in
Switzerland, and the problem is how to prevent them being catalogued.
- that on the 8th June the head of SP reviewed the financial situation of the new Post, and stated that the profit was insufficient.
Postage rates would go up soon, as Switzerland was the cheapest in
Europe, after the UK (for A-letters up to 50g) and the 41 000 staff
would be allowed to 'run down' at the rate of 800 per year.
- that a peculiar situation is to be found in some (many?) main POs
in that leaflets are to be found on special racks advertising the
rates and services of DIAX, the main competitor to Swisscom! Telephone cabins and telephone books are seldom provided in any POs
today. Electronic 'books' are provided in the increasing number of
Swissr om telephone kiosks. DIAX and the-other firms are more interested in mobile phones, called 'Handys' in German-speaking countries
now, to the confusion of tourists and others.
- that the current exhibition in the Museum for Communication in Bern
is devoted to 150 years Swiss Posts. Many interesting videos and
other items to see; until the 12th September 1999. There is an interesting book to buy, in either French or German, 232 pages, CHF 68.-.
Written in 1998, many previously unpublished historical photographs.
- that the new coding system, page 42 last month, has now been extended. Zurich, with one of the biggest installations in Europe, completed the change-over of their eight machines during March 1999,
and Aarau, two machines, at the end of April. The others will follow.
- that the three new computor-controlled parcel sorting centres are
still having 'software' problems, so that late delivery is now common.
This has meant more use is made of the Express service, which is, in
turn, becoming overloaded. Tests have also shown that only 90% of
A-letters are delivered the next day. Staff are overwhelmed with
new rules and instructions. Public getting restless.
- that at the Swiss Open in Winterthur the first block for the St.
Gallen 2000 exhibition will be issued on 9.9.99-9, which will be the
most exciting thing about this block. There will be three stamps,
for 20, 70 and 90c, and one 'no-value' vignette.
- that the 'Stempel News' for 17.5.99 gave information on the TPOs
still using their named cancels. Martigny-Le Chable and MontreuxZweisimme:n had their last--day on_ _30 s_5. 9H_ ^see page 12_February 1998.)
- that aerophilatelists have apparently noted the number of 'flown'
covers for the round-the-world Piccard ballon flight seem to be
rather high. Be careful when being offered one.
- that the smallest 'PP' I have ever seen is shown size-for-size
here:I '".the numbers should give the postcode of the sender but
these are meaningless. (Unless any member can crack the code?)
.

-
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CAN ANY MEMBER WhO LIVES IN THE COVENTRY AREA HELP WITH THIS?
Chronicle of all Swiss Post Offices 1849-1999 (now sold out)

Karl Gebert, Kapplerstrasse 27, CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel (E-Mail: gebertka@swissonline.ch)
Mr. Michael Sharp? from Coventry? sent £ 5 for a copy of this book. But has forgotten to
mention his address. Dear Mister Sharp, please send now your adress! Thanks!

The Society does not have a member of this name but if you know
Michael Sharp bring this to his notice, and introduce him to the
benefits of the 'Newsletter'.
MISSING NEWSLETTERS - if you do not receive a copy any month then contact our
efficient member who sends them out world-wide: Doug Houtris, 62 Thirleby Road,
rnci.IIDr uoQ nr7 nnn't ask the Fr-lit- or. he aets his copy from Douglas as well!
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THANK YOU for the items that were waiting for me on the return from
a much needed rest. Now I am going to ask you to do it again, and again
so that we have something for you each month. I will repeat some of the
'classic' articles about PP and PJ issues because there are new members
who would like to know about these things, and I am always learning as
well when I look up answers to queries. No answers to John Cordingley's
query about Kreuzlingen-Oberdorf station - it is on the Bodensee almost
in Germany as it is below Konstanz. The MThB runs from there to Kreuzlingen, 1 km away, and then on south to Weinfelden and Wil. Table 830
in the postal issue of the Swiss Official Timetable. Edward Quinton's
query about RAYON stones is because lithography was originally done, by
hand, from prepared smooth stones. Only later did someone prepare the
metal plates in a similar way. Even paper plates were in use for short
runs in the 1950s, but not for stamps as far as I know. Michael, our
DYK writer, has been in hospital again but was promising more articles
as soon as he is on his feet again. We do need material to fill the
seven other pages each month though - get your pens and paper now.
To fill up this back page you can have a bit of news about the Jura. I rang Kuoni, the
Swiss Travel Agents in London, on their dedicated 'Swiss' line and asked if they could
n
r
is Neuchatel, is it the name of a
holidayj i nNeuchatel; Iwas
c asked "where
ar_ange
a hol'da
hotel?" I explained where it was and was sent a brochure for a cruise in the Caribbean.
I then got a hotel list from the tourist office in Neuchâtel and wrote to four of the
three star hotels; one did not answer, one sent no prices and that left two. As I am
unwilling to name the one we chose be warned - the only night we ate there the waiter
apologised for having to serve such food to us! The FT had an article on Swiss hotels
the Saturday after we returned and this hotel would not have met the requirements of
the three stars it claimed. Be that as it may I was surprised when the ex-director of
tourism for the canton asked me why we had chosen to come to Neuchatel! We would have
liked to have taken a 7-day 'go anywhere' ticket for the area but were told by the SP,
CFF, tourist office and others that no such thing existed. Just before the end of the
holiday we found that it did exist, just produce a photograph and CHF 50- and we could
have gone anywhere in the canton by train, postbus, local buses and funicular for the
seven days. The interesting things to see though are: an asphalt mine in the Val de
Travers (British owned); La Chaux-de-Fonds and its interesting museums and a foundry
for cow bells; military museum at Colombier, in a Swiss army barracks which was without even a guard on the gate, what would the IRA say. Numerous other interesting small
villages and extensive walking on quiet paths through such places as the Val de Ruz,
a real gem. Neuchâtel was not in the least touristy from the point of view of the
'tat' shops we have in Bath and other than the badly-behaved young Canadian students
sporting their national flags most other people seemed to be residents. For anyone
interested in trams the local preservation society has a monthly outing for some of
its rolling stock. Single-decker and just as I remember them in the war - comfortable
wooden benches down each side and a rocky ride at speed. I even managed to tread on
the bell at the driver's end, more than 50 years since I last did it in Sheffield.
If you want to see quite the shortest four-wheel coach then go to Neuchgtel, no more
than twelve places seated! All in all we had a good time, especially as we can now
get the train direct from Bath to Waterloo, then Eurostar to Paris and TGV on to
Neuchâtel (or Geneva, Lausanne, Bern or Zurich). Who needs airlines now?
A late entry from Ken Reeves in our first delivery at
11 am this morning who asks if any research has been done
on Swiss post boxes and enclosed the two figures on
the right. I can only say that it seems you can buy or
obtain old post boxes as I saw one in a dealer's shop.
I did not notice if they have all been changed from
PTT to SP but there is a big re-badging operation
going on as Michael has mentioned in the DYK.
The same thing happened here with the GPO in a
more subtle way when the phones and post split,
and then parcels were split off and the Girobank.
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If you have got this far then remember I need the
material from you to do the August issue. Also
remember that a holiday in Switzerland is cheaper
than one here in Bath!
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NOTES on the POSTAL HISTORY of the CANTON of TICINO 1798 to 1848
from an article by G NEGRINI translated and edited by Alex Newall

TICINO - The transport system in the Swiss Canton of Ticino has always
been confronted by a number of serious obstacles such as Schöllenen,
St. Gotthard, Stalvedro, Piottino or la Biaschina. Dealing with those
required costly intervention to achieve ever more secure and comfortable transit by foot-couriers (pedoni), those on horseback, carts,
carriages and a variety of other means of transport. But the biggest
problem was presented by the long and, at times, most severe winter.
The accession of Ticino to the Swiss Confederation in 1803 represented
in itself a major problem as it exposed its effort to create their own
transport system to the virulent competition of the systems run by
Zurich, Luzern, Basel and Bern, all of which had routes crossing Ticino.
Casting our minds back we find that around the year 1600 it took 4 days
for a letter to reach Milan from Zurich. In 1613 a tradesman, Hans Hess,
established a regular foot-messenger service between Zurich and Bergamo
which, in 1662, passed under the control of the commercial department
of the town's Council. By 1693 horseback messengers maintained a twiceweekly service to Milan and back. The participation of the Ticinesi in
the routes crossing their country was minimal if you do not include the
provision for the change of horses or repairs to the carriages. This
was the solitary role played by the postal offices in control of the
route St. Gotthard-Como. There exist, however, certain data proving
that a postal service existed within the three important provinces of
the canton: Lugano„ Deiltn7nna and Loaarno_s nce__1600 - _ _._
LUGANO - We know that in 1633 one Digo Maderni organized a postal service
between Luzern and Milan which ran over Lugano. Shortly after 1600 two
ladies, Caterina Regonda and a certain lady Besana, controlled the post
from Lugano. The service between Lugano and Milan was entrusted to four
other ladies who guaranteed prompt service not only for letters but
also for parcels. In 1713 the office was headed by Giovanni Amadio.
G B Rainoldi became the Administrator of Posts in 1742.
BELLINZONA - The post office at Bellinzona is certainly the oldest in
the canton and, mainly because of its geographical position, a most
important one. The messengers arrived and departed there from St. Gotthard, St. Bernard, Monte Ceneri, Lugano and Locarno. Its first Director
of Posts was one Jean Jacques Tatto in 1631, who was followed by Pietro
Rusca. A formal post office was established in 1700 on Via Magoria,
near Piazza Collegiata in Palazzo Bruni. It was still there in 1835..
In 1804 the Director was Luigi Andreazzi, between 1812 and 1835 it was
Giuseppe Ghiringhelli, and from 1845 one Barazzetti.
LOCARNO - Already in 1600 Antonio Fasoli is mentioned as responsible
for postal services, in 1713 we find mention of one Gavirati, and in
June 1804 the Director was Pietro Varenna, who was succeeded by Gio C=1HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL I 53rd year
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Batta Zenna. In fact these offices acted on behalf of the service organizations offered by a number of other cantons of the Confederation.
Around the year 1700 the predominant services were provided by the
Canton of Zurich. They offered a safe and prompt delivery of all the
official mail of the Postal Administration of Milan as well as a large
proportion of all the mails from Germany, France and northern Europe,
addressed from and to Italy.
At the beginning of the XIXth century most of the cantons realized
the advantages of having their own postal service. By 1847 seventeen
cantons operated some kind of independent postal service within the
Confederation. The central government of the Confederation declared
on 31 August 1798 that Postal Services were the property of the Helvetic Republic. 15 November 1798 saw the publication of a new set of
instructions detailing the organization of the centralized postal service. It was obvious, however, that the law itself was sufficiently
complicated for some time to elapse before it could be generally
applied. The reforms were finally introduced on 3 September 1800. In
1803 Bern, Basel, Zurich, Schaffhausen and St. Gallen were permitted
to run their own postal administration.
The following principles were established:
1. Postal tariffs were to become, however approximately, uniform
throughout the Confederation.
2. There should exist a freedom of every administration to levy a
charge applied to the whole of its territory.
3. All employees at the office should be sworn to maintain secrecy
at every stage of their work.
1798-1834 - The Canton of Ticino, formally independent, had to face a
number of problems with very little means at its disposal. Piccolo
Consiglo considered it of advantage to offer the running of its postal
services to the government of another canton for a number of reasons:
1. Their own lack of experience in the running of postal services.
2. The scarcity of competent personnel.
3. The opportunity to profit from the old established vying and competition between the cantons of Zurich and Luzern.
4. An immediate and much needed cash income.
On 7 October 1803 the franchise was given to the Canton of Zurich and
a formal 6 year contract was signed on 29 May 1804. Pietro Rossi, the
administrator of posts since 1793, was nominated Lugano's Director of
Post and the representative of the Government of Zurich. Nothing much
is known about Rossi's character but he was widely suspected of spying
for Austria. He was also supposed to be involved in some violent incidents which took place at that time in Lugano. No confirmation of such
gossip can be found in the federal archives, but we are told that he
asked for permission to display the tricolour flag above the door of
his office. The Finance Ministry refused and suggested the two national
colours should be enough (that of the Confederation and that of the
Canton).
The contract with Zurich suited Lugano perfectly. It confirmed the
existing postal rates, it guaranteed postal freedom to all official
sources, brought in to the treasury of Lugano 2000 Golden Louis, or
approximately 3500 francs, and perpetuated the rights of Lugano to
choose and employ their own postal officials.
BELLINZONA - 1 799 saw th'e use of the first single-line cancellation in
Bellinzona. It remained in use until 1808. "General Regulations" published on 28 December 1804 created six Postal Offices: Airolo, Biasca,
Bellinzona, Locarno and Mendrisio, and four depots: Ambri, Dazio Grande,
Faido and Giornico. The contract with Zurich expired in 1809 and after
long discussions, proposals and counter-proposals, the Gran Consiglio
decided on 27 May 1809 to give the franchise to the Canton of Luzern
on the payment of 2500 Golden Louis plus some expense allowance. All
offices and employees were to remain unaltered and a new route was to
be opened between Cadenazzo and Locarno. The agreement was to remain
in force till 1 September 1812. Zurich, however, did not abandon its
service and the two parties created a lively competition on parallel
routes. The competition centred on the respective rapidity of services.
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Some of the practices of the Luzern Administration were found to be
questionable, but while Ticino deliberated what to do it was confronted with ZUrich and Luzern deciding that there was little profit
in competing and coming to an agreement between themselves.
The agreement with Luzern expired and the situation remained rather
fluid until 2 July 1815 when the Administration of Ticino acknowledged
the existing state of affairs and a new contract was signed, this
time with both Zurich and Luzern. This was to run until 1827 against
yearly compensation of 6000 Milanese lira.
In 1830 the public debt of Ticino ran at approximately 5 million
due to the costly projects of road improvement, mainly of the route
traversing the St. Gotthard pass which ended at Chiasso. At the time
the contract came up for renewal, the Landaman Quadri found himself
in a cash flow situation requiring an immediate injection of some
additional half a million francs for the work to continue. ZUrich
offered a loan of Fr200 000 at 4%, on the condition that they retained
the right to use their established routes until the debt was repaid.
A Basel bank (Echinger) offered a further loan of Fr300 000. At the
time the Postal Administrations active in the canton used for the
St. Gotthard route a boxed cachet 'Route v. St. Gotthard'. The word
'Ticino' did not appear anywhere.
The financial situation of Ticino became more and more difficult
as ZUrich collected Fr80 000 of yearly interest and kept Ticino in
check because they could do nothing until the total debt was repaid.
The Administration appealed to the patriotism of its citizens and
issued an internal loan of Fr200 000, which was fully subscribed by
the citizens of Ticino and the ZUrich debt was promptly repaid.
As the running contracts ended on 5 December 1834, the Ticino
Administration started negotiations with a number of interested
cantons not so much with a view to granting a franchise, as to establish its right to granting a franchise and of authorising transit of
goods or mail over its territory. The contract finally agreed with
Luzern brought Ticino a yearly income of 2000 Milanese lira, and
that with ZUrich twice as much. At the same time a number of other
agreements were made but all of them on the basis of reciprocity
of services.
1835-1848 - The Director of Post, Col. Franchino Rusca, was respon ,sible for the creation of an efficient and reliable transport of
passengers. This was possibly the most important period in the organisation of every aspect of the postal services in the canton. On
30 November 1834 Ticino reached a reciprocal agreement with Austria,
on 15 December 1834 with the Canton of Graubunden and on 31 May 1835
with the Kingdom of Sardinia. The contract with Graubunden was renewed on 7 September 1844, to be followed by those with Zurich, Basel
and Luzern in 1847. Somewhat earlier, in 1843, Ticino did enter into
an agreement with the company controlling steam navigation on Lago
Maggiore. The accounts between 1 January 1835 and 31 March 1836 show
an income of lire 87 834, from which lire 12 882 was spent on the
purchase of new carriages. By 1837 the yearly income showed lire
99 269, with outgoings amounting to lire 41 659. The finances of
Ticino were on the right track again.
1840 saw a conference for co-ordination of routes between Basel
and Chiasso which served Milan, Paris and Frankfurt. A similar
conference took place in Luzern in 1842 to achieve co-operation on
the proposed daily service between Basel and Milan. This extra
speedy service was started on 5 September 1842. Seven further postal
offices were opened in Balerna, Melano, Taverne, Bironico, Cadenazzo,
Osogna and Bodio. The services of foot messengers were greatly
improved. The Government of Graubunden initiated the agreement to
open the route between Bellinzona and Magadino.
A number of new regulations were issued in 1843:
1. A regulation for the organs of the Administration of Posts and
Diligences.
2. A regulation for the training of diligence drivers.
3. A regulation for letter post.
4. A regulation for the maintenance of diligences.
a
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It is interesting to study some of the traffic statistics in 1844:
Internal mail in Ticino 182 193; foreign mail for Ticino 106 938, made
up of mail from Lombardy 49 261, from Sardinia 20 310, from Graubtinden
6620, and St. Gotthard 30 744. The total mail handled was 404 930.
In 1845 Ticino agreed with Canton Uri an extension of the route to
Fiori while using exclusively the diligences from Ticino. Following
this the Ticino invested a considerable sum in the purchase of suitable horses and offered these for other routes.
Agreements were reached:
1. With the heirs of Brocchi for the route Chiasso to Bironico.
2. With G Batacco for the route Bironico to Bodio.
3. With A Ghidoni for the route from Bodio to St. Gotthard.
After buying thirty more horses the Administration contracted for
further routes :
1. With G Ferrari for the route between Locarno and Bignasco.
2. With C Monighetti for the route between Biasco and Olivone.
Double concentric circle cancellation stamps of the French kind were
introduced already in the pre-philatelic period (1836). These showed
the name of the office in the outer circle and had a changeable date
in the centre. - On 15 February 1836 Luzern ordered through the Basel
office the first cancellation stamps of this type from the firm of
Leppe in rue St. Honore, Paris. Identical ones were produced for offices
in Airolo, Biasca, Bellinzona, Locarno, Lugano and Chiasso. On 23
August 1836 the office in Huninghe delivered to Basel a box containing
a cancellation stamp for Mendrisio; it cost 23 francs + p&p. As all
the stamps were produced from the existing dies the month was given
in French. The introduction of German or Italian names would have
caused considerable additional expense.
Regulations issued in 1843 demanded that the date of arrival of a
letter or package should be stamped on the reverse of the missive.
Prepaid items should carry a stamp 'P P' (porto pagato), letters or
packages not prepaid should have the amount to be paid stamped or
inked clearly in red.
1848 was the crucial year in the development of the postal services
in the Canton of Ticino. As a result of the unquestionable political
courage of its Director, the Administration created. a public service
equal to that of many other much richer cantons. Reliable mail and
transport service was provided in spite of many obstacles (one has
only to mention the overcoming of the difficulty of crossing the St.
Gotthard Pass in winter). In line with other routes over the passes
of Maloja, Spluga, Sempione and Gran Bernardino, Ticino gave Europe
another, economically viable, way of transit between the north European states and its south.
The edict of the Swiss General Assembly of the 24 November 1848
stated that in accordance with Article No. 33 of the Swiss Constitution:
"The postal administration of the whole federal territory will as from
1 January 1849 be assumed by the Federal Authority." The Postal
Services of the Swiss Confederation became fully nationalized.
NOTE from the editor, Alexander S Newall:
The frequent changes of the providers of the internal and the transit postal services
in the Canton of Ticino had a marked influence on the charges levied. The variety of
the systems of their application calls for a new and systematic approach to the research of the prevailing rates.
This editor hopes to complete such research soon and, when considered in conjunction
with the story just outlined, this should give a reliable and comprehensive overview
of the postal history of the region before its postal services became fully integrated
into those of the Confederation.
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The Packets will be going out this month but only if you send in some
material now to Don Symonds, Whitecot, Furzehill, WIMBORNE BH21 4HD
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MAIL FROM SWITZERLAND SEIZED BY THE FRENCH IN WW I

Marc Guillon

The two cards shown here are among a batch of ten sent between February 1917 and
January 1919 from Switzerland to New York, Rhodes Island (sic), Michigan, Costa
Rica, Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro and Cordoba, Argentina. All have variations of
the octagonal cancel in mauve, blue or black. Several of the cards also have part
of a censor label stuck on with comments such as 'suspect', 'pacifists', 'boche' &
'fabrication allemande'. Most of the messages are in German although two are in
French. Did these cards ever reach their destinations after the war? If not then
why were they released to the philatelic market? Any information members may have,
or further cards, can be sent to the Editor for publication.
(A recent specialist auction had one of these cards listed, reserve £28-. Ed.)
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MATERIAL & ARTICLES NEEDED NOW FOR THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE The Editor
If I had not received the notes on The Postal History of Ticino and
the items from our Hon. Secretary I would have had to recycle old
articles from back issues of the Newsletter. I am reluctant to do
this as in some cases the information is no longer accurate in the
light of modern research. It is up to you what you get next month'
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by John Cordingley

AUCTION OBSERVATIONS

A variety of auction catalogues and brochures come my way and I always look avidly at the Swiss
sections. The two items below were fascinating. What do other members make of them?
From the collection of Swiss postage dues formed by the late Mr.G.W. Hubbard of North London
Phillips - Postage Stamps and covers of the World - auction Thursday 22nd April 1999
Postage Dues
Lot 561
1878 - 92 lc., 2c., 5c., 500c. diagonally opt."SPECIMEN". 100c. opt. in blue, all type 1A, 2c. (2), 10c., 50c. optd.
type 11, also values to 500c. opt. small type "SPECIMEN", varied condition. (26)
£70-90

This lot was sold for £60, significantly below the esimate.
Sandafayre Mail Bid Sale N0.530

Tuesday 13th July 1999

7233 POSTAGE DUES 1878-92 "SPECIMEN OVPTS Fascinating
study on 5 display sheets. Inc diagonal h/s black on ic, 2c, 5c,
& 500c. Diagonal ovpt in blue on 100c. Ovpt across 2 stamps on
2c(2), 10c &50c. Machine ovpt in black vals to 500c some with
inverted frames. Also 5 "used" examples. (26)
Estimate £260-300
THE NATIONAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY,which is celebrating it's 100 years this year,
held a Centenary Display at the Royal Philatelic Society on 20th May. Switzerland
was well represented by two displays. Our member Christine A Earle has an interest
in archery as a sport so "The Tell Boy issues from 1907 to 1934" was a natural
theme for her. Eric Lyall illustrated some of the history of "Swiss booklets from
1907 to 1948"in his display.
THE BARNET PHILATELIC SOCIETY were treated to a show by Fred Pickard in April.
Keep the flag flying for philately, and Switzerland in particular, whenever you can.
Let the Editor know well in advance if you will be giving a Swiss display anywhere
and a Notice in the Newsletter will give members in the area a chance to support you.
HAMPSHIRE PHILATELIC FEDERATION CONVENTION on 23rd October is being held at the
Thornden Secondary School, Winchester Road, Chandlers Ford with easy access from
the M3 at Junction 12. The Society is holding a specialist meeting there in the
afternoon. Contact Don Symonds on 01 202 88 36 09 for further details.

Ponto-Valentino ?

STAMP HINGES

Richard Hall writes from Manhattan Beach in
California that the Swiss Topographic Service have a
CD-ROM titled Swiss Map 100 containing 30 000 place
names which can be accessed. A relevant map position
is produced. Ponto-Valentino comes up but not
Secheron, see June Newsletter,

Large unfolded stamp hinges are still
available. PRINZ produce an odd looking
see- through pack of 1000 hinges for
Stanley Gibbons. With a size of
15mmx21mm they are slightly larger than
folded versions and claim to be finest
quality with acid-free gum. At £1.55 they
are not cheap but are probably worthwhile
particularly if you are mounting pieces
rather than individual stamps.

Kreuzlingen-Oberdorf
Paul Crozier says that this
station on the MThB

2 3.O KT.19MM

(Mittel-Thurgau-Bahn) was
renames Kreuzlingen Bernrain
Kreuzlingen-Bernrain
sometime between 1940 and
1950. It just goes to show how
a simple situation gives rise to confusion.
JAC

POSTMARK CORNER

by John Cordingley

AGM

JAC

JAC

The Annual General Meeting of the Society is due to
be held at the November London meeting. If any
members wishes to have an Agenda item included
will they please contact the Secretary.

INTERLAKEN'

A two-line boxed postmark is always nice to find, but not all that easy. At first
glance this might be taken as either an emergency or a railway postmark. But not sot
25 MRZ 81
Examples I have from Interlaken are all on individual stamps and date from the late
1880s to the mid 1900s. First used in the 1870s they seem to have been used for the
Fahrpost - the postal service of parcels etc by horse-drawn vehicle. Items of considerable value and COD items
were often delivered by the same means and these too have this type of postmark, rectangular box strikes with
lettering in sans serif. Only first-class post offices, some important branches in larger cities and a few cantonal
capitals like Glarus used this type of canceller. It is unusual to find the cancellation on stamps dating from the
1930s when the wavy line hand canceller was introduced for parcels and difficult shaped items. Nice examples
come up on the numeral issues, standing Helvetias and not surprisingly postage due stamps. They are often
rather heavy and a bit smudged but not to be discarded - unless they cc,me my urwl
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Did you know?

M Rutherfoord
- that, as mentioned last month, the SP is getting , deeper and deeper
into the mire of late deliveries of letters and parcels. The amount of
overtime required has now reached levels which cannot be compensated
for, so about 700 temporary workers are to be taken on, parallel to
staff-cutting programmes:
- that there are many rumours about concerning closing hundreds of
small POs. With 3600 offices Switzerland has the highest density in
Europe, but politically they have to cover the whole country. Installing
POs in supermarkets or village stores is being discussed, and seems a
realistic solution, as practiced in the UK for many years.
- that Dr Balimann found in his post a curious new machine cancel with
'Packetbasis' in the lower half circle, from Horgen, but with another
postcode. He asked the editor of 'Stempel News' why this had not been
notified to collectors - "to reduce the quantity of philatelic covers"
was the answer. But he found out that there are six of them so far; the
others are Glattbrugg, Effretikon, Bulach, Hinwil, and Frauenfeld. All
have letter cancelling machines already, and Frauenfeld has one of the
three new automated parcel sorting and distribution centres. Why does
a parcel 'base' need to send out so many letters; apologies for late
delivery? - hardly: From a previous SP handout I have found that 60
such bases are planned. This is a considerable number to collect and
they started around June 1999.
- that the rumours are thickening that the planned rise in the postal
rates will mean CHF 1.10 for a 50g letter, ie, the present maximum
weight of 250 g will be lowered to 50 g. This 250 g for the lowest
weight step was introduced in 1891, on the 1st December, costing 5c
for the local 'rayon' of 10km, and 10c for the rest of the country.
It was a great help as it meant that practically no letters needed
to be weighed.
- that Dr Balimann received another curious letter in his post, see
figure 1 below. Note that the date has no time reels, and that the
smaller flag is on the right. This is a private remailing from Germany,
018 MDS is the return address, for the 'Mail Distribution Service', but
the cancellation is applied by the SP in Basel.
- that in your 'Focus on Stamps' for June 1999*, you will have seen
the new block in colour, and I suspect you are as enthusiastic about it
as I am, ie, not at all. However, I am impressed that a stamp is being
issued for Carl Lutz, one of the few who upheld the name of Switzerland,
against all official threats and directives, during WW II.
- that I came across the official text regarding the proportions of
the Swiss Cross. Dated the 12th December 1889, it confirmed the decision
of the Diet of the 4th July 1815 that it consists of a white cross on
a -red background, -square Win- shape. The ? ength of the arms to be one
sixth longer than their breadth. The illustration shows this on a
square of 52 units, arms 10 units wide, 12 units long, exactly symmetrical in four directions. Figure 2 shows the incorrect proportions
used by the Swiss 'Frontists', ie, the Nazi followers who tried to
take over the country. This slogan, No. 2.1.11. used in February and
March of 1942 in French-speaking towns, was replaced quickly, with a
cross having the correct proportions.
2.1.11z

SOUTENEZ
Figure 1

Figure 2

DUN

LE
NATIONAL SUISSF.

* If there are any members who do not yet receive a free copy of Focus on Stamps
then they should write to: Swiss Postal Service, Stamps and Philately, Customer
Services, Ostermundigenstrasse 91, CH-3030 Bern, Switzerland, and mention the. Society
Newsletter. If you don't want to receive it then the editor would be curious to know
why. It has all the information I can no longer reproduce in the Newsletter and is
essential for the background information that is not in the catalogues, as well as
being a good read for the bedside:
.
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS by Derrick Slate (continued from p 48 June 1999)

RELATED MATERIAL CROSS AND WHORLS ETC

Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Printing Machine:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Printing Dates on Sheets:
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

None
Probably Karl Bickel
Recess
SSR II
Unknown ( photocopies only seen )
100 (10 horizontal rows x 10 vertical rows )
Unable to tell on photocopies
See below
Sheets seen have numbers
None

Die proof
Printing Dates on Sheet:

1965 RECESS

-

NOT SEEN (UNKNOWN)

—

NOT SEEN (UNKNOWN)

Blue
Red
Black

18 XII 65
18 XI 165
Unknown (not seen)

NOTES:
— These prints were undoubtedly produced in Switzerland by the PTT printing works in Bern.
— They might have been produced for Egypt and sent to Cairo to show the printing quality.
(a dealer in Cairo had them in the mid—late 1980 s )

DIE PROOFS:
Known in Blue, Red & Black. These superbly recessed prints show the capabilities of a
printing machine.

REQUEST FOR FURTHER INFORMATION from Ray Harris
This postcard was printed specifically for Polish internees in camps in Switzerland
in 1940. The imprinted 'stamp' has no postal value and shows groups of Polish
soldiers, at work on the left and at leisure on the right, with a mountain between.
Which mountain is shown and who was the designer? How many were printed and by whom?
Has any member a used copy that could be illustrated in the Newsletter? Normally
mail was free of postage and the International Committee of the Red Cross was responsible for the postal arrangements of internees.
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No. 9 September 1999
A H T Clayton

STATION ROTHSTOCK - JUNGFRAUBAHN

Most of us who have travelled on the Jungfraubahn know that the railway was constructed beCween 1896 and 1912 and Chat it was opened to the public in stages, in

much the same way as a new Underground line in London. Passenger traffic to the
first station (Eigergletscher, in the open air) started in 1899 and to Eigerwand
(within the tunnel) in 1903, to Eismeer in 1905 and to Jungfraujoch in 1912. I have
not in the past found much difficulty in obtaining items of postal history relating to these four stations, though now believe material originating at Eigerwand
station to be scarcer than I originally supposed. Post office facilities have
been available at Eigergletscher station since 1901, at Eismeer from 1906 to 1931,
and at Eigerwand station picture postcards were on sale stamped with an official
dated railway cachet from 1903, when this station was temporarily the upper
terminus of the line (see figure 1).
My uncertainty about the quantity of postal material available from Eigerwand
station arises from ignorance of whether sales continued there after it ceased
to be the upper terminus in 1905.
A circular cachet similar to that at Eigerwand was applied to cards purchased
and posted at Eismeer station, and a rectangular one with bevelled corners at
Eigergletscher (figure 2). In addition postage stamps could be cancelled by the
official railway handstamps of all these stations, no doubt mostly for philatelists.
Long after obtaining the above examples I came across an unused picture postcard
naming another and fifth Jungfraubahn station which up till then I had never thought
existed (figure 3). Reference to Verena Gurtner's book 'Jungfrau Express' confirmed
what I should have remembered, that Station Rothstock was temporary only. It was
open from the 2nd of August 1899 to the end of 1902, during which period a total
of 188 542 passengers visited it. In consequence one would expect mail originating
from there to be scarcer than from any of the other stations, except possibly
Eigerwand for the reason already mentioned.
.j i.211

Figure 2

Figure 1

_
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A01i907
Figure 4

Figure 3

Figure 5
'

Jungfraubahn

Station Rothstock
2394 Meter iiIM.

Jung fraubahii
8- SEP.1902

5

Station Rothstock
2550 Mtr.

Pot,.tatook

(7=serfraabab a)

S650 a. If.

The location of Rothstock station is clearly shown in a coloured postcard in my
possession posted in 1899, and from it passengers had access to a ledge on the b-
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mountain side of the Eiger overlooking Kleine Scheidegg, with the Tschuggen, Lauberhorn and Mannlichen peaks beyond.
Obviously the railway company opened this station as a means of increasing revenue
as soon as possible during the early years of construction of the line.
I have found two other types of cachet fron Rothstock station, on items which
have passed through the post. They include two cards with rectangular cachets
similar to that used at Eigergletscher (figure 4)one posted in 1900, the other in
1902, and a third (figure 5) posted in 1899 bearing a three-line cachet giving the
height of Rothstock as 2550 m above sea level rather than the 2324 m shown in figure 3.
In estimating the relative scarcity of mail from Rothstock and from Eigerwand, it
is interesting that the total number of passengers visiting Eigerwand from 1903 to
1905 during the period it was the upper terminus, was only 115 143 (i.e., 73 399
less than those visiting Rothstock from 1899-1902) but I do not know whether cards
with cachets were sold at the station after this period. Trains certainly for many
years used to halt there for 5 minutes to allow passengers to enjoy the view.
However, I have not yet seen a cachet dated later than 1905.
Trains never stopped at Rothstock station after 1902 so far as I know, and there
are probably no remains of it left that can be observed by the modern traveller.
I have used this short article to raise two points in which I am particularly
interested, and on which I should value members' opinions or further information.
These are, firstly whether there are any traces of Rothstock station to be seen
today and, secondly, whether more mail is likely to have originated at Rothstock
than at Eigerwand, or vice versa.
Curiosity led the Editor to look in some old guide books, with the following:
Cook's Tourist's Handbook for Switzerland 1900. The Jungfrau Railway - already
trains are running in the summer season from Little Scheidegg to the stations
.
(1900)
of Eiger Glacier and Rothstock (or Grindlewald view), fare 5fr return, seven trains
a day. The other projected stations are 'Kalifern' (Eiger station), Mönchjoch' (with
branch tunnel), 'Aletsch-Guggi' (Jungfraujoch station), and the 'Terminal station'
Jungfrau, 13 425 feet.
Baedeker Switzerland, 24th ed. 1911. The Jungfrau railway opened in 1905 to the
Eismeer station, 32 miles in 1-11 hours, return fare 18fr. In 11 miles it reaches
the Eiger Glacier station, 7640 feet, Restaurant, dinner 4fr. 24 miles Eigerwand
station, Buffet 9405 feet. At 32 miles Eismeer station, Buffet 10 345 feet, Restaurant with Post Office and Zeiss telescope. The line is to be carried on to the
(51 miles) Jungfrau-Joch 11 140 feet which will be connected with the summit by a
lift 240 feet high.
Les Guides Bleu, Suisse, 31st ed. 1920. Eigergletscher, 3fr return, restaurant, post,
telegraph, station at 2323 m. Eigerwand, buffet, station at 3161 m. Jungfraujoch,
waiting room for 400, restaurant for 300, station at 3457 m, provisional terminus
of the line. In 1913 a small colony:of 'huskies' was set up at the Eigergletscher
station to acclimatize the dogs. This has been successful and in winter the dogs
are used for the postal service and supplies between Wengen and the Eiger station.
In summer they take sledges to the Concordia.
If other members have different guide books of this period then they may like
to send copies of the relevant pages about the Jungfrau railway where the information
could help Mr Clayton, and other interested members, to fill in gaps in the story.

DID YOU KNOW - August issue, page 63 - the Swiss flag
I expect all members have noticed a discrepancy in the note last month
on the dimensions of the Swiss cross. The drawing I found did not
line up with the text. With a square of 32 units the arms should be 6
wide and 7 long. This is given in the ruling of 9th April 1941 when
the size of the Swiss flag for ships had to conform to the international
law, with the length 50% greater than the width. The new Swiss fleet
was bringing food to Genoa, the Migros food company being one of the
biggest operators at the time.
Michael Rutherfoord
ITEMS FOR THE NEWSLETTER are - still needed to keep your interest going
in all aspects of Swiss philately. It also keeps the Editor on his
toes and out from under the chief proof reader's feet. It seems you
must all be avid readers of 'Focus on Stamps' that I mentioned at the
bottom of page 63 last month as no one has written to say they do not
want to receive the free information on the Swiss New Issues!
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THE 1900 CARICATURE POSTCARDS
Stuart R MacKenzie
These cards appeared while the UPU stamps were still current. The
inscription reads 'At Last the Old Post Horn has been replaced by
a Contra-Bass'.
So far I have managed to find both the German Edition in yellowgreen from Basel to Hanover (28th October 1900) and the French
edition in turquoise from Lausanne to Morges (18th January 1900).
The question is - has anybody seen the Italian edition? (used
or unused) Photocopies to the Editor if you have one please.
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YOUR SOCIETY NEEDS YOU - To receive more packets you need to send more booklets
to the Packet Secretary, Don Symonds (and do not forget the 3% insurance).
Your Editor has received some material for the Newsletter, or you would not be
reading a copy this month, but keep up the flow of interesting items such as
those we have here. Even short items are of interest as well as queries.

ö
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WAS THIS ENVELOPE SENT BY MAURICE BURRUS?

f

asks Henry Towers
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This 1957 Pro Patria envelope was sent from Lausanne on 19.VII.57 to an Ernest Kehr
at the New York Herald Tribune. It was recently purchased through the local philatelic
society box. The back of the envelope is inscribed 'Maurice Burrus' in pencil.
Do any members know if this is the handwriting of the distinguished Swiss philatelist
(1882-1959)? As many members will know, his remarkable collection of Switzerland was
auctioned by Robson Lowe in the state casino in Basel, 16-18th April 1964. The collection realized £234 545, with lot 357, a mint block of six Double Geneva 5c+5c making
£43 500, at that time a record price for any philatelic item, according to the list
of prices realized.

FRANKFURT - INTERLAKEN - FRANKFURT a re-direction query from Ray Clegg
The card left on the 26.7.07, arrival mark (?) of J TE RLA KEN 27.VII.07.XII the guest
had gone home so the hotel re-addressed it. Where were the straight-line cancel and
the Bahnpost No. 15 applied on the 28.VII.07? Frankfurt arrival cds of 28.7.07 11-12.
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1939 NATIONAL EXHIBITION - ZURICH
There was a great deal of mail sent from the post offices at the Exhibition.
At first glance some of it looks a bit ordinary - probably Exhibition cards
with stamps showing the appropriate postal rates and 'wish you were
here' type of messages. Much mail is very philatelic in nature and this is
hardly surprising. Much mail has stamps greatly in excess of what was
needed as senders sent complete language sets. These make attractive
display pieces. In an attempt to produce something for the London
meeting on 'Labels' I spent a few minutes looking through my Exhibition
material. I was looking for Registered labels from the four post offices:
PTT-Pavillon, Dorfli, Eingang Enge, and the Postbureau in MPO 3.
Examples from the first two offices were fairly easy to find; Eingang Enge
on only one card, and no example from the Postbureau! All labels are the
type showing a red rectangle and R together with black printing.
But there was a surprise - a label from the fifth post office on the
Exhibition site - the FELDPOST in use on only 4 days, July 30, August
1/4/5. This label has the same red rectangle and R, standard black
numbering, but what looks like pale purple rubber stamped lettering
John Cordingley
typical of a hand ink pad.

R
R
R

Schweiz. Landesausstellung

Zurich (PTT-Pavillon)

353
Schweiz. Landesansstellung
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Schweiz. Landeseuestellung

Zurich (Eingang En
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POSTMARK CORNER
The Pro Juventute issues for 1941 are well known - four
ps E,(
stamps and an attractive miniature sheet. Although
19-20
closely associated this slogan machine cancellation used
*
2
•XII
to publicise the movement is perhaps missing from some
6, 1941
collections. In the German language areas five main post
NIEVP
offices, Basel 2, Bern 1, Luzern 2, St Gallen 1 and Zurich
1, used the cancellation during the whole of December.
The same slogan was used in Geneve 1, Lausanne 2, and Lugano 1 and these versions are more difficult
to find, especially the one from the Italian language area. Oddly the Basel 2 office started to use the
cancellation on November 29.

PRO
JUV'ENTUTE
1941

7
„

.

, -5XIl1 -10 a,
"7
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4

The 30c + 10c Pro Juventute stamp commemorates the 200th anniversary of the
death of Daniel Jeanrichard. Often refered to as the father of the Swiss watch
industry he introduced mass production methods in a factory in Le Lock. This
was recognised in 1941 with two very similar circular hand-stamps. The first
used from March 1 until June 30 includes the dates 20-29 Juin in line with the
base of the figure. The second omitting these dates was used from December 1 10 and appropriately complements the stamp in any display.
JAC

Can these be considered
as labels? A few more
from Michael Rutherfoord
See DYK on page 71.

LONDON—MEETING- -OCTOBER 20th ----

With a title of LABELS this meeting
promises to be something a bit different.
Members are encouraged to bring along
items to which an additional postal label has
been attached. The possibilities are not
quite endless but there must be registered,
air-mail, express. nachnahme, gone away,
deceased
labels on all sorts of covers
and pieces that members have tucked away.
This is an opportunity to bring together a
really worthwhile display of this material.
To help in the evening's entertainment
members might like to gather together
similar labels - for instance, all items with
registered labels are mounted together, and
so on.
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HAMPEX '99 the Hampshire Philatelic Federation Convention and Stamp
Fair is being held on Saturday the 23rd of October 1999, 10am to 4.30pm
The Society have arranged a meeting in the afternoon which will be
just the place to relax after you have visited the 33 dealers! You
may choose to go to the Philatelic Workshop in the morning as the title
is "Exhibiting at Society & Federation Level". You might get some
ideas to encourage you to enter the Society's own competitions this
season with the finds you have made in the dealers' stocks.
If you are going by rail then travel to either Southampton or Winchester
and take a No. 47 bus, which goes between the two towns. Get off at
Thornden Secondary School, Winchester Road, Chandlers Ford.
If you are going by road and use the M3 come off at Junction 12 and
follow signs for Chandlers Ford, passing the Wessex Nuffield Home on
your left, turning next left into the school grounds where there will
be free on-site parking. Refreshments are available during the day.
If you need further information then please ring Don Symonds on
01 202 88 36 09 or Bill Straw - 01 425 27 65 49.
From the 'Helvetia News Letter' May/June 1956
RE ENTRY ON 1F. VALUE OF HISTORICAL SERIES - The discovery of an interesting re-entry on the 1 F. value of the 1941 Historical Series (Z 248)
is causing some excitement in Switzerland.
The re-entry is very distinct in the word 'HELVETIA' and also in the
top inscription 'LUDWIG PFYFFER'.
The PTT says that the fault occurred on the 39th stamp of Sheet I,
when the cylinder was damaged in 1947. The flaw was not noticed until
some 13 000 to 14 000 sheets had been printed, when it was repaired.
We hear that Zumsteins carried out a careful search through some
10 000 copies of this value, without discovering a single copy bearing
the variety. Because the 1 F. is a common stamp, the re-entry had
apparently passed unnoticed and thousands of them may have been thrown
away with commercial mail.
Now Zumstein is going to catalogue the variety which is one of the
very few in this set.
(Now get looking for a copy in your albums!)
This item was found among papers when the new Librarian took over in
the early part of the year. Derrick would like members to consider
offering books from their own collections to the Society Library if
they ever think of disposing of any. Particularly if the Society does
not already possess the particular book. Market price would be paid.
L E Stiles sent in this COD card as a result of John Cordingley's Postmark Corner
last month. The two-line boxed cancel is on a lOc & 2c Sitting Helvetia in 1878.
4.
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M Rutherfoord
- that the CPhH has now published, in a set of five A4-size volumes
copies of the ten record books of the cancellers made by the Gtiller
firm for Swiss, and many foreign administrations, from 1867 to about
1992. Although reduced to 90% the copies are mainly of outstanding
quality. Many pages have been copied twice to suit light and heavy
impressions. The English version of my introduction (in German) will
be reproduced in the Newsletter. Order the set of five volumes from:
Paulo Vollmeier, PO Box 108, CH-6976 Castagnola; CHF 390.- excl. p&p.
- that new rumours suggest letter rates for 20, 50 and 100 g, but the
opponents of the SP say that the letters are not allowed to subsidize
the parcels. It should be solved soon, but will not be cheaper.
- that the new parcel sorting offices cannot handle the load fast
enough. It seems that the electronic address readers are too often
baffled by handwriting and the position of the address on the parcel
itself; not enough advance education of the public.
- that it appears the SP printing works in Bern are no longer capable
of producing steel-engraved stamps, only offset in up to four colours.
- that it is not often that the prestigous "American . Philatelist' has
an enlarged Swiss stamp öri--the - "cover, but in May 199 9_ they showed the
1981 70c (Z No.651) "Der Gemeindeschreiber" to illustrate an excellent
article on 'Public Letter Writers' by Dale Speirs. However, this
functionary is an employee of the village or town administration, to
keep the official minutes of meetings, keep track of inhabitants and
other such matters. The French name 'Le Secretaire communal' is
explicit. In 1981 the PTT used the expression 'The Parish Clerk',
which was possible in the 18th cent., before the secular authorities
progressivly took over the work in the cantons. In a nutshell, he
would never have written letters for members of the public.
- that from the 1st December all SP counter staff in the 530 busiest
POs, 5600 persons,will be required to wear only official SP uniforms,
in yellow. Blouses, shirts, pullovers, ties - but no mention of
skirts or trousers, socks or shoes. Perhaps these are no longer needed.
- that following 'DIAX', now 'Orange' (the second biggest competitor
to the Swisscom) also has leaflets and other material available at
the larger post offices.
- that on the 31st May 1932 the first official FDC was issued by the
PTT for the three Gotthard stamps, Z Nos 191, 192 & 193, quite rare.
- that the Pro Patria organisation sent out publicity material with
the colourful PPI shown in figure 1. A number of firms and organisations are now using attractive printed-on labels. Perhaps they will
soon be more appealing than the stamps produced by the SP!
- that some organisations are still using stamps to attract attention
to their junk mail. Figure 2 shows that of the 'Bird Protection
Society (whicl -I support) in -Sempach,- -which is applied by Witter
press printing on the cover and stamp, produced, however, in the
Zurich area, as shown by the number VIII/12. Figure 3 shows a pair
of stamps cancelled, also in black, but with the usual 'franking'
machine. The bulk rate required in each case was below 50c, but the
SP will refund the difference to encourage such lucrative mail. All
the stamps are applied automatically from coils of 10 000.

I. August-Abzeichen and Briefmarken
fur kulturelle and soziale Zwecke
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FORGERY CAN BE FUN

September 1999

C Micotti

I recently bought at a stamp fair a most unusual card which, I hasten to add, was
never meant to deceive the collector. Someone had gone to great trouble to prepare
a card for a little girl's birthday. On the front of a blank postal card had been
printed a girl's photograph, in sepia, alongside a sketch of the White Ensign.
Delivered to the little girl's address (not by the Swiss Post Office I guess) it
was duly stamped with a 5c Cross & Figure, local rate, and cunningly cancelled by
a copy of the Vevey cds handstamp. A Villa Paradise cds dated 9.1.03 and a Villa
Jasmine cds receiving mark had also been added. The legality of this card was
questionable but I hope the perpetrator was not caught. Miss Lilian Brooking at the
Villa Jasmine was indeed a fortunate little girl to receive such a card.

Postkart.e.
Carte postale. - Cartolina po
0.'

(Blank postcards for photographers to print their own pictures on were available
at this time. It would most likely have been "printing out paper" where it was
exposed to the sun and then fixed in gold toning solution. I think I still have the
necessary materials somewhere to contact print from old negatives as it was the
way I started with photography. Much more interesting than the cardboard throw-away
cameras which are the modern equivalent of the Box Brownie. Ed.)
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No. 10 October1999
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTICE is hereby given that the
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on Wednesday 10th November 1999 at 6.30pm prompt
at the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street, London WC2
AGENDA

1.

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 11th November 1998 and published
in the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter of December 1998
2. Matters arising from the Minutes
3. Chairman's Address
4. Hon. Secretary's Report
5. Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts
6. Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
7. Librarian's Report
8. Press Officer's Report
9. Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 1999/2000
10. Motions and Resolutions
11. Any Other Business

NOMINATIONS

Nominations for the Election of Officers and Members of the Committee
i.e. Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer ., and (not exceeding)
TWELVE Members of the Committee, should be sent to the Hon. Secretary in
WRITING to reach him not later than Monday 8th November 1999.

RESOLUTIONS

Any member desiring to move a Motion or Resolution at the Annual General Meeting
must give notice IN WRITING, enclosing the text to the Hon. Secretary not less than
14 days before the Annual General Meeting.
5th September, 1999
J.A.Cordingley Hon. Sec.
C.P.Mistely Chairman

ALL MEMBERS who can are asked to attend this meeting when they have the opportunity to criticise
the running of the Society and to put forward suggestions for future policy.
AN AUCTION
Following the AGM there will be an auction. Members are reminded that lots should have an identifying
reference e.g. CPM 1, CPM 2 .... and that a list of each lot with individual short selling descriptions
should be prepared for the auctioneer.

LONDON MEETING - DECEMBER 15th
10c or Less
Switzerland has issued many stamps and pieces of postal stationery with a face value of 10c or less. So
members, delve into your collections and see what you can find. Bring it along and surprise others with
just what you have. Multiple values on cover, sheets of 5c stamps etc. are all allowed! JAC

THE NEW LIBRARY LISTING IS NOW AVAILABLE TO ANY INTERESTED MEMBER
AT A COST OF £1

Derrick Slate ( Address is on the Helvetia Philatelic Society's Programme )

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL
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POLISH AND FRENCH INTERNEES IN SWITZERLAND IN 1940
As a result of a request from Ray Harris on page 64 of the August Newsletter two
members have sent in further information. William Garnett sent in the card below
and said that in May 1940, retreating from the enemy, part of the French forces
and the 2nd Polish Infantry Division under the command of General Prugar-Ketling
crossed the Swiss border and were interned in special camps. He says that the
internees were issued with one 'stamp' and three postal stationery cards, free of
charge. This card has the addition of a stamp-like label for the Polish internees
which had no postal value but was printed in a block of four as a small sheet with
a sales price of 20c per label. As well as the undated cancel of the camp, Aeschi,
there is the Fieldpost cancel of H166 territorial company. The reverse of the card
has the message written "Souvenir de l'Internement Paul Monney 5.2.41".
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Ernest L Bergman sent copies of pages from his collection and further details of
them. The Welfare Fund for Internees, administered by the Federal Commission for
Internment and Hospitalization, desperately needed money to replenish the fund.
George Schild in 'Die Post der Internierten in der Schweiz 1940-1946' gives the
following information on p29 "Polish postcard issued 30 000, sold at 10c;-Polish_ _
vignette issued 80 000, sold at 20c; French postcard issued 50 000 at 10c and
French vignette issued 150 000 at 20c". A souvenir card with both French and
Polish inscriptions was also issued but no details are given. Details are not given
for the same card issued as a lottery ticket. Cancellation with PTT or internment
camp cancels was generally forbidden, but for this cause was specifically allowed. p.
French card &
Franc de port
(freepost) cancel
without the name
of the camp

Interuement en Suisse 1940
Carte postale militaire

Card used in the
civilian mail &
10c postage added
for postcard rate

Internement en Suisse 1940
Carte postale militaire

29.1. 1
vt
r4ARGP
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1940/41 SOUVENIR POSTCARD COMMEMORATING INTERNMENT IN SWITZERLAND
A postcard with the same stamp-like imprint as for the French Internees, but at the left side, and the stamp-like
label for Polish Internees on the right. Some of these cards were imprinted on the back with a number and
instructions in French, German and Polish as how to participate in the
lottery for the benefit of the Fund to Help Polish Internees

Passugg-Araschgen
Camp cancel
(French) Souvenir de
l'Internement en Suisse

SOUVENIR DE L'INTERNEMENT EN SUISSE

(Polish) Pamiatka z
internowania w Szwajcan i
1940/41

Pamiatka z infernowania w "Szwajcarii

1940/41

Nfl 034762
translation from French,
German & Polish
The official results of the
drawing will be posted in all
camps & in .the r Polish
newspaper "Goniec
Obozowy"
Paying for winning tickets
will be as usual by
presenting the ticket.
Payments will be made for
Sfr. 50 to 500 through the
war commissioner of the
F.C.I.H. and smaller values
directly through the camp.
Winnings not cashed by 1231-42 will go into the Aid
Fund.

" La list. du times officio , sore e"lehe* dans totes
hes comps et publNo dens to journal oelonals
• Genies Obezowy ..
Les lob Wont payees. our simple presentation
du billet par Is Commissetrs dos Gusrrs, du
C.F.I.M.—. pour los lots de fr. 60.— ee fr. 600.nt per Its nukes comptebbs d. 1'Int.moment
pour Ns lots d'un moment InKNeur.
Los lots non retires au 31.12.42 seront segues
au Fonds de *occurs en fev.ur des Inbrnes
polonnls.
Ole offizlo,ls Zlehungsllste wird In el.n Logone
essehlapsn und In der polnlsch.n Z.Itun0
• Gonisc Obozowy. srscholnsn.
Ol.Auszshlune der Gewlnnlose or/0W gegen
gswöhnliohe Vorweisuno and soar far Loss
von Fr. 60.— bb 500.— durch don Kriegskommissör dos E. K. L H. and nledrlger gshaltens
Wert durch die Obrloon R.chnungo,ohror dor
Internlerung.
Nichtslndelöste Gswlnnlosoteflon por31.12.42
dour Miffs-Fonds ter polnlseh. Intetr•lert. su
Urstdows tcbslf clognisnla bçd5s wywlossono wewszystkich obozseh. eras epubkkowans
w polsklm dzlenniku <Genies Obosowy..
Wygran• bedqwyplecane as zwyklyrn okaseMom blletu iioterylnego. Wygrens w wysokogel
od 1r.60.— do fr.50O.— wyplecans bçdq peso.
KomiserzeW ebnnego dlaSprew Intemowanla
I Hospitallsoc)l. Wygran. nizazs od fr.50.— p1econe bode przez platnlczych w poszczsgeelnych
obeseech (coo-notables do rinternement).
WYgrons no, podjgb do dnle 31-12-42 pros
lesson. aoetare
fundu$z pornocy no reed
InternwsnyehPalekew.

LOU en laver des internls polonais
Lotterie zit finnsten der polniscIen Iaternierlèa
LOU na rzetz iuterno 'onych Polaköw
Plan de tirage — Ziehungsplan
Tabela wygranych
1 gagnant
1 Treffer
1 wygrana
2
2
2
50
»
»
100
400
»
500
1057

a fr. 1000.— = fr. 1000.a fr. 500.— = fr. 500.â fr. 200.— = fr. 200.â fr. 100.— — fr. 200.a fr. 50.- = fr. 100.a fr. 20.— = fr. 1000.—
ä fr. 10.
= fr. 1000.â fr. 5.— = fr. 2000.â fr. 2.— = fr. 1000.—
—

Total fr. 7000.—

Tirage: 6 décembre 1942 Ziehung: 6. Dezember 1942
Ciagnienie: 6 grudnia 1942

a

175

Nr. 034762 LOTTERY FOR THE BENEFIT OF POLISH INTERNEES
Drawing December 6, 1942
One of the pages from the special study by Ernest L Bergman on Switzerland and WWII.
Authur Wyss wrote an article for the 100th anniversary of the Swiss Military Fieldpost
in 1989 in which he noted that 40 000 French & Polish crossed into Switzerland and
the Fieldpost was responsible for the handling of the mail for the internees, which
was all subject to free-franc privileges. The Fieldpost was only partially involved
in the Red Cross mail concerning prisoners of war in different countries. The French
vignette was too dark to reproduce. Mr Garnett says further information can be found
in the 'Poland Specialised Catalogue' vol.2 p 407 (1990 Ed., in Polish). We still do
not know who designed or printed these items. Can you help?
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ANSWERS TO SOME, BUT NOT ALL, OF THE RECENT QUERIES so look back to see if you
can help other members. You might need help with a query yourself one day - send
them to the Editor who is always in need of items for publication
Re-direction Frankfurt page 68 last month - Michael Rutherfoord writes "After the
hotel had corrected the address of the departed guest, they took it to the TPO,
or station, as it was a Sunday on the 28th July 1907. In the TPO it received the
TPO date cancel, and the straight-line mark to indicate where it came from, because
of the local rate within a radius of 10 km only. "J" was usual at that time, it
was called a "long I", and was often not included in the alphabet:
On the front of the July Newsletter was a query as to where Lavapesson could be
found. Again Michael Rutherfoord came to the rescue. Lavapesson, or Lavap4chon,
is listed in the 1928 'Ortsbuch der Schweiz' (854 pages, A4) as situated in the
commune of Granges-Pacot (Canton Fribourg) 587 m above sea level, 2.6 km to the
main PO of Fribourg, which is due south.
NEW QUERIES that members need your help with! C Micotti has sent this Hungarian
letter card and would like to know who applied the two different tax marks. Kurhaus
Tarasp has been deleted and 'Hotel Post' added in red. On the reverse are two cds
for Tarasp Kurhaus and Schuls for 15.VIII.97. Who did what where to this item?

Bob Johnson sends this card which has not been franked although the message is not
military. It was written in Grellingen on 13.XII.17 (17km south of Basel). Should
the cachet have been signed by the 'Stellvertreter'? The message mentions a
'Mineurcurs' for 'four interesting days with 18 officiers, 14 NCOs, 12 sappers
"12 others' _ and signed by a rFeldwebel' and some of the course.
On the reverse of
the card- is a view
of a rock face with
coats of arms
Gotthardbefestigung
POSTKARTE — CARTOLINA
painted on it.
Der Stelivertreter:
In the foreground
ADRESSE
are two tables and
benches. Eight
as
soldiers seem
CP
.
^
l
to be preparing
c
a
c
food. The caption
;^ C 4 E
is "Kessiloch
r
1914-1915"
F
The cancel and
the message are
in purple.
Who can help
with these two
.sa
cards?

CARTE POSTALE GENIE-CHEF

otA
AkW.
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September is always a very "iffy" month for any society to commence a new
programme of meetings, for all too often some members are still on holiday. So it proved
to be the case when the Northern Group met in Leeds on Saturday, 11th September with
two of our loyal supporters still enjoying the good life. The disappointing side being that
one of the absentees was the one responsible for the refreshments! Nevertheless, those
present were warmly welcomed by the Chairman for the year, David Hope, and after a
small amount of business it was down to the main reason for the meeting, namely to look
at what had been acquired by members since last we met. Four of those present were
able to make a contribution.
Our Chairman had expanded his collection of International Switzerland not only with
some of the later issues from the various offices under the auspices of the United Nations
but also a number of very interesting items fom the League of Nations and International
Labour Office of pre-war days. It is not often that one sees examples of these issues on
commercially used covers but David had some to show us alongwith a further selection of
censored mail from World War 2 and souvenir sheets of recent 'K' cancellations.
David Whitworth, whose main interest up to some eighteen months ago had been
the perforated. Sitting Helvetia issues had put together a delightful short display of the
1949 Defintive Landscape stamps, all on commercially used covers some with mixed
frankings but illustrating the correct usage for the different values.
Readers of this newsletter who reside in North - West England may be familiar with
the expression "Once every Preston Guild", which refers to the Mediaeval Guild Charter
celebrations that are held in that town every twenty years. A similar parallel in
Switzerland is Vevey's "Fête des Vignerons", celebrated this year but last held in 1977 and
before that in 1955. It was to this festival that Tony Hoyle and his wife had made their
way and his display of the materials he had collected there with the many photographs
taken of the event provide us with a striking picture of Swiss organisation at its very best.
Lastly, your correspondent displayed a number of coloured Swiss Christmas and New
Year greetings cards of the late 1920 s to the 1940 s, all addressed to one person, and
some of which carried interesting station cancellations. There were also three "Pro
Infirmis" cards about which we were all ignorant. Perhaps some member could throw a
little light on these? All in all, a good afternoon which promises well for the meetings in
D.C.
the months ahead.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS - Derrick Dawson will be giving a display on 'Hotel Posts' to
the Deal Philatelic Soc. at the Landmark Centre, Deal on Wednesday 6th October at
7.30 pm. If you are anywhere in the area then turn up and support him & our Society.
LONDON on 20th October for the meeting on LABELS, not to be missed. See your programme
card for this and the two meetings on 23rd October and turn up to support them.

POSTMARK CORNER

JAC

The section of the cover illustrated has a useful

block of 6 of the lc on 2c Tellboy overprint (Zu 122)
issued in 1915. The postmark is more interesting.
Referring to my Zumstein - Pen postmark catalogue
this seems to be the first issued for the annual
Swiss Mustermesse (Swiss Trade Fair) - the date is
1917. This particular series of circular date stamps
lasted until 1925 and each was used for the 10 day
period of the Fairs. From 1919 the FIT also used
machine cancellations to advertise the Fairs. This
theme will be expanded upon in another Newsletter.
However7 also illustrated is a French language label
issued to advertise the Fair and attached to the
envelope back. It certainly adds to the attraction of
the cover. Have members examples of the label in
the German and Italian languages? Without expert
examination I have no idea if this label was
genuinely applied to the cover or if it has gained it
since! There certainly seem to be quite a number of
such 'cinderella' items on offer at stamp fairs!
Whether the price asked for these items would
justify buying them to stick on covers is another
matter!
But the real query is about the postmarks. Were
these applied at the Trade Fair or were items placed
in a postbox whose contents were subsequently
taken to the main Basel office and cancelled?
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Did you know?

M Rutherfoord
- that the 2nd 'Swiss Open' held in Winterthur 9-12 September had
predominately 'Open' exhibits, ie 64, with 34 Thematic, 22 Youth,
and many exhibits from Holland, the guest nation. Some of the Open
exhibits were remarkable, and also some who had not caught on. Up
to 50% of the pages could be non-philatelic. The very hot weather,
however, kept the number of visitors down, with two competing 'events'
at that weekend. Only the first day with the cancel 9.9.99 was busy.
For an unknown reason this is called in German 'Schnapszahl', but
without an alcoholic slant. I think the name is derived from the
childrens' game of 'Snap' played with playing cards, so I suggest
that 'snap' is used in English, and 'snap date' for these curious,
and sometimes long ones, when combined with the postcode.
le has received much media attention
- that the SP parcel post debac
of late. The three new 'Automatic' centres cost about CHF 500m, but
have not yet reached a third of their designed capacity after five
months operation, and Christmas is getting near. Three senior managers have been sacked, but one measure to 'improve' things has
raised scorn among the public, namely that string may no longer be
used for parcels under 10 kg in weight, only adhesive tape.
- that it has now been revealed that the main problem is reading the
address, and not only the postcode is determined, but also the street
and number, so that the parcel can be sent automatically not only
to the town, but also to the specific postman. This has been reached
with letters, after many years, but parcels are far more variable.
The testing time was practically zero.
- that in June 1999 the new postcode (PLZ) booklets were issued,
both alphabetical and numerical, and are free at every PO. A folded
wall map is also available at CHF 16.80, scale 1:300 000, showing
all places with a postcode. Invaluable when looking for a place.
- that the two postal depots in the Federal Technical University (ETH)
in Zurich received normal date cancellers, unannounced, on 1.12.98.
Each office got two cancellers, a & b. See figures 1 and 2.
- that I cannot resist showing another two remarkable impressions
on recent junkmail: figure 3 shows part of an advertising postcard
on which a 90c stamp has been printed in full colour, then cancelled
with a K-cancel 29.7.99, and below a reddish 4-state code used in
GB only for sorting mail to foreign countries, and all reduced by 10%!
The card was delivered as 'unaddressed mail' (cost 11c) about a month
later than the date shown. I wonder if anyone is clearing up the
legal issues? Figure 4 shows part of a heavy cover, (190c) with normal
stamps cancelled privately (Sept DYK)
on 21.7.99, in GOLD.
co
—1.12.98-1
y

GG E`^0

F igure 2

Figure 3
Figure 4
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The English version of the introduction to the Gtiller Handbooks (see DYK September)

It was Karl Gebert of Ebnat-Kappel who first drew my attention to the firm of
Geller in Huttikon near Zurich, as he had tried to obtain information on their
cancellers many years before.
After a short telephone call I went along to their small factory and was greeted
by Peter Geller, the fifth-generation owner, who showed me all their cancel record
books going back to the year 1868. Following several visits to study a couple of
problems I arranged for Marc Imobersteg of the PTT Archives to visit the factory
in 1992. This visit resulted in him taking all the bound books, and many loose
pages, to the PTT Library on loan and to bind all those loose pages into books,
as the PTT had done in earlier years with all the Geller record books.
Before the PTT could bind these loose pages they had to be carefully sorted and
numbered, which I did. The existing books also had to have their pages numbered,
as well as many of the de Coppet cancels themselves. This had to be done before
the complete set was copied on microfilm.
At some time in the 1950s A7-size record cards were made from the impressions
in the books and filed alphabetically for each post office in Switzerland. This
card index still exists and is kept up to date. Many cancel collectors and postal
historians have used, and continue to use, these invaluable records for their work.
These Geller books have their limitations (such as incompleteness and no actual
proof of usage), but will be of great use to philatelists generally for many years
to come. For this the Consilium Philateliae Helveticae is to be thanked. Of the
some 45 000 cancels shown in these books many were for foreign postal administrations; it is, therefore, to be hoped that postal historians of those countries will
also find them useful. With the help of these books it is to be hoped that the
8-volume 'Stempelwerk' of the VSPhV, issued in 1969, will be updated and improved
(also known as the 'Grosses Handbuch der Abstempelungen auf Schweizer Marken
1843-1907', the update of the 2-volume work by F X Andres & Hans Emmenegger).
In the name of all postal historians and others who use this source of valuable
information I wish to thank Peter Geller for making this possible. I also owe thanks
to Marc Imobersteg of the PTT Archives and to the Museum of Communication in Bern.
Michael Rutherfoord
Zurich, May 1999
REFERENCES
Abstempelungs-Werk (AW) VSPhV 8-volumes 1969
Cachets de Remplacement, Pierre Guinand 1990
Pioniere der Schw. Stempelherstellung, M Rutherfoord SVPS 3/95
(SVPS = Schweiz Verein der Postempelsammler)
Der Elzevir Datumstempel, M Rutherfoord SVPS 1/94
Der Stempel der Schweiz mit geschweiften Datumbrtke CEPL, SBZ 2/73
(CEPL = Cercle d'Etude Philatelic du Leman. SBZ = Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung)
Les cachets dits "en lame de rasoir" CEPL, SBZ 11/75
Cachets en lame de rasöir, Pierre Guinand SBZ 12/78
Razierklingen-Stempel oder "Gillettes", Thomas Galliker 'Der Aushang' 2,3/86
2/98, 1/99
Erwin Steinbrttchel
" Emil Lehmann/Pierre Guinand SVPS 2/90, 5/91
Wieso Rasierklingen Stempel? Ein RItzel gelöst?, M Rutherfoord SVPS 5,6/93
Razorblade or Gillette cancellations, Mavis Bidmead, Hely Phil Soc Newsl 12/90, 7/91
(Newsletter of the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain)
The Great Razor Blade Mystery, a possible solution? M Rutherfoord HPS Newsl 4,5/93
The de Coppet (Razor Blade) Cancels, Charles LaBlonde TELL 5/93
(TELL, Journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society)
Das Geheimnis der Rasierklingen-Stempel, M Rutherfoord BBZ 5-6, 9/93
(BBZ = Berner Briefmarken Zeitung)
Jungfraupost, Netherlands: Razor Blades, 3-4 Dec 69, 9-10/71, 12/72, 6/94
Frimerke Forum, Norway: Razor Blades, 4/90
Rasierklingenstempel, Erwin Steinbrtichel SVPS 3/99
The full English text of the Historical Notes and some illustrations will be in a
future edition of the Newsletter. It was a_chance meeting at Stampex 1991 between
Mavis Bidmead, Bob Johnson and Olga Ellis, a Norwegian philatelist, which made the
connection between Razor Blades and Gtiller via Frederic de Coppet, the inventor.
You read about it first in the Newsletter in April 1993:
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No. 11 November 1999

POSTAL STATIONERY QUERY

any catalogue. So far there has been no
response to my query.
It is stated to be Series A, with a
guaranteed printing of 30,000 pieces,
printed by K. J. Wyss of Basel, was there a
Series B? All the adverts appear to be by
Basel businesses. Does any member have
this item used, or know anything about it.
Any answers to the editor please.

Illustrated is both sides opened up
of what is called a "Letter sheet with
advertising" printed on buff paper in green,
the same colour as the Tell Boy imprinted
stamp.
This item was displayed at a London
meeting some time ago and the members
present were asked if they knew anything
about it as I was unable to find it listed in
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While making up the page for the printer,
Editor noticed the two items below.
The back flap of the 'letter' has
Rbsender:
Postoermerk
Zuni dieser Brief¢ in Serie „Rea
the Swiss Patent No. 44016 and a Rchtun I • des „1{orrespondenz - Brief es
mit: Rekiame" entholten im Rnzeigenteil je einen
space for the senders name and
absidltlichen Druchfehler dutch Silbenumstellung.
address as well as "Postvermerk". aberbringer der diese Drudatehler entholtenden
Bride giebt der Derleger th. Zech, Giiterslr. 134
A word not in most dictionaries,
)
cinen'Gutsdrein uber Fr. 25.— pro Brief, welcher
and the space is hardly large
Schweiz. Patent 44015
zum Bezug oon Waren bei irgend einem der lnserenten die es- Briefes (Serie „Ras) Ilerechtigt.
50nen
enough for a cds.
The second item gives the price
of the 'letter' 21c, a bargain:
The adverts are fascinating - Dieser Brief ist incl. 5 Cts.-fTlarke bei den tit. lnserenten and dort too Plakate nushänger
when did Kodak become a word
Garantierte Ruflage 30,000 Exemplar(
fur 2 1/2 Cts. nerhäuflid).
without an 's'?
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The JUNGFRAUBAHN - further to the article by AHT Clayton in September and the list
from Derrick Slate last month,we have further information from Colin Griffiths,
Eric Lienhard, Stuart MacKenzie and Les Stiles. I have collated this in a similar
way to last month in the hope of making it clearer. Ed.

EIGERGLETSCHER
1) 'half moon' in blue green Eigergletscher and black 2360 m u/m below (a new type?)
PO cancel Wengernalp-Scheidegg 24 VII 99 (a good copy is not available)
2) 8 Sep 1900 in red (as fig 2) PO cancel Wengernalp-Scheidegg 8 IX 00
3) 10 Jul 1901 in red, PO cancel Wengernalp-Scheidegg 10 VI O1 (fig 2 or 4)
4) 23 Jun 1903 in blue, PO cancel Wengernalp-Scheideg 23 VI 03 (as fig 1)
5) 27 VII 11 PO Cancel Eigergletscher
6) 23 Jul 1913 in blue, similar to fig 1 but Eigergletscher 2323 mtr and PO cancel
Interlaken 24 VII 13
ROTHSTOCK
1) 2 Sept 1902 (as fig 4)
2) 14 Sept 1902 in blue (as fig 4) on unused pc
EIGERWAND

23 Jun 1903 in violet, PO cancel Eigergletscher 24 VI 03 (both this card and
No. 4 above were sent to 'Master Hood, Nolton Court, Bridgend' along with two
missing cards from the other stations - do you have them?)
2) 16 Jul 1904 in mauve (as fig 1) PO cancel Eigergletscher 16 VII 04
3) 17 Sep 1904 and PO cancel Eigergletscher 17 IX 04
4) 25 VIII 1906 in violet (as fig 1 BUT Roman numerals for the month) PO cancel
Eigergletscher 25 VIII 06
5) 28 VIII 1906 (as fig 1) on unused pc
6) 1 IX 06 in blue (as fig 1) on unused pc
1)

EISMEER
1) Unused pc of Station Eismeer with caption "Die Bahn zur Jungfrau (4166m) Station
Eismeer, eröffnet Juli 1905 3161m hoch zur zeit die hochste station Europas"
2) 30 VII 1906 in blue (as fig 1) PO cancel Eismeer 3153 M u/m 30 VII 06
3) 10 IV 09 PO cancel Eismeer 3161M u/m
4) 25 Jul 1909 in purple similar to fig 1 BUT REVERSED; Jungfraubahn in top segment,
Station Eismeer in bottom segment, PO cancel Eigergletscher 27 VII 09
5) 20 VIII 12 PO cancel Eismeer 3161M u/m
JUNGFRAUJOCH
1) 2 VIII 23 PO cancel
2) 20 VIII 23 PO cancel (height 3457m)
3) 1 II 37 PO cancel
Eigerwand cachet 4
Eismeer PO
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UPDATE OF THE PEN CATALOGUE of special cancels - Der Poststempelsammler 4/99
gives a personal update by G Balimann from 1993 to June 1999. It is not an
official list, but will help members interested in this field until (if) a new
catalogue is issued. A copy of the magazine will be with the Hon.Librarian by
the end of October.
R S J
RAILWAY THEMATICS - the new $80 stamp of Guyana shows a Rhaetian Railway locomotive Number 706 GE 6/6 11 with the Grisons coat of arms on the front but
states that it is a German railway!
QUERY ON THE BUNDESFEIER POSTCARDS - Allan Young asks what is the history of the
'entwertet' invalidated overprints? Also what is the connection between the
relatively small issue of the 1914 Pestalozzi printing and the low value of the
'entwertet' copies, whereas the 1927, 28, 29 & 31 also have low issue quantities
but the 'entwertet' copies are very expensive?
THE SCHAFFHAUSEN SALIENT - Ken Reeves has a cover produced by the RAF Escaping
Society in October 1974. On the cover it states " Carried into Switzerland via
the Schaffhausen salient through which most escapers entered from Germany and
thence to Berne and Geneva. After cancellation (at Geneve 15 Aeroport 15.10.74)
it was taken to the wartime exit from Switzerland and then along the escape route
to Annecy, Chambery and Grenoble. From there to Dijon, Rheims, St Quentin, St.Omer,
Calais to Dover from where it was collected and flown in a Wessex HR 2, XJ 725 of
No. 72 Squadron RAF from Odiham to Battersea Heliport and delivered to the HQ
RAF Escaping Society, Chelsea, London SW3." Ken asks what exactly was the Schaffhausen salient? How many POW camps were there in Switzerland and where?
(There are a number of graves of Allied airmen in the Valais and the locals can
still remember the aircraft passing over during WW II. Ed.)
HUNGARIAN LETTER CARD page 77 - Stuart MacKenzie suggests: Letter card sent from
Budapest (underpaid) has travelled by way of Vienna where the PO have struck the
unframed T tax mark and endorsed the 121/2dec in manuscript. Letter continues through
Bavaria, Munich, where the PO have noted the tax and applied their boxed T tax mark
On arrival at Tarasp Kurhaus the PO have calculated postage due at 25c and then
attixed labels which is CöttIéc ed: etter- cam I the re=directed to Sehurs Ib/st;
It is evident that no further charge was made for the redirection.
Keith Fletcher offers this explanation: The bold tax mark is Hungarian, the boxed
Austrian, possibly an accounting mark. Information from D Williams of the Hungarian
Phil. Soc. The letter card was franked internal rate not 10k abroad. Under UPU
rules at the time all Hungary did was mark the tax - in Budapest and send it on
to Vienna.If the boxed mark is Austrian was there time to apply it in Vienna or
was it applied in the TPO of the Arlberg-Orient Express, the most direct route
to Switzerland. Another possibility is that it was applied in Landeck if the post
for the Graubfinden was off-loaded there? Otherwise the post continued via Feldkirch
and Chur and the 121 mark was added there. But this answer has raised more questions
than answers for me.
As Editor I wondered if the letter card had come up the Inn valley by postcoach
so I consulted Baedeker's guide for 1891 and find that there was a daily diligence
from Schuls to Nauders and another on to Landeck. Although there was a Hotel Post
and presumably post office in Schuls on the 'high-road 1 M to the W of Schuls'
are the baths and Kurhaus with 'post and telegraph offices in the house'. If the
post came up the valley on the 'high-road' the letter arrived there and was taxed
before being re-directed to the Hotel Post in Schuls, a sub-office of Tarasp?
How about an explanation from someone who studies 'Routes'?
QUERIES FROM LAST MONTH - no answer to the other card on page 77; where is the
place called Kessiloch? Should the card have been signed?
On page 74 we asked how the 'Gibraltar' PO in Neuchatel got its name? What is
the significance of the WHO labels and the places and years of issue?
In September, on page 68, we showed an envelope that could have been addressed
by 'Maurice Burrus' to Ernest Kehr at the NY Herald Tribune; is there not a
member out there who knows the answer to this query?
The postcards 'Seized by Censor' shown on page 61 have produced no answers at all:
Likewise the newspaper on page 50 of the July Newsletter has not brought a reply
from one of our experts on 'Rates' - where are you all?
What about the person who sold the packets of 25 different 'prints' of Swiss
stamps shown on page 45 in June --who was he and when were they sold?
No answer on the "Don National in 1918" - front of the June issue either?
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Stuart R MacKenzie

Reference the St. Gotthard stamp issue Official FDC mentioned by Michael Rutherfoord in his recent DYK column (page 71 September), I have never seen this cover
to date. However in the King accumulation a FDC for this issue was found where
the 'GENEVE Conference générale du Dsarmement' (Pen S.143) special handstamp
was used on 31.V.32, see the figure below.
It would be interesting to see an illustration of this Official FDC and what
cancellation was used. (Who has a copy out there? Ed.)

SEULEMENT
\2
'PAR POSTE AE.RIENh
_

-- :: •-.-- -Luftpost
•Par;a°vion
Per aeroplane

--_
;

ueo. J.zng,
Poste Restante,
Store . Street Fs. O.
London, vv.C.

•
LUZERN PARCEL POST

Stuart R MacKenzie

1880 (12th June) Baggage Label from Luzern addressed to the Hotel Rhöne Glacier
via 'Steamer & Diligence' showing the parcel rate of Fr 4.30 and the Luzern Filiale
receipt. A rare franking is made up of four lfr Gold values plus 20c & 10c. They
are cancelled with a three-line boxed cancel of 'Luzern/12 Juni 80/Filiale'.
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Northern Group Meeting. I suppose that it was inevitable that there would be a
degree of overlap and duplication when one has a title "The 1960s" as the theme for an
afternoon's meeting. So it was with those who met in Leeds for the October meeting.
Nevertheless, in spite of one pessimist voicing the opinion that we had chosen a bad
decade, a remarkable range of material went on display. As might be expected, much of
this related to the definitive issues of the decade having postal messengers and
architecural monuments as the motifs. Many of the wide range of values (5c to Fr.3.50)
were shown on postcards and commercial covers, as well as purely philatelic items,
making up the correct postage having regard to weight and destination, whether registered
or sent express. Of particular interest in this respect were a number of airmail covers. In
some cases the weight had been indicated on the envelope making it relatively easy to
determine whether or not the item had been correctly franked but not quite so simple when
an indication of weight had been omitted. I suspect that this might be the basis of a good
topic for a future meeting. A small display of the four "Messengers" illustrated the
variations to be found between the sheet stamps and the coils, whilst on cover was an
example of the Fr.1.- yellow-brown (369) showing a misplaced perforation across the top
edge. I am sure that many will have visited the sites of the various buildings depicted on
these stamps and one of our group is gradually building up a collection of black and white
photographs of the buildings, mounting each one alongside the relevant stamp alongwith a
potted history, thereby making a very striking display. However, it was not definitives
alone that made up the 1960s contribution. There were the Pro Juventute and Pro Patria
issues, the latter on cover with "Rutli 1st August" cancellations; Rigi-Kaltbad, 100 years
Hotel Post; miniature sheets of the decade and a selection of the publicity issues of that
period. In the early days of the post code, cancellers were without the postal district
number which sometimes led to confusion when there was more than one locality of the
same name and a number of examples of these were shown. Even with what appears to be
a rather mundane title, it is surprising what can be produced. As one member remarked,
"It certainly made me delve into material I hadn't looked at for years!" Or, as my wife
would say, "Isn't it time you did a bit of spring-cleaning!" D.C.

THE AUCTION after the AGM on Wednesday 10th November will include some special
material from the collection of the late Harry Chapman. Most Notable being:
A collection of 1881 Sitting Helvetia, mounted mint, on sheets, including several
blocks of four and 'Ausser Kurs' overprints; PTT Presentation booklet of the 1943
Zurich Stamp Centenary , with full range of miniature sheets; Also some literature.
Members who are unable to attend the auction and require further details must ring
the Chairman, Claude Mistely between Friday 5th November & Tuesday 9th November.
Absent bidders should remember postal charges will be extra and several items may
need Registered Post. Ring Claude on 01 737 55 16 89.

THE PACKET is well under way for another season. The first packets were sent at
the end of August, early September, and contained a mixture of old books plus some
new material. The second group of packets should all be out by the time you read
this, each with six booklets of new material. I hope to get another batch underway by late November. To keep up this flow I need more booklets after Xmas. Please
check those stock books, shoe boxes or where ever your duplicate material is kept
and make up booklets for inclusion in future packets.
Material in good condition with clear postmarks sells well. Covers and postcards
can be placed in lightweight protectors otherwise the cost of postage escalates.
Please remember to advise me of holidays so that I can adjust circulation lists
and not waste time chasing "missing" packets. Finally, I am happy to receive small
payments up to £2.00 in mint postage stamps as I can use these for postage. D S
SOME ANSWERS TO QUERIES on page 74 last month. The UVT/WVV labels are fiscals of
the Union Valaisanne de Tourisme/Walliser Verkehrs Verein issued in values from
5c to 5fr in a variety of colours and four different designs. Before the advent
of Tourist Organisations local societies undertook the maintenance of footpaths,
viewpoints, signposts and benches for the tired hiker and collected a Tourist
tax based on length of stay. Laws were passed in canton Valais in 1934, 1937 & 1948
to cover these issues and possibly others at later dates. Thanks to Werner Gattiker
and Eric Lienhard.
Postmark corner last month had a query about the Basel Mustermesse PO. Werner says
there is a fully fledged PO in the Fair building and mail is processed there at
such times when the fair is open, and also for some of the lesser exhibitions that
take place at the Mustermesse Halls. Doug Houtris says that there is also a label
for that Fair in German, but with a different design,shown in the Pen vignette
catalogue of 1980.
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M Rutherfoord

- that .a few years ago the PTT introduced a dedicated Mobile PO to serve a number
of very small villages in the Calancatal (the last Italian-speaking valley in Graubunden before Tessin). Now a new version has started on 1.10.99 to serve the two
villages 4115 Mariastein (SO) and 4117 Burg im Leimental (BE), from 4116 Metzerlen (SO).
This might become the solution, with a once weekly, full postal service to remote
villages. The new cds has not yet been received by the postmaster of 4116!
- that to get to this area take the tram to Rodersdorf from Basel, and then go a few
kilometres through France, before coming back in to Switzerland, and then walk,
most enjoyable.
- that I consider the 'personalized' stamps now available, as described in the
latest issue of 'Focus', are a trivialisation of philately, and of doubtful value
to the hobby.
- that you can now buy the souvenir collections of four countries from the Swiss
Philatelic Bureau, and probably vice versa. An interesting idea.
- that the new ATM Handbook and Catalogue for Switzerland and Liechtenstein has
been published, and written, by Markus Seitz of Luzern, in German, at CHF 34 for
each volume. The best there is, and very good.
- that an old wish of philatelists living outside (and inside) Switzerland has now
been fulfilled, ie, direct membership of the SVPhV is now possible and not via a
Club as before. Such members can now enter Swiss exhibitions and events, including
receiving a copy of the SBZ every month.
- that a peculiar 'mistake' has occurred; the SP is issuing a special postcard for
the opening of the new Vereina train tunnel (under the FlUelapass, but starting in
Klosters) on 19.11.99, but the picture shows the famous Albula viaduct! This is
also a 'Taxe perçue' card, valid for airmail to the whole world.
- that something is afoot with the printing of stamps. In 1999, for the first time,
the Pro Patria stamps were not printed by Courvoisier in photogravure (AeTD), but
by the SP in offset, and well done too. But it appears that AeTD has not been used
by Courvoisier since about 1994, they use the new method of electronic scanning to
prepare the offset printing rolls. In the UK it seems that this method has been in
use by Questa for a number of years. Can anyone send me mint stamps of the GB
'Lighthouses and Endangered Species' series, for comparison, or any news that
they may have about this new method.
- that the bulk rate error made by RlUlli, as mentioned in the June 1999 issue of the
Newsletter, page 46, was caused by a printing error in the official rates booklet of
1.1.99; they got the decimal point wrong, twice. Corrected in the 1.6.99 booklet.
- that the above rates booklet also gives the new Express rates, namely CHF 12.-,
15.-, and 18.- for delivery the next day defore 9 a.m., before 9 p.m. if posted at
the counter before 12 a.m., and for delivery before 17.45. The latter two only for
larger places. This new service started with the summer railway timetable, which
was on Monday the 30th May, not the 1st June, the date of the booklet. Just to
keep the philatelists confused. See figures 1 & 2 for the new fast rate label, CHF 18.
- that while exploring with Edythe Rawnsley a long time ago we 'discovered' the
monument cut in the greenish Gotthard granite at an angle of about 40 degrees in
1898 as shown on the new 70c stamp (designed by the Russian, B Iliuchin). Figure 3
shows this monument as used in the first day cancel.
- that the SP have announced that in 2000 tests will begin with 'PC Stamps', that
is private business franking on your own computer, as allowed in the USA from 9.8.99.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 1
•
SMALL ITEMS NEEDED for the Newsletter. Half page pieces such as those this
month would be most useful. Some longer articles will be published next year.
Among them will be Campione, Ticino, Airmail and Fahrpost. Ed.
4i;61
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The 'ULTRAMAR' overprints
by Stuart R MacKenzie
During the 1974 Revolution in Portugal - 'The Carnation Revolution'
as the soldiers took to the streets with carnations stuck in their
gun barrels - Captain Ernesto Melo Antunes led a bloodless coup
against Marcelo Caetano's right-wing regime, which led to democracy.
Some looting took place and one building - the Portugese Postal
Administration in Lisbon - was ransacked and the contents thrown
from the windows to the street below. There some enterprising
individual gathered up the many philatelic items, among which were
the items illustrated. They were samples sent by each member state
of the UPU to every other member for their archive - three sets of
each stamp and item of postal stationery are sent.
Certainly an unusual story for an item of Swiss Postal Stationery.
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No. 12 December 1999

A PLEA FOR HELP

By D. Houtris

Over the past few years I have been collecting Ambulant covers
between August 1889 and April 1910, and have amassed some
hundreds. I am now trying to establish the routes the trains
travelled on certain Ambulant lines. Some routes are easy to work
out, and others are more complicated. For instance the schedule
for route number 2 during the summer of 1907 states the route to
be Basel-Zurich, seems quite simple until you look at a railway
map and see that there are several ways the route could go. I've
eliminated one short stretch as the Lower Hauenstein tunnel was
not opened until 1916, but there are several more ways left.
I have come to the conclusion that the way to establish the
route is to find covers for the route required that have straight
line cancels, and were used at the appropriate time.
The help I require is a list of Ambulant
covers for the period stated that members
have, and hopefully from all the information
you send I'll be able to establish the routes
I am having trouble with.
What I require is the Ambulant number,
date, train number and what station straight
line cancel there is on the cover.
I'll refund any postage costs incurred
via your newsletter. Please send all
information to D. Houtris 62 Thirleby Road,
Edgware HA8 OEZ.
A NEW SUBJECT FOR THEMATIC COLLECTORS
It was difficult to resist this new cancellation
from the Swiss Post. Is the gasometer really
the only thing of interest in Schlieren or is
there something about it that is not immediately
apparent to the rest of us?
A FINAL THOUGHT AS WE REACH THE END OF THIS YEAR
In 1973 I edited International Standard 2711, "Information processing
interchange - Representation of ordinal dates". In section 4 was this
sentence: "The year shall be represented as four digits".
I hope more people read the Newsletter than read that Standard!
Best wishes for Xmas and the New Year to all readers
from the Hon. Editor and all those involved in
getting the Newsletter to you each month.
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MINUTES of the FIFTY SECOND ANNUAL MEETING of the HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
held at 6.30pm on WEDNESDAY 10th NOVEMBER 1999 at the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street, London
with 16 members present.
The meeting was chaired by Mr.C.P.Mistely, Chairman of the Society.
1. Apologies were received from: P.Hobbs, D.Symonds, H.Towers.

2. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Wednesday 11th November 1998 and published in the
'Helvetia Newsletter' dated December 1998 were taken as read, and agreed unanimously
3. There were no Matters Arising.
4. In his address the Chairman Mr Mistely stated that it had been a sad year with the death of several members including
Geoff Hubbard, a friend of many members. He said that the Committee was producing a new publicity leaflet, actively
investigating submission of Society notices to the philatelic press, and pursuing an Honorary membership scheme with the
Northern Group. The Society would not be participating in The Stamp Show 2000 at Earls Court. The cost of rooms
offered would involve the doubling of the membership subscription. In conclusion Mr Mistely thanked the Officers who
had kept the Society going like clockwork throughout the year, and especially Eric Lienhard and Don Symonds. Both of
whom had stepped into post during the year.
5. The Hon. Secretary, Mr J.A.Cordingley presented his report which started by saying that the role of Secretary had been
another quiet year There had been the usual few requests from prospective members, some notifications of deaths of
members, requests to publicise philatelic publications in the Newsletter, a request from our sister Dutch group for
permission to reprint articles from the Newsletter, several phone calls asking for contacts, and our first response to the
honorary membership 'deal'. He states that it was still his intention to vacate the post of secretary, something that had been
intended for this meeting. However your Secretary said that he would continue in p ost for the next few months until the
end of the current season.
6. The Hon. Treasurer, Mr M.J.Kuriger presented his report.
He was pleased to report that the overall financial situation of the Society has improved again with an excess of income
over expenditure of £320.84 on the year ending 31st August 1999. Despite the finances being in a good position for the last
year there has been a significant drop in the addition to the reserves. This is mainly due to:
- a considerable drop in membership (about 10%) during the year due to death of members (8) and
resignations/non-payment (19), A small number of new members had joined. This has affected the subscription income.
- rent for meeting venues has increased and over the year the total extra expenditue is almost £160. As some of the
increase in rents occurred during the year, then the overall additional cost will only be seen in a full year.
The Treasurer was grateful to Doug Houtris and Charles LaBlonde for keeping the costs of sending out the Newsletter
under control. (Postage to the US is done by bulk mailing - Secretary)
Two proposals were then made. First the current subscription rates were to remain for the next year, and secondly, that Mr
Ward be retained as auditor . These were seconded by Mr Dowling and carried unanimously. There were no queries
7. The Hon. Packet Secretary, Mr D.Symonds presented a written report: read by the Secretary.
'1998-1999 has been another reasonable year with just over 56% of the material submitted for sale being purchased by
members. It was evident from the sales achieved by some of our contributors that good quality and more unusual items
sell best, whilst the modern material does struggle to find a purchaser.
During the year ending July 1999, members will have received at least 4 packets consisting some 32 booklets, this year I
hope to do better and send out 6 packets to each member on my circulation list. If there are any members who do not
currently receive the packet and wish to be included drop me a line (see Programme Card for address). The Society had to
submit a claim to our insurers for a packet which was unfortunately lost last November and which they settled prior to
Geoff Hubbard's death. I have to report that again this year another packet has been lost and I will be submitting a claim to
our insures in due course. Having mentioned Geoffs name I must say how easy it was to take over as your Packet
Secretary, everything was left in a very tidy order and with Derrick Slate's help any problems were minimised.
The packet records are now on my computer so every movement can be seen, likewise all cheques received, payments
made and deposits in the TSB account are there for all to see.
I would like to thank all who contributed material to the packet and to most members for observing the packet rules. There
is just one small point, would ALL members please remember to notify me of absence from home so that I can avoid
sleepless nights!
8. Librarian's Report

All was prepared for the stock to be stored in my loft until my wife suggested that there might be a
weight problem. As a result the Library is now in the cellar. There have been 10 lots of requests for borrowing since March
from 5 members, one of whom has borrowed 16 books. 3 requests have been received for the new updated library list.

9. The Press Officer, Mr F.Pickard reported that Stamp Magazine had contacted all Societies for information. Stanley
Gibbons were producing a 'special', and the Society would be submitting material to both.
10. Election of Officers and Committee Members.

It was suggested that Mr W. Straw who is organising a Society
participation in a stamp festival Salisbury 200 would be a useful addition to Committee. The meeting was also reminded
that Mr Lienhard and Mr Symonds were still serving in acting capacities. Mr Pickard proposed, and Mr Houtris seconded,
that with the confirmation of positions and additional appointment the Committee should be re-elected. This was

The Accounts of the Society for 1998-1999 are on page 96.
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unanimously agreed by the meeting.
(The 1999/2000 Programme Card contains a list of Officers and Committee members with key phone numbers and
addresses.)
11.

No motions or resolutions had been received.

12.

Under Any Other Business the Honorary membership arrangements were clarified with an explanation that the
Northern Group were spearheading the drive because of particular membership decline in their region. The
possibility of bilateral meetings with similar groups in Scandanavia and Holland was suggested. Links with such
groups might provide benefits and Mr Pickard would look into this.
There being no other business the meeting closed at 6.58 pm

The LONDON MEETING of 10th November started with the AGM but then continued in time honoured fashion
with an auction of stamps, postal history, and ephemera all under the hammer of auctioneer Claude Mistely. 129
lots were on offer, a very considerable increase even on last year's high number. As usual there was a variety
reflecting members diverse interests and although several lots remained unsold over £538 was realised. Highest
amount bid was for a fine used copy of the French language PJ forerunner - £90, by far and away the highest bid
recorded at one of these auctions. There were stamps in blocks, PTT folders, 2 lots of parcel labels, airmail covers, 2
lots of counter panes of stamps, interspace pairs (lots of lots), miniature sheets on and off cover, first day covers,
pre-stamp covers, Bundesfier cards, post cards, tickets (most unusual and unsold), cancellations on piece, in
stockbook and on stamps, forgeries, mandate forms, perfins, postal stationery cards, relief or emergency
cancellations from the Ticino, ambulant cards, stamp albums, spare album leaves, interleaving. But no stamp
hinges or mounting strip so you could not quite set up collecting with what was on offer. Most of the prices were
extremely good - a fine Mendrisio relief cancellation on cover for £5.50 - and some unbelievable - a new Senator
stamp album for £1! It really was a very interesting and quite exciting sale. Already thoughts have been expressed
that there should be an auction at every meeting! JAC
The American Helvetia Philatelic Society is distributing a CD-ROM entitled 'A Study
of the Swiss Federal Administration-Issued Stamps, 1850-1854, and their Forgeries'
by AHPS member Anton M Kofranek. This study is based on 40 years of collecting by
Mr Kofranek, who became interested because he saw so many obvious forgeries of the
Rayon. '-_iss'usa_ in old--cal.lorti aG
The study's nine chapters and seven appendices include the genuine stamps, forgeries and forgers; reproductions of the 'Works of Sperati'; descriptions of related
material at the Royal Philatelic Society (London), the British Museum (Tapling collection) and the Swiss Museum of Philately (Bern); an English translation of 'The
Durheim Issues' published in 1950 by the Swiss expert Dr. Herbert Munk; and published comments on 'The Framing of the Cross on Federal Stamps' by several internationally known collectors. A photo gallery contains more than 400 stamps and cancellations, including portions of the author's collection.
The CD-ROM is in standard format readable by any Internet web browser on both PC
and Macintosh computer systems using Windows 95 or System 7 or better. The price is
$45 outside the US against a US bank check or money order payable to Richard T Hall,
the AHPS secretary at P 0 Box 666, Manhatton Beach, CA 90267-0666, USA.

_

CAN ANY MEMBER HELP John Nixon of the Ayrshire Philatelic Society who is doing a
study of the Swiss Postbus postmarks. He has tried writing to all the dealers with
no success. His address is: 28 Kyle Street, AYR, Ayrshire.
Steven S Weston
ARE WE DESTROYING THE OBJECTS OF OUR FASCINATION?
Are we irreversibly damaging our stamps and covers by bringing them into contact with
modern day substances? Yes, we are; and most of us are unaware of the damage we cause.
Take the lowly wooden pencil. All pencils were equal at one time; their 'leads'
were composed of clay and carbon. When we pencilled a catalogue number on a stamp or
cover, it did little damage and could be cleanly erased. Modern pencils are mechanical affairs using thin 0.5 mm 'leads' composed of plastic binders and plastic
'carbon'. I can't get a clean erasure and those thin leads leave a permanent track.
Add ballpoint pens, vinyl sheet protectors, tape, sulphite papers, and poly sleeves
to the list of damaging substances. And don't forget to pre-tone the stamp you are
applying to a cover using your 'just-sipped-coffee' tongue. Add a fingerprint to
that stamp you are mounting by touching your nose and then the stamp. Don't forget
the cake crumbs and the sugar powder.
I have encoutered all of these nasties in the last few weeks of examining hundreds
of stamps and covers. It was a crying shame that so much value was ruined by thoughtlessness. On the bright side, my collection will be worth much more in the years to
come because I am careful - careful not to do any of these bad things and careful
(Fi r a t ri,hl i a harl in 'Tell'_ May 1988.)
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
The '1IILLENNIUM 2000" edition of our Catalogue is in preparation
and is scheduled for publication at the end of January. Order
forms will be sent out shortly. We are now selling at prices
listed in our "2000" Catalogue, which, in most cases, are
substantially lower. Inland Clients please note that the
conversion rate from listed Dollar prices to VAT inclusive
£ prices is 35% (i.e. $10.00 = £6.50 VAT paid).
Please also note our new selling terms:
Fully paid purchases over $200.00 per transaction if paid by
cheque within 60 days will qualify for a 10% discount. If payment is made by Credit Card the discount is reduced to 5%. For
credit requirements beyond 60 days no discount can be allowed and
terms must be agreed prior to purchase.

THE DIRECTORS & STAFF WOULD LIKE TO WISH
MEMBERS OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
BEST WISHES FOR CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR

H. L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
P.O. Box 242, LONDON N2.OYZ, ENGLAND
Tele: 020 8348 0296 Fax: 020 8347 8397
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The first LONDON MEETING of the new season was held on 20th October in the usual venue of the Victory
Services Club in Seymour Street. The night was surprisingly cold and damp and perhaps that was one of the
reasons that only nine members attended. Under the Chairmanship of Eric Lienhard the meeting on Labels
provided the opportunity to display some unusual material - eight members took this, one submitting photocopied
items by post! There were sheets of labels, labels with labels and a wide selection of items genuinely used on mail.
The labels for early propaganda flights were well represented with some very fresh covers, one of which had the
interesting registered label with Geneve, Aerodrome de Cointrin in red. FRANCO labels were displayed including
one cancelled in Triesenburg, Liechtenstein. Bella Sekula Tax Percue labels, FRAMA labels and advertising labels
produced for the Altdorf annual production of the Schiller play about William Tell, were some of the items that
displayed the imagination of members. Also of particular note were two private parcel address labels overprinted
by the PTT with Helvetia with sword designs - postal stationery items that are seldom seen. Once again members
produced an extraordinary selection of material full of items that most of those present would have loved to have
had in their own collections. Such meetings really are a bit of an eye-opener! Sorry you could not be there. JAC
HELVETIA SOCIETY - Meeting at HAMPEX 99 - Eight members (coming from Dorset, Hants,
Somerset, Sussex and Wiltshire) attended the meeting of the Wessex Group on Saturday
October 23rd at Hampex 99 the Hampshire Philatelic Federation Convention and Stamp
Fair, held at Thornden School, Chandler's Ford, near Southampton. After being welcomed by Don Symonds, several members gave presentations on topics that included the
Bears of canton Bern, Swiss railway cancellations, customs documents, private postal
stationery, Pro Patrias, Pro Juventutes including the 1912 semi-officials, Frank
stamps, Basel fiscals, Postage Dues, and Standesläufer & Minnesinger. Of special note
was an 1855 'problem' envelope from Paris, with a federal Swiss stamp (fraudulently?)
attached and cancelled 'Luzern'.
We were fortunate in being able to secure space in the area where the Competition
entries were displayed throughout the Convention, along with five other specialist
societies, so that the interests and activities of our Society could be portrayed.
We were allocated two large frames, suitably secured, in which four of our members
were each able to display eight sheets from their personal collections, covering the
following areas: Pre-stamp letters with route and transit marks, 1842-1859, Federal
issues from 1850, Spiro forgeries and Strubels to 1862, Tell issues 1914-1933 and
postal stationery, and Pro Juventute issues 1973-1976, with superbly illustrated
artwork of the flora on these stamps.
We feel particularly glad to be able to publicize the Helvetia Philatelic Society
in this way, and hope to participate in similar events again in the future. We are
now working on the details of our participation in Salisbury 2000, in early May next
year. (See below. Ed.)
W A S
NORTHERN GROUP MEETING 13th November - For the last few years the Northern Group have
devoted an afternoon to a particular canton, and in the past have covered Geneva,
Vaud, Valais and Ticino, so this year the theme continued with Graubunden being the
chosen canton. In the opinion of your stand-in reporter Graubunden is, when looked
at as a whole, the most beautiful and interesting canton in Switzerland, and has
everything that a lover of this little country could wish for.
High mountain and glacier scenery with the views from the Corvatschbahn and Diavolezza ranking alongside those from the Jungfraujoch and Gornergrat as some of the
most fantastic vantage points for alpine scenery in the country. There are lovely
valleys and lakes, with the view from the Muottas Muragl of the upper Engadine lakes
being worth a visit to Switzerland on its own. There are important passes, some of
which go back to Roman times, important summer and winter resorts like St Moritz,
Klosters, Davos and Arosa and numerous attractive little villages in their distinctive
style scattered about the landscape, while the historic capital Chur with its many
old buildings should not be missed. Graubunden is also the canton where Romansh is
spoken, and so one could go on detailing this remarkable part of Switzerland.
Most visitors to Graubunden will perhaps arrive from Zurich Airport and train to
Landquart or Chur and then changing to the red coaches of the RhB for the rest of
their journey. This is not just a small private narrow-gauge railway serving the
summer and winter resorts, but is a vital part in the economy of the canton and
perhaps a whole afternoon could have been devoted to the RhB on its own.
It was mostly these aspects of the canton which were featured in Leeds and everyone
agreed that it had been a most enjoyable afternoon with your reporter hoping this
'cantonal theme' will continue in the years to come.
R A H
SALISBURY 2000, Saturday 6th May - The Wessex Group are staging this event at the
Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road, Salisbury. The hotel is close to the railway station for
members coming by train. Reserve the date NOW and meet other collectors of Switzerland
for a day of listening and viewing. Further details will be in the Newsletter.
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- that Liechtenstein decided some time ago to break its links with
the Swiss PTT and go it alone. They now have their own international
telephone call sign '0423', this is not known everywhere, so the
banks are apparently telling their customers to use the old number,
via St Gallen, also because the new exchange is having troubles.
stamps and philatelic
This all costs money. And now the post office,
services are following. That is the reason why their older stamps
are no longer valid, from 1.1.00. My guess is that the new stamps and
other items will come with the Euro, in 2002.
- that the SP now says that the parcel chaos problem is solved, but
only after the Xmas rush will the older parcel sorting centres of
Dgniken, Luzern and Lausanne be finally closed. We will see. Our
local parcel delivery postman just laughs.
- that during the weekend of the 6/7th November the new SVP (Swiss
Postal History Society) held an exhibition in Kilchberg to celebrate
their 75th anniversary, as they had revitalised the older, defunct,
clubs ^Spezial' and 'Altbrief'. There were 40 frames of bigger,
classic exhibits and 60 frames of 'one frame' exhibits of specialities.
Yours truly contributed 12 sheets of Gtiller and de Coppet research.
A most instructive show. Worldwide 240 members.
- that about 600 main POs now close at 12 noon instead of 11.30 a.m.
and in the evening the closing times have been extended, to match
the closing times of shopping centres and other commerce.
- that the first part of the new Zumstein Specialised 2000, covering
all sorts and shapes of the definitives will be published in December
for CHF 60- (if ordered in November, but you can try) or for CHF 75later. Volume 2 with all the sections, PP, PJ and the rest will be
on sale at the NABA 2000 in St Gallen.
- that the new Luftpost Handbuch will soon be published by Birkhauser,
who print the SBZ, price not yet released.
t,na ^ the old -BID PTT is rraw called 'PTT nst03 icai Archive' and is
that
open at the same place, Viktoria Strasse 21, 3030 Bern, from Monday
to Thursday. Telephone No. xx41 31 331 11 51, and telefax xx41 31 331
1152, or e-mail 'archiv @ mfk.ch.'
- that in the HQ building of the SP the post office has now closed.
It used to be called 'Generaldirektion'., then, unannounced, 'Schonburg'
from 1.1.99, until now Friday 29th October. This was announced in
'Stempel News' correctly. See the figure below.
- that there seems to be a new canceller designer at work for the
philatelic services, see the selection below of very un-Swiss FD
and other cancels, but not unpleasing.
- that on the 1st and 2nd of February, Sion, having lost their local
publicity slogan, cancelled mail using the crown only. Then they got
hold of a wavy line slogan and used that. It seems that all organisations wanting to advertise via slogans for machine cancellations
have to pay not only for the metallic slogan itself, but also for it
to be used on the mail. The number of new slogans is falling already
so what will this bring?
- that yet another PPI, below, shows in full colour two Italian
stamps, suitably modified.
ö MAR tfr,
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HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
ACCOUNTS FOR YEAR 1998-99

Balance Sheet as at 31st August 1999
1998

Income and Expenditure Account - Year to 31st August 1999

£

£
ASSETS

1997-98

£

£

£
673.99
819.07

INCOME
2,749.00
70.01
37.55
170.98
42.50

- Subscriptions
- Interest Trustee Savings Bank
Girobank

2,440.00
66.86
32.43

7.26
180.52
100.00
233.47

99.29
125.90
24.00

Exchange Packet
- Library Fees, Donations and Sales

2,689.19

3,070.04

291.50
10.00

- Hire of Rooms

436.60

London
Northern Group
Sussex Group
Meeting contributions

2,099.35

301.50

Amounts due to Society
Advertising
Subscriptions outstanding

358.00
14.00

372.00

600.00

Payments in advance
Insurance 1999/00
Advance rent for meetings
Material for Exchange Packet
Programme Cards 1999/00

262.00
40.00
184.00
147.30

633.30

2,014.31

- Newsletter
1,465.06
41.21
0.00
147.36
0.00
(1.34)
7.73
103.01
0.00

Less Advertising
- Postages
- Stationery and printing
- Programme leaflets
- Subscriptions to Philatelic Journals
- Corporation Tax
- Competition Expenses
- Shelving for Library
- Sundries (Meeting expel]

262.00

456.65
140.00
25.00
(26.50)

595.15

1,586.31
67.50

1,518.81

198.00
140.00

2,915.81

30.55
11.75
140.00
26.39
0.00
15.70
0.00
30.00

212.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.07

320.84

101.16
0.00
0.00
0.00

Subscriptions paid in advance
Postage & other expenses to be paid
Sales and lost packet
Corporation Tax
Library Fund

53.07
f21.00)

General Fund
Balance at 31st August 1998
Transfer to Library fund
Add excess of income over expenditure
for year to 31 st'August 1999

870.41
Excess of Income over Expenditure

3,104.65

LIABILITIES

2,368.35

2,199.63

2:700.58
2,915.81

32.07

2,700.58
(50.00)
320.84

2.971.42
3,104.65

M. J.
Hon.
6th N •
Year end 99

116.98
1,451.50
20.96
190.68
100.00
219.23

EXPENDITURE
346.10
105.00
36.00
(50.50)

Balances at Bank . Girobank
Current Account
Deposit Account
. Trustee Savings Bank
Current Account
Deposit/Flexible Acct.
Cash held by Newsletter dispatcher
Cash/cheques held by Treasurer

ber 1999

